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Preface

This report contains the proceedings of the workshop on Model Driven Architecture: Foun-
dations and Application”, held at the University of Twente on 26-27 June 2003.

Model Driven Architecture (MDA) proposed by OMG is an approach based on the sepa-
ration of the specification of system functionality from the specification of the implementation
of that functionality on a specific platform. It is aimed at making the software assets more
resilient to changes caused by the emerging technologies and makes the role of modeling and
models in the current software development much more important. The MDA initiative cov-
ers a wide spectrum of research areas some of them are already well established and some are
newly emerged. Further efforts are required to bring them into a coherent approach based
on open standards and supported by matured tools and techniques. The goal of this work-
shop is to understand the foundations, to analyze the state of-the-art, to identify problems
and solutions, to outline future research directions and to share experience in applying MDA
techniques and tools.

Topics of Interest

In the call for papers we asked for full papers and extended abstracts on the following topics:

• Ontologies and domain-specific models

• MDA development process

• Meta modeling and meta models for PIMs and PSMs

• Model transformations: foundations and heuristics

• Model composition

• Aspect-oriented modeling

• Variability management

• Model validation and model checking

• MDA technologies (UML, OCL, XMI)

• Executability of models

• Code generation based on UML profiles

• MDA tools

• Experience reports

We received a total of 25 submissions, from which after a careful reviewing procedure we
put together a programme consisting of 7 full papers and 7 short presentations. We have an
invited presentation by Wim Bast (of CumpuWare) who is heavily involved in the current
Query-View-Transformation (QVT) Request for Proposals of the OMG. The programme also
two discussion sessions. Since several of the submitted papers also concerned the QVT RfP,
we hope for an interesting exchange of opinions on this subject.
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Abstract

The OMG’s Model Driven Architecture (MDA) initiative has been the focus of
much attention in both academia and industry, due to its promise of more rapid
and consistent software development through the increased use of models. In order
for MDA to reach its full potential, the ability to manipulate and transform mod-
els – most obviously from the Platform Independent Model (PIM) to the Platform
Specific Models (PSM) – is vital. Recognizing this need, the OMG issued a Request
For Proposals (RFP) largely concerned with finding a suitable mechanism for trans-
forming models. This paper outlines the relevant background material, summarizes
the approach taken by the QVT-Partners (to whom the authors belong), presents
a non-trivial example using the QVT-Partners approach, and finally sketches out
what the future holds for model transformations.

1 Introduction - Transformations and MDA

The OMG Queries/Views/Transformations (QVT) RFP [1] defines the MDA vision thus:

MDA defines an approach to IT system specification that separates the specification of
system functionality from the specification of the implementation of that functionality on
a specific technology platform, and provides a set of guidelines for structuring specifica-
tions expressed as models.

The MDA approach and the standards that support it allow the same model specifying
system functionality to be realized on multiple platforms through auxiliary mapping
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standards... and allows different applications to be integrated by explicitly relating their
models.

In less technical terms, MDA aims to allow developers to create systems entirely with
models 1 . Furthermore, MDA envisages systems being comprised of many small, manageable
models rather than one gigantic monolithic model. Finally, MDA allows systems to be
designed independently of the eventual technologies they will be deployed on; a PIM can
then be transformed into a PSM in order to run on a specific platform.
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Fig. 1. Transformations and MDA

Figure 1 – based partly on a D’Souza example [2] – shows an overview of a typical usage of
MDA. It shows a company horizontally split into multiple departments, each of which has
a model of its system. These models can be considered to be views on an overall system
PIM. The PIM can be converted into a PSM. In order to realize this vision, there has to be
some way to specify the changes that models such as that in figure 1 undergo. The enabling
technology is transformations. In figure 1 a transformation T1 integrates the company’s
horizontal definitions into an overall PIM, and a transformation T2 converts the overall
PIM into PSMs, one for each deployment platform.

The following are some representative MDA related uses where transformations are, or could
be, involved:

• Converting a model ‘left to right’ and/or ‘right to left’. This is a very common operation
in tools, for example saving a UML model to XML and reading it back in again.

• Abstracting a model. Abstracting away unimportant details, and presenting to the user
only the salient points of the model, is a vital part of MDA.

• Reverse engineering. For example, a tool which recovers Java source code from class files.
• Technology migration. This is similar to reverse engineering, but whereas reverse engineer-

ing is simply trying to recover lost information, technology migration is effectively trying
to convert outdated systems into current systems. For example, a tool which migrates
legacy COBOL code to Java.

Transformations are undoubtedly the key technology in the realization of the MDA vision.
They are present explicitly – as in the transformation of a PIM to a PSM – and implicitly
– the integration of different system views – throughout MDA.

1 This does not mean that everything must be specified fully or even semi-graphically –
the definition of model allows one to drill down right to source code level.
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2 QVT

In order for MDA to reach its full potential, the ability to manipulate and transform mod-
els is vital. Although there has been much discussion [3,4] of the problem area, as well as
attempts at filling this gap in the past [5–8], little practical progress has been made. Recog-
nizing the need for a practical solution for transformations, the OMG issued a Request For
Proposals (RFP) [1] largely concerned with finding a suitable mechanism for transforming
models. This paper is based on the QVT-Partners 2 initial submission [9] to the QVT RFP.

3 Fundamental concepts

It is our view that to provide a complete solution to the problem of a practical definition
of transformations, the following complimentary parts are necessary:

(1) The ability to express both specifications and implementations of transformations.
(2) A mechanism for composing transformations.
(3) Standard pattern matching languages which can be used with declarative and imper-

ative transformations.
(4) A complete semantics, which are defined in terms of existing OMG standards.

The solution outlined in this paper can be seen to be chiefly concerned with solving two
overarching problems: the need to provide a framework into which different uses of trans-
formations can be accommodated, and the need to provide a standard set of languages
for expressing transformations. In solving these needs, the solutions to other fundamental
requirements as mentioned earlier in this section follow fairly automatically.

4 A definition of transformations

This section outlines the points of our definition of transformations that are most relevant
to this paper. See also section 7.

4.1 Framework

We define an overall framework for transformations that allows one to use a variety of dif-
ferent transformation styles. This framework also transparently allows transformations to
change style throughout the lifetime of a system. Such transparency is enabled by identifi-
cation of two distinct sub-types of transformations: relations and mappings.

Relations are multi-directional transformation specifications i.e. they are declarative. In
the general case they are non-executable (in the sense of actually transforming a model),
but we have identified useful restricted types of bidirectional relations, which can be
automatically refined into mappings. Relations are written in any valid UML constraint
language, OCL being an obvious example. Typically relations are used in the specification
stages of system development.

Mappings are transformation implementations i.e. they are operational. Unlike relations,
mappings are potentially uni-directional. Mappings are expressed in the UML Action Se-
mantics (AS) and thus encompass all programming language implementations. Mappings

2 http://qvtp.org/
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can refine any number of relations, in which case the mapping must be consistent with
the relations it refines.
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Fig. 2. A high level relation being refined by a directed mapping

Figure 2 shows a relation R relating two domains. There is also a mapping M which refines
relation R; since M is directed, it transforms model elements from the right hand domain
into the left hand domain.
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Fig. 3. Transformations, relations and mappings in the MOF hierarchy

Figure 3 shows how transformations, relations and mappings are placed within the MOF
[10] hierarchy. As Transformation is a super-type of Relation and Mapping, when we talk
about a transformation we effectively mean either a relation or a mapping, we don’t mind
which one. When we talk about a mapping, we specifically mean a mapping and only a
mapping and similarly for relations. The differentiation between specification and imple-
mentation is vital. In many complex applications of transformation technology it is often
unfeasible to express a transformation in operational terms. For example, during the initial
stages of system development, various choices, which will affect an implementation, may
not have been made, and thus it may be undesirable to write an implementation at that
stage. Another more general reason for the presence of specifications is that transformation
implementations often carry around large amounts of baggage, which whilst vital to the
transformations execution, obscure the important aspects of a transformation – by using
specifications, these important aspects can be easily highlighted. Nevertheless, implemen-
tations are vital for the final delivered system. We also propose a standard operational
transformation language to prevent the need to drop to low level technologies such as the
XML transformation system XSLT (XSL Transformations) [11] – in order for transforma-
tions to be a successful and integral part of MDA, it is essential that they be modelled. Our
proposal allows transformations to seamlessly and transparently evolve from specifications
to implementations at any point during the development life cycle.

4.2 Pattern Languages

Pattern languages are widely used in real world transformation technologies such as Perl-
esque textual regular expressions and XSL (note that the former is a declarative transfor-
mational language, whereas the latter is imperative). Clearly, any solution needs to have
pattern languages, as they are a very natural way of expressing many – though not all
– transformations. Our solution provides standard pattern matching languages for both
relations and mappings; a pattern replacement language is also defined for relations, allow-
ing many specifications utilizing the pattern language to be executable. Furthermore, we
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also provide graphical syntax to express patterns, as well as the more conventional textual
representation.

5 Transformations

Our definition of transformations comes in two distinct layers. Reusing terminology familiar
from the UML2 process, we name these layers infrastructure and superstructure.

5.1 Infrastructure
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Fig. 4. Infrastructure meta model

Figure 4 shows the infrastructure abstract syntax package. This package can be merged
with the standard MOF definition to produce an extended version of MOF. Original MOF
elements are shown in grey; our new elements are in black. The infrastructure contains
what we consider to be a sensible minimum of machinery necessary to support all types of
transformations. The infrastructure is necessarily low-level and not of particular importance
to end users of transformations. Its use is a simple semantic core [12].

5.2 Superstructure

Compared to the infrastructure, the superstructure contains a much higher-level set of
transformation types and is suitable for end users. Figure 5 shows a transformation meta-
model that extends the transformations meta-model given in Infrastructure. The elements
Transformation, Relation, Domain, And, Or and Mapping inherit from and extend the
corresponding elements in the infrastructure. Elements from MOF core are shown in gray.

The heart of the model is the element Relation. It specifies a relationship that holds between
instance models of two or more Domains. Each Domain is a view of the meta-model, and
is constituted of Class and association roles. A Role has a corresponding type that the
elements bound to it must satisfy. A Domain may also have an associated query to further
constrain the model specified by it. The query may be specified as an OCL expression. A
Relation also may have an associated OCL specification. This may be used to specify the
relationship that holds between the different attribute values of the participating domains.
A binary directed-relation is a special case with a source Domain and a target Domain.
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5.3 Concrete syntax

Our solution defines a graphical concrete syntax for transformations. Figure 6 lists the most
important notations.
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Fig. 6. Concrete Syntax for transformations

6 An example

In order to illustrate the salient features of our approach, in this section we present an
example between simplified UML models and XML.

6.1 The example model
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Fig. 7. The example meta-model

Figure 7 shows a simplified model of UML class diagrams. Each ModelElement has a name;
the pathName operation returns a string representing the element’s full pathname. The
operation is defined thus:

context ModelElement::pathName(): String

if not self.parent then

self.name
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else

self.parent.pathName() + "." + self.name

endif

We assume that all elements have a unique pathname. This can be trivially enforced by
placing constraints on Package and Class to ensure that none of their contents share the
same name.

Figure 7 (right hand side) shows a simplified model of XML. We prefix both elements in the
model by XML to avoid having to qualify references via a package name. The model captures
the notion of XML elements having a number of attributes, and containing XML elements.

In the rest of this section, we gradually build up a relation from our UML model to XML,
from a number of small pieces.

6.2 Building up the transformation
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ç�è�éZêZèZëeì
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Fig. 8. A UML package to XML relation

Figure 8 shows a relation between the UML Package and XML using a pattern language.
Although at first glance figure 8 may look like a standard UML class diagram, it should
rather be thought of as something in between a class diagram and an object diagram. Notice
how some attributes in the transformation have constant values given to them, whilst others
have variables – each variable name must have the same value across the diagram.

Thus to examine figure 8 in detail, each Package instance is related to an XMLElement

with the name Package. The XML element has two XMLAttribute. The first is the name
of the package which has a value of pName, thus forcing it to be the same literal name as
the UML package. To allow us to reference elements (which is necessary for association
ends), we also force each XML element to have a unique identifier – the properties of
the pathName operation mean we can use it to produce unique identifiers. An alternative
and more general, though more complex, approach to using pathName would be to have
a stateful transformation (see section 7.1) which has a counter which is assigned to each
element, and maintains a dictionary relating each model element to its unique ID assigned
via the counter.

When written in more conventional form, the UML package would be related to the following
chunk of XML:

<Package name=pName id=p.pathName() ></Package>

The relations CxE and AxE for Classes and Attributes respectively are much the same as
for PxE for Package.

Figure 9 shows the relation ASxE for Association. This is more involved than the previous
relations as an association is comprised of two association ends which also need to be
related to XML. Note that it is not the model elements the association ends reference that

7
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Fig. 9. Transformation of Association

are related, but rather the references themselves. This is where the unique id we have forced
onto XML elements comes into play. The UML association is thus related to the following
chunk of XML:

<Association name=aName id=asc.pathName() >

<AssociationEnd name=c1Name id=asc.pathName()+"end1"

ref=asc.end1.pathName() />

<AssociationEnd name=c1Name id=asc.pathName()+"end2"

ref=asc.end2.pathName() />

</Association>

6.3 Putting it all together

In this section, we slot the individual relations in the previous sub-section together to form
one overall transformation. This creates several new issues that are not present when the
relations exist in isolation.

In general, additional constraints will be needed to ensure a relation is completely modelled.
For example, a common issue is the need to ensure that all of the contents of an element
(e.g. a UML package) are related to a corresponding element (e.g. an XML element). Fig-
ure 10 shows how the individual relations in the previous section slot together. Note the
inheritance relationships in this figure. The transformation of the abstract ModelElement is
captured by the abstract transformation MxE. The information inherited from the abstract
ModelElement play a key role in the transformation of the individual elements. Similarly,
the individual transformations are derived from the abstract transformation MxE defined on
the ModelElement.

In order to ensure that all of the contents of an element Package are related to a corre-
sponding XMLElement the following ‘round trip’ constraint is needed:

context PxE:

self.p.contains->size() = self.sub->size() and

self.p.contains->forAll(m |

self.sub->exists(cxe |

8
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Fig. 10. Transformation composition

cxe.m = m))

There are various ways that this constraint can be phrased to achieve the same end result.
This particular method makes use of the fact that if the number of contents in p.contains

is the same as sub and every element in p.contains has a transformation which is also a
member of sub then the round trip is enforced. At the moment the user needs to explicitly
enforce this constraint via OCL; we anticipate in the future adding a way to allow the user
to specify that the round trip needs to be enforced, without forcing them to write out the
entire constraint. The relevant constraint could be trivially generated from a boiler-plate –
at the time of writing, unfortunately no OCL equivalent to macros or template programming
such as found in [13] exists. We expect this shortcoming to be remedied in the relatively
near future.

We now use the example object model in figure 11 to illustrate a complete transformation.
This model consists of a package pkg1 which contains two classes cls1 and cls2 and an
association assoc1 between these two classes. Furthermore, cls1 contains an attribute
attr1.
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Fig. 11. Object model example to illustrate transformations

Figure 12 shows the complete relations, which combines several of the preceding relations,
such as figure 8 and 10, and a few other similar relations which we do not have space for.

The end result of this transformation is the following XML output:

<Package name="pkg1" id="pkg1">

<Class name="cls1" id="pkg1.cls1">

<Attribute name="attr1" id="pkg1.cls1.attr1" />
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</Class>

<Class name="cls2" id="pkg1.cls2">

</Class>

<Association name="assoc1" id="pkg1.assoc1">

<AssociationEnd name="cls1" id="pkg1.assoc1.end1" ref="pkg1.cls1" />

<AssociationEnd name="cls2" id="pkg1.assoc1.end2" ref="pkg1.cls2" />

</Association>

</Package>

:PxE

:CxE

:AxE

:ASxE

end1

end2contains

parent

contains

contains

name = “Package”

:XMLElement

name = “Class”

:XMLElement

name = “Attribute”

:XMLElement

name = “Association”

:XMLElement

sub

sub

sub

sub

sub

sub

parent

name = “assoc1”

:Association

name = “pkg1”

:Package

name = “attr1”

:Attribute

name=”cls1"

:Class

name=”cls2"

:Class

name=”name”
value=”pkg1”

:XMLAttribute

name=”id”
value=”pkg1”

:XMLAttribute

name=”name”
value=”cls1”

:XMLAttribute

name=”id”
value=”pkg1.cls1”

:XMLAttribute

name=”name”
value=”attr1”

:XMLAttribute

name=”id”
value=”pkg1.cls1
.attr1”

:XMLAttribute

name = “Class”

:XMLElement
sub

sub

name=”name”
value=”cls2”

:XMLAttribute

name=”id”
value=”pkg1.cls2”

:XMLAttribute

:CxE

name=”name”
value=”assoc1”

:XMLAttribute

name=”id”
value=”pkg1.assoc1”

:XMLAttribute

name = “AssociationEnd”

:XMLElement

name=”name”
value=”cls1”

:XMLAttribute

name=”id”
value=”pkg1.assoc1.end1”

:XMLAttribute

name=”ref”
value=”pkg1.cls1”

:XMLAttribute

name = “AssociationEnd”

:XMLElement

name=”name”
value=”cls2”

:XMLAttribute

name=”id”
value=”pkg1.assoc1.end2”

:XMLAttribute

name=”ref”
value=”pkg1.cls2”

:XMLAttribute

sub sub

attrsattrs

parent p

c

a

asc
c

x

x

x

x

x

contains

Fig. 12. Complete transformation of the example in figure 11

6.4 Mapping

The example defined thus far is a relation – thus, being declarative, it is not necessarily
executable. In our definition mappings, which are operational and potentially directed,
transformations can be created which refine relations. Although we do not have sufficient
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space to write out a complete mapping which refines the relation we have created up until
this point, we hope it is fairly trivial to imagine pseudo-code along the following lines which
would take in UML and export XML:

function uml_to_xml(model:ModelElement):

if type(model) == Package:

xml = XMLElement("Package", id=model.pathName())

for e in model.contains:

xml.append(uml_to_xml(e))

...

Of course, this operational definition can be given in any programming language e.g. Java,
Python or C++.

7 Other features

In this section we outline some other useful features of our definition of transformations.

7.1 Stateful transformations

In many situations, simple transformations, which perform a one step transformation, are
not sufficient. Transformations may need to build up large amounts of information whilst
in the process of transforming, particularly, if other transformations are involved in the
process and may also need to store information over transformations. A simple example
of such a transformation is one, which adds to elements a unique identifier based on an
incremented counter. Although one could create a new object in the system to track the
counter, it is far more natural and less cumbersome for the transformation itself to maintain
the counter. To this end, in our proposal all transformations have state by virtue of the fact
that Transformation subclasses Class as shown in figure 3.

7.2 Transformation Reuse

In order for transformations to scale up, it is essential to encompass features for reusing
existing transformations and composing further transformations from existing ones. Our
proposal caters to this requirement in two different ways – transformations can be reused
either through the specialization mechanism or by using a more powerful composition mech-
anism. A composite transformation is formed of a parent transformation and a number of
component transformations which are linked to the parent via logical connectives such as
and, etc. The example described in this paper reuses transformations by specializing the
MxE transformation defined on the ModelElement (figure 10).

8 Conclusions

We originally motivated the need for a practical definition of transformations to allow mod-
els to be manipulated; this need is enshrined in the OMG QVT RFP. We then outlined
our approach to transformations, and presented a non-trivial example. To summarize, our
solution provides: the ability to express transformations as both relations and mappings;
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standard pattern languages for both relations and mappings; stateful transformations; pow-
erful mechanisms for reusing transformations and for composing transformations; a succinct
definition in two parts utilizing an infrastructure – the simple semantic core, and a super-
structure – where the rich end-user constructs exist.

The future for model transformations is hard to precisely predict since it is undoubtedly
the case that we are still in the early stages of model transformation technology. We expect
approaches such as the one we outline in this paper to be further enhanced and, as real
world experience in the area develops, to evolve in different directions. We also expect that
in the future specific transformation language variants will be created to handle particular
problem domains; nevertheless we feel that most of the fundamental concepts, as outlined
in this paper, will hold true no matter the type of transformation involved.

This research was funded by a grant from Tata Consultancy Services.
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Abstract 
With the increased use of modelling techniques has come the desire to use models as a programming 
language as part of a Model Driven Architecture.  This desire can now be satisfied by exploiting XMI for 
model interchange and XSLT for model transformation. However the current transformation techniques are 
far removed from modelling techniques. We therefore describe a graphical transformation language, which 
involves only minor extensions to UML but constitutes a high level language for transformations. 

1 Introduction 
The Object Management Group (OMG) has issued a Request For Proposal [11] for a Query / Views / 
Transformations (QVT) language to exploit the Meta-Object Facility (MOF) [10], which as from version 
2.0 should share common core concepts with the Unified Modeling Language (UML) 2.0 [12]. The initial 
submissions of 8 consortia1 have been made, and somewhat surprisingly, only one of them [13] uses a 
graphical representation of their language. 

This paper describes independent work to provide an Open Source tool to support the OMG’s Model 
Driven Architecture (MDA) initiative [8]. A primarily graphical transformation language is described that 
extends UML through the use of a transformation diagram to define how an input model is to be 
transformed into an output model. This work has much in common with two of the QVT proposals [7] [13], 
and it is hoped that it is not too late for some of the ideas in UMLX to influence revised QVT proposals. 

Proprietary file formats once created significant impediments to sharing or re-use of information between 
software tools. Fortunately, the advent of XML [15] is steadily eroding these barriers, and the ease with 
which XML can be read and written using the Java DOM [14] support makes XML a natural choice for 
new applications. When information is stored in an XML format, albeit with a proprietary schema, it is 
possible to deduce the schema and gain access to the information content. The advent of XSLT [16] has 
made transformation between XML formats relatively easy, so that as standard XML formats are agreed, 
proprietary or legacy formats can be accommodated by translators. 

Both XML and XSLT, which is an XML dialect, are effective compromises between man and machine 
intelligibility, but as compromises they leave plenty of scope for more user-friendly representations. There 
are therefore a variety of data modelling tools, many based on UML, that provide greater rigour in the use 
of an underlying XML representation, increasingly exploiting the stronger disciplines of XMI [9]. There 
are, however, few tools that hide the impressively compact and sometimes dangerously terse underlying 
XPath representation. We will now describe one such tool and its associated language: UMLX. 

Before we review the MDA and its supporting transformations in Section 3, we introduce the UMLX 
concepts in Section 2, where a simple example demonstrates that transformations are applicable for 
specification of conventional program execution as well as for program compilation. In Section 4, we go a 
stage further and discuss the use of transformations to specify the UMLX compiler compilation. We then 
summarize the current compiler status and future plans in Section 5. Finally we discuss related work. 

2 UMLX 
UMLX uses standard UML class diagrams to define information schema and their instances, and extends 
the class diagram to define inter-schema transformations. We will therefore use as much standard practice 
as possible in our introduction of the additional UMLX transformation concepts. We describe an address 
book with email and telephone contact details as a running example, as we move from the hopefully 
familiar territory of information modelling, on through transformations at the program-level, via the 
compiler-level to the compiler-compiler-level. 

In this section we just introduce the UMLX extensions to UML. The very important area of compiler 
transformations is deferred until Section 3. 

                                                        
1 The author is not directly associated with the consortium of which his employer is a part. 
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2.1 Schema Definitions 
An information model is defined using a 
schema, which uses the sub-set of UML class 
diagram syntax appropriate to information 
modelling. This syntax is summarized in Figure 
2.1. 

In Figure 2.2 we model an AddressBook with 
many Contacts for each of many Entrys 
using composition relationships. The two types 
of Contact are modelled using inheritance of 
Phone and Email from the abstract Contact. 
The national, regional and local parts of a phone 
number are modelled using distinct objects. The 
national dialling codes are modelled using one 
object per country within the AddressBook, so 
that the phone number references the appropriate 
country object using a navigable association. All 
other information, such as the name of the 
AddressBook owner, is modelled using 
attributes. 

2.2 Schema Usage 
A schema defines all possible information sets that comply with the information model. A specific 
instantiation or usage of a schema may be defined graphically using instances. Figure 2.3 shows an address 
book instance with just one entry with two contacts. 

2.3 Schema to Schema Transformation 
Instances of schemas may be maintained by a wide variety of often proprietary tools, which provide 
internal capabilities to transform to external formats, but generally prevent direct access to the internal 
representation. However, when a standard XML format is used we may look to start applying custom 
transformations. 

 

Figure 2.3 Example Instance 

 

Figure 2.1 Schema Syntax 

 

Figure 2.2 Example Schema 
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The UMLX extensions that 
support transformations are 
summarized in Figure 2.4. 

It is convenient, though not 
necessary, to draw 
transformations with inputs 
on the left and outputs on the 
right so that we can refer to 
the left hand side (LHS) as 
the pre-transformation or 
input context and the right 
hand side (RHS) as the post-
transformation or output 
context. 

A hierarchical transform has 
an Invocation context 
established by binding LHS 
contexts to input ports and 
RHS contexts to output ports.  
The Input and Output 
syntaxes define how these ports are in turn associated with the internal LHS and RHS contexts. The 
Preservation, Evolution and Removal syntaxes define the contribution of an LHS construct to the RHS. The 
LHS is always unchanged. We hope that the usage of these syntaxes will adequately correspond to intuition 
as we progress our running example. More details are given in [6]. 

A too frequent 
problem with 
address books is the 
requirement to 
update phone 
numbers to adjust to 
the changed policies 
of the phone 
companies. A 
transformation to 
change all UK 
numbers with the 
regional code 111 to 
10111 may be 
defined in UMLX as 
shown in Figure 2.5. 

At the extreme top 
left and right hand side of the diagram are two port icons that define the external interface of the 
transformation. The in port accepts an AddressBook, or an instance of some class derived from 
AddressBook, with the unidirectional arrow providing a visual indication that the source may be read but 
not updated. The out port similarly handles an AddressBook, and the bidirectional arrow provides a 
visual reminder that the result is shared and so may be updated by concurrent matches of this and other 
transformations. 

The diagram comprises two schema instantiations, the one on the left connected to the input defines a 
structure to be discovered in the input model, each of whose instances trigger the transformation to produce 
the schema instantiation on the right hand side. A structure is an arrangement of objects with connectivity, 
multiplicity, type, value and other constraints. (We refer to structures rather than patterns to avoid 
confusion with the more abstract concept used in the pattern community. The concepts are closely related; 
structures form part of the specification of a re-usable solution to a problem in the transformation context, 
whereas a pattern concerns a recurring problem in a more general context.) 

A distinct structure match is detected for each matching set of objects in the input model, which in the 
example means a match for each contact whose national name is UK, and whose regional number is 111. 

The explicit preservation between the two AddressBooks provides an implicit preservation of its 
composed contents. Implicit preservation or removal recurses until an explicit transformation dominates, as 

Figure 2.4 Transformation Syntax 

Figure 2.5 Explicit Phone Number Transformation 
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for the matched Phone contact. The old regional code is excluded from the output by the removal, and 
replaced by the evolution of a new regional code with the changed value. 

The interpretation of cardinalities in a transformation deserves clarification. In a schema, cardinalities 
define the bounds against which the application elements of a particular schema instance may be validated. 
In a transformation, the cardinalities represent the multiplicities that must be satisfied by each match; there 
is a distinct match for each possible set of correspondences between transform and application elements  
for which all cardinalities are fully and maximally satisfied. 

We may therefore interpret the left hand side match as  

given a book of base-type AddressBook 
 for-each person of base-type Entry in book.person 
  for-each contact of base-type Phone in person.contact 
   for-each region of base-type RegionalCode in contact.regional 
    for-each country of base-type InternationalCode in book.country 
     if country is referenced by contact.national 
      if country.name is ’UK’ 
       if region.number is ’111’ 
        <match found at book,person,contact,region,country> 

and the transformation action in the context of each match as 

within the context of the preserved matched contact 
 remove the old regional child object 
 create a new regional child object of type RegionalCode 
  with number set to ‘10111’ 

When a model is known to comply with its schema, there are many optimizations that can be applied: 
� Only the Phone type needs validation, since it is the only derived type in the transformation. 
� The region loop is redundant since its multiplicity is exactly one. 

The sequencing of the loops is also subject to optimization. For instance, if an implementation has a fast 
look-up key for country, that loop and its conditional could be performed first. Conversely, we may analyze 
this and other transforms and choose to synthesize an implementation in which there is a fast look-up for 
country. 

The transformation multiplicities determine 
the complexity of the matching, and in this 
example all multiplicities have been unity. 
Other multiplicities, such as zero, which 
requires an absence of matches, or more than 
one which may match combinatorially, are 
discussed in [6]. When multiplicities are 
applied hierarchically, predicates and sub-
matches are supported. 

Consistent resolution of overlapping matches 
between concurrent transforms is made 
possible by the concept of an evolution 
identity. Each evolved RHS transformation 
entity has a formal signature determined by the 
set of evolutions from which it evolves. Each 
of these evolutions may in turn be associated 
with a set of LHS entities. The correspondence 
of actual LHS instances in the discovered 
match to the LHS instances in the formal 
signature defines the identity of the actual RHS entity. Again more details may be found in [6]. 

The example application can be made a little more useful by defining the additional schema for changes 
shown in Figure 2.6. We may now seek to apply a batch of AddressRegionChanges and/or 
EmailChanges. An individual AddressRegionChange may be realized by the slightly changed 
transformation, shown in Figure 2.7 that now takes two inputs, and matches where common 
<<primitive>> String values are found. A match therefore occurs for the combination of each Phone 
contact that matches an AddressRegionChange. 

 

Figure 2.6 Contact Changes Schema 
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This transformation may be invoked hierarchically as shown in Figure 2.8. The two incoming models, an 
address book and a change list, are merged to produce an updated address book. 

The outer transform finds a distinct match for each Change, and attempts to apply both the 
ApplyAddressRegionChange and the ApplyEmailChange sub-transformations. However the use of 
a derived input type, AddressRegionChange, in ApplyAddressRegionChange ensures that only the 
transformation applicable to the actual Change progresses. 

Having modelled an address book and a mechanism for automating changes, we can adapt to changes more 
easily. When a standard AddressChangeML dialect emerges, the update code can be remodelled on the new 
standard, or the change mechanism revised to define a transformation from the new change standard. XML 
files can then supersede or at least augment informal change of address emails or cards for address change 
notification. A transform may similarly be created to rescue an address book following an upgrade to a tool 
that uses a new standard AddressBookML. 

3 The Model Driven Architecture 
In support of the MDA, we want to transform portable Platform Independent Models (PIM) into efficient 
Platform Specific Models (PSM). 

3.1 PIMs, PSMs and PDMs 
The models presented so far have been PIMs; they only specify required functionality. Their persistent 
representation may use a database, an XML file, or a proprietary format. Their functional implementation 
may use database queries, XML transformations or proprietary code. They may therefore be simulated, 
using whatever representation and implementation a simulator chooses. However, to produce a practical 

 

Figure 2.7 ApplyAddressRegionChange Transformation 

 

Figure 2.8 Compound Transformation 
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application, they must be converted to PSMs that incorporate extra platform information. It has been 
common practice to either produce PSMs in the first place and thereby lose portability, or to redraw the 
PIMs as PSMs and thereby create a disconnect between design and implementation models. 

The additional context is provided by a Platform Description Model (PDM), which should also be re-usable 
since we may require many different PIMs to operate in the same context. The PDM may comprise 
descriptions of 

� component/Operating System/instruction set capabilities 
� language/assembler type systems 
� driver/hardware interfaces 
� communication protocols 
� network connectivity 
� library resources 
� tools 

Neither PIM nor PDM should be modified to field a 
specific PIM to a specific PDM, so we need a further 
model in which to capture the mapping requirements 
unique to a particular PIM and PDM combination. The 
transformation language that can implement the merge 
of PIM and PDM to produce a PSM is a sufficient 
topic for this paper, so we will just suggest that after 
some elaboration, a hierarchy of UML Deployment 
Diagrams may fulfil this role as shown in Figure 3.1. 

Two re-usable models must be merged and 
transformed under control of the third. There are many 
different problems that must be resolved: 

� alignment of specification attribute types to the implementation type system 
� reification of compositions and associations 
� selection, parameterization and interfacing of library elements 
� partitioning of specification regions to execution units 

    (classes or components or processes or processors or …) 
� selection of communication policies between execution units 
� selection of scheduling policies for execution units 
� activation of communication policies between execution units 
� activation of scheduling policies for execution units 

Code generation may then be performed in favoured language(s). 

The above list is incomplete for conventional applications, and we should add any aspects that may be of 
concern to particular applications 

� establishment of an error handling policy 
� introduction of fault tolerant redundancy 
� distributing persistence 
� validation of throughput capabilities 
� dynamic or static load balancing 
� array distribution and cache coherence 

There are clearly far too many different problems to solve all at once, so a practical tool must modularize 
them so that they are resolved one at a time, with as little interaction as possible. What is shown in Figure 
3.1 as a single transformation is in practice a compound transformation, comprising many sequential, 
concurrent and hierarchical sub-transformations with many intermediate pivot models. 

Some of these problems may be resolved by patterns, with a transformation library supplying established 
solutions that can be applied in response to the problem primarily defined by the PIM, the context primarily 
defined by the PDM and extra forces perhaps in the Deployment Model. The compound transformation 
must therefore adapt, in some cases through automatic recognition of PIM concepts that must be 
eliminated. However, it is unlikely that a satisfactorily efficient conversion can be fully automated, so 
iteration to allow elaboration of the Deployment Model with sufficient guidance will be essential. This will 
require dynamic activation of analysis and diagnostic transforms to assist the system designer. 

Platform
Independent

Model

Deployment
Model

Platform
Description

Model

Platform
Specific
Model

Transformation

Figure 3.1 MDA Models 
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3.2 Compiler Transformation 
A number of categories of compiler transformations have been listed above. Some rather more obvious 
examples are provided by reification of specific UML concepts. 

� Translation of Abstract classes to Interfaces in Java or pure virtuals in C++ 
� Translation of State Machine States and Events into Classes 
� Translation of UML relationships into Operations and Attributes 

We will give one simple example. UML diagrams comprise boxes for concepts with lines for relationships 
between them. A few boxes correspond directly to language constructs such as classes, but for the other 
boxes and lines, it is necessary to find an appropriate implementation approach. An example of one form of 
relationship without a direct language counterpart is a composition. 

Whereas in the earlier examples we were considering the program level where execution involves instances 
of application concepts such as AddressBook and Contact, we now consider the compiler level where 
compilation involves instances of language concepts such as Class and Composition. 

The composition shown in Figure 3.2 may be transformed into a 
Sequence(Contact) member variable in AddressBook, where 
Sequence() is the OCL collection type. Further transformations, 
close to code generation, are required to convert it to the appropriate 
Java, C++ or VHDL equivalent. 

We do not normally want to specify a separate transformation for each 
composition individually; rather the same transformation policy may 
form part of a package of Object Oriented transforms and can be 
applied to all compositions, so we specify a transformation on the 
UML meta-model:2 

Here the left-hand side defines 
the structure involving the 
Association that represents 
the composition line, the two 
Propertys that represent each 
line end and the two Classes 
within a Package. In UML, the 
distinction between associations 
and compositions is made by the 
graphical attributes on the line 
ends, so we apply constraints to 
indicate that one end should have 
a composite diamond and the 
other none as its decoration. 

Wherever this structure is found, 
the transformation specifies that 
the Association and kid 
Property be removed, and that 
the type of the parent property 
be changed to Sequence of the 
child type. 

This transform is far from 
complete, since any practical 
implementation of a composition 
must also provide support code to ensure that the child and its contents are appropriately constructed and 
maintained. 

The transform is therefore just a part of the support necessary for the UML Composition concept, which is 
just one of many concepts in need of transformation.  It also forms just one of a number of passes, further 
transformations will be necessary to progress the OCL concepts into a particular programming language. 

                                                        
2 Specific classes or compositions may be transformed by additional constraints on the class names. 

 

Figure 3.2 UML 
Composition 

 

Figure 3.3 Composition Transformation 
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4 UMLX Compiler 
Use of UMLX enables the problem of model 
transformation that lies at the heart of MDA to be 
expressed using modelling technology. The meta-
models for each of the input and output models are 
used by the meta-model of the transformation model. 
This transformation meta-model is compiled to 
produce the transformation model (or program) that 
is executed by some transformation engine to realise 
the required transformation. 

XML technology is appropriate for transfer of 
models between tools and transformation engines. 
The transformation engine may then be realised 
using any technology for which XML import and 
export are supported, and a transform compiler is 
available. 

An editor for UMLX has been implemented using 
the GME [5] meta-modelling tool, and a capability 
has been added to support XMI export. 

A compiler for UMLX is being defined using UMLX 
meta-models, and manually implemented using 
XSLT, or rather NiceXSL3. Once this 
implementation is operational, it should be possible 
to use it as a bootstrap to regenerate itself from the 
UMLX meta-models. 

Implementation of the compiler using XSLT is 
particularly straightforward since XML models can be imported directly; a remarkably small 
transformation engine just interprets the activities encoded in the transformation model. 

Once code generators for C++ or Java have been modelled, the transformation compiler can generate more 
efficient or more portable code to implement transformations. And since the UMLX compiler is defined in 
UMLX, the transformation compilation can be regenerated with similar benefits. 

Thereafter, development of optimizations described in Section 5 may proceed in UMLX, without further 
recourse to XSLT.  Once these optimizations are in place, it will be possible to build an efficient custom 
compiler from a set of user-selected transformations. This custom compiler need only be regenerated when 
the meta-models are changed. 

More significantly, it will be possible for a custom compiler to be developed, based on the re-usable 
transformations, and adapted for unique application requirements. This requires a transformation library for 
the various stages of transformation from UML specification to implementation. 

Looking further ahead, if compilers and synthesis tools are restructured as transformation engines, the 
increasingly powerful but specialized algorithms that they contain may be exposed for similar intervention. 

It is the aim of the Generative Model Transformer (GMT) project at Eclipse to provide an Open Source 
transformation tool and a library of transformations so that this all becomes possible. 

The UMLX compiler, in its current bootstrap state, comprises nearly 100 diagrams, so it is clearly 
inappropriate to present them all here. We will therefore just present the top-levels of the transformation 
engine and compiler to demonstrate the need to support multiple inputs, multiple schema, workflow and 
hierarchical transformations, and one detailed transformation to demonstrate the power of the graphical 
representation. 

Although the top-level transformations of the transform engine and the UMLX compiler just define 
workflow, they are very different from UML activity diagrams, since each hierarchical transformation in 
the workflow may represent multiple concurrent data-dependent matches. 

                                                        
3 NiceXSL is a more conventional textual representation for XSLT. Translators to and from XSLT are 
available from http://www.gigascale.org/caltrop/NiceXSL. 
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4.1 Transformation Engine 

Execution of an individual transformation, shown in Figure 4.2, involves three activities; 
AnnotateModels, Scan and Build, and two intermediate pivot models. Each activity is modelled in 
UMLX as a transformation that makes use of information contained within the Transformation model. 
The AnnotateModels activity augments each of the incoming models with instantiation information 
from their corresponding Schema. The Scan activity then searches for matches to the structures encoded 
in the ScanModel, and creates a MatchModel containing the results. Finally the Build activity reacts to 
the build instructions contained in the  BuildModel, the matches discovered in the MatchModel and the 
annotated input Models  to create the output Models. 

At the compiler-compiler level, the transformation and models inputs derive from two (meta-)meta-
models.  At the compiler level, each of the input models and each of the out models may derive from 
distinct schema. 

4.2 Transformation Compiler 
The Transformation model and its constituent sub-models is created by the transformation compiler, 
from the schema defining the input and output meta-models and from the meta-models of the 
transforms. Annotation is applied first to the schema and then to the transforms in order to provide the 
information needed by the GenerateScan and CreateBuild activities that create the specialised 
models for the execution engine. 

4.3 Arc Annotation 
An important annotation identifies which composition arc in the schema is instantiated by each 
composition arc in a transform. This is necessary because although the configuration of GME to support 

Figure 4.2 Transformation Execution 

Figure 4.3 Transformation Compilation 
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editing of UMLX diagrams ensures that class instances are associated with defining classes, it does not 
validate the correspondence of relationships.4  

Figure 4.4 shows a transformation that provides this annotation. It may be read as: for-each 
CompositionInstance in the Transform, find the Composition in the Schema for which the 
Classes at its Ends are instantiated by the ClassInstances at the same-named Ends of the 
CompositionInstance. Wherever a match occurs, the CompositionInstance in the output model 
is updated with a reference to the Composition in the schema. 

The author regrets that he is unable to program this kind of problem correctly first time in XSLT, and as a 
result has to engage in a distressing amount of empirical development. The graphical approach enables 
visual symmetries to be seen, and through validation against a schema, ensures that inter-node references 
correspond to credible references. The complex and subtle XPath expressions are constructed automatically 
from something much simpler. 

This example has been simplified. The actual transform accounts for inheritance relationships and provides 
diagnostics for mis-instantiation and multiplicity or type violation. The details of this and all UMLX 
compiler transforms may be found on the GMT web site at www.eclipse.org/gmt/umlx. 

5 Current Status and Future Work 
An editor for UMLX has been configured and most of a bootstrap compiler has been designed using 
UMLX and implemented in NiceXSL. This already shows useful ability to validate UMLX designs and 
generates XSLT that successfully applies a concurrent transform hierarchy to a  simple model. 

The main priority is to raise the functionality level to the point where the bootstrap compiles its own design 
to produce a viable compiler. Progress can then be made on the compiler and on a library of standard 
transformations to support at least MDA. Compiler work will involve 

� single transform optimizations that exploit properties of schemas to improve the speed of structure 
matches, and generate code more efficiently 

                                                        
4 This transformation could usefully form part of an editor validation facility, in order to improve the 
immediacy and context of diagnostics. 

 

Figure 4.4 CompositionInstance Annotation 
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� concurrent transform optimizations that sequence matches to maximize the sharing of partial match 
contexts exploiting fast indexing approaches 

� sequential transform optimizations to eliminate overheads by combining transforms and sharing 
intermediates 

� code generation to Java, C++ to improve the speed of structure matches, and generate code more 
efficiently. 

This should produce an increasingly viable compiler for XMI to XMI or text transformations that may then 
be integrated as an additional code generator behind configurable UML tools. 

In parallel with this, work on the basic MDA tool box is needed to support 
� type resolution 
� processor allocation 
� component configuration 
� performance assessment 
� common patterns 
� etc. etc. 
� code generation to various implementation languages (C++, Java, SQL, XML, VHDL, …). 

It is hoped that UMLX can provide a graphical presentation and a QVT framework in which research teams 
can make their unique contributions by complementing rather than competing with the achievements of 
others. 

6 Related Work 
Gerber et al [4] have experimented with a variety of different transformation languages, and while 
favouring XSLT, they clearly have their reservations as their code became unreadable. Their experiences 
have influenced their QVT proposal [7], which we feel is not dissimilar to a textual representation of 
UMLX. Their concept of tracking before/after instances to correlate multiple transformations is quite 
similar to establishing an evolution identity in UMLX; the latter is a natural consequence of the graphical 
syntax, whereas the former is a little untidy. 

The QVT partners’ submission [13] draws an interesting distinction between bi-directional mappings and 
uni-directional transformations, and allows inheritance to be used to specialize transformations. These are 
areas that remain to be explored in UMLX; it may be that some forms of preservation and evolution are 
reversible. 

The ISIS group at Vanderbilt has pursued the concepts of meta-modelling through the GME tool [5]. A 
preliminary paper on a Graphical Rewrite Engine [1] inspired the development of UMLX. The evolution to 
GReAT is described in [2] together with a good discussion on the significance of cardinalities in a UML 
context. GReAT is similar to UMLX. Perhaps the main difference is one of emphasis. GReAT is concerned 
with simple compilation to an efficient transformation, with transformation compilation and 
implementation directly implemented in C++. UMLX is more concerned with specifying the required 
transformation, using UMLX to specify both the compilation and the execution of the transformation. 
UMLX will therefore be very slow until the UMLX specifications for C++ code generation and 
optimization are in place. Since UMLX is declarative, with a clear distinction between left and right hand 
sides, there should be greater scope for inter-transform optimization of UMLX. 

The underlying philosophy of UMLX is identical to ATL [3]. Both seek to provide a concrete syntax for a 
consistently meta-modelled abstract syntax that should evolve towards QVT. ATL is textual. UMLX is 
graphical. Once the abstract syntax is standardised, ATL, GReAT and UMLX should just be examples of 
concrete QVT syntaxes from which users can choose, and between which transformations can translate. 
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8 Summary 
We have outlined UMLX, a graphical transformation language that integrates with UML as a mapping 
between schema. UMLX is a declarative language, and consequently offers scope for powerful 
optimizations. 

We argue that the declarative nature of UMLX enables it to be regarded as a high level language for XSLT 
from which it derives many important concepts such as referential transparency. 

The diagrams in this paper demonstrate the successful configuration of GME as an editor for UMLX, and 
we have discussed the ongoing parallel development of diagrammatic and manually coded implementations 
of a compiler for UMLX written in UMLX. 
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Abstract

In this paper we identify some basic requirements for model transformations for
the Model Driven Architecture (MDA) approach and for a model transformation
language that is used to specify these transformations. Basically such a language
must be precise, allow reasoning about the applicability of specifications, and allow
to verify that only valid models are created. Therefore we introduce the Bidirectional
Object oriented Transformation Language (BOTL) and show how this language
does support the verification of the desired properties. A small running example
illustrates our approach.

Key words: Model Driven Architecture, Model Transformation, Metamodel,
Refinement, UML

1 Introduction

The MDA (Soley, 2000; OMG-MDA, 2001) introduced by the Object Manage-
ment Group (OMG) specifies a model based software engineering approach
that explicitly separates models at three abstraction layers. The most ab-
stract model, the Computational Independent Model (CIM), deals only with
concepts of the application domain. A CIM is refined into a Platform Indepen-
dent Model (PIM) that contains already computational information about a
system but is free from platform specific realization details. These details are
part of a Platform Specific Model (PSM), which is a refinement of the PIM.

To derive one model from the other mappings between models must be spec-
ified. As already stated in Miller, Mukerji (2003) one must specify mapping
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rules that specify these transformations. For the specification of mapping rules
it is essential to know about the metamodel of the source and target models.
This fact is also reflected in the MDA metamodel.

The Unified Modelling Language (UML) (OMG-UML, 2002) is recommended
and widely accepted as a specification language for MDA models. The MDA
does not specify or prescribe any language for the specification of these model
transformations, but currently there is a RFP for a standard to query, create
views and transform MOF models for the MDA (OMG-QVT, 2003). Obviously
a transformation language for the MDA must be capable to transform object
oriented models.

In practice today usually XSL transformations (Clark, 1999) are used to that
transform XMI (OMG-XMI, 2002) representations of models. Unfortunately
XSL documents lack an intuitive, graphical representation and have some
more drawbacks. Since they operate on XMI representations writing MDA
transformations is a long winded and fault-prone task. Therefore for example
Peltier et al. (2001) proposes a different more abstract approach, which is
based upon XSL and helps developing model transformations.

Akehurst (2000) and Gerber et al. (2002) examine different techniques for
specifying model transformations. The most promising stem from the area
of graph grammars (Rozenberg, 1997; Schürr, 1994). They deliver a theoret-
ical foundation for the transformation of graphs. As a theoretically founded
approach they have to be adopted to the concepts of object orientation. There-
fore attributed, typed graph grammars extended by constraints may be used
for a deep integration with object orientation missing up to now.

Proposals for the QVT, like (DSTC, 2003), provide a specification of trans-
formation semantics. However, none of the existing approaches provides any
techniques to ensure or prove that their application won’t cause any conflicts
and that generated models will be conform to their metamodel. For this pur-
pose we introduce model transformation language BOTL for the transforma-
tion of object oriented models. Being mathematically founded BOTL allows
reasoning about properties of transformations.

A complete definition of the BOTL is far out of scope of this paper and can be
found in Braun, Marschall (2003). Instead we aim to give the reader an idea
of the BOTL, its basic concepts, its capabilities, and how the MDA approach
can profit from such a language. We show exemplary how this language can be
used in the context of the MDA in Section 2. Section 3 gives an overview over
techniques that allow one to decide whether the application of a transforma-
tion may fail at runtime, Section 4 introduces the concepts that are needed to
decide whether generated models will conform to a given target metamodel.
Finally, Section 5 summarizes the results.
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2 BOTL Transformations for the MDA

As the MDA requires models to be formal, there is a metamodel for every kind
of MDA model that defines the structure of valid models of that type. A model
transformation specification defines how a model is derived from an existing
model. Thereby the newly created model is denoted as the target model, while
the existing one is called the source model. For each model there must exist a
metamodel, called source resp. target metamodel.

A model transformation specification is called applicable, if the transforma-
tion it defines can be applied for any arbitrary source model that conforms
to the source metamodel. Thereby an applicable model transformation spec-
ification must be deterministic, i.e. it must produce always the same target
model for a given source model. If it holds that all created target models of a
model transformation are conform to the target metamodel, then the accord-
ing transformation specification is called to be metamodel conform. Obviously
applicability and metamodel conformity are crucial properties of transforma-
tion specifications, especially when the transformations is to be performed by
a tool. A prerequisite for reasoning about these properties is a precise model
transformation language for the specification of transformations.

In the following we provide a very simple example for a model transformation
of a part of a platform independent model into a platform specific CORBA
model. The example originally stems from Miller, Mukerji (2001) but ad-
ditional package names, OCL, and natural language constraints have been
omitted to keep it more easily understandable.

+<<UniqueId>> number : Integer
+balance : Float

<<BusinessEntity>>
Account

+create_account(in number : unsigned long(idl)) : Account
+find_account(in number : unsigned long(idl)) : Account

<<CORBAInterface>>
AccountInstanceManager

+number : short(idl)
+balance : float(idl)

<<CORBAInterface>>
Account+manager

1 *

<<CORBAInterface>>
GenericFactory

<<CORBAInterface>>
BaseBusinessObject

Fig. 1. A graphical representation of a PIM and a PSM that was generated from it.

The left side of Figure 1 shows the sample PIM. A CORBA specific model that
was derived from it can be seen at the right side. There exists a metamodel in
form of a UML profile for each of the two models. Since the profiles are easy
to imagine we don’t present them graphically here.

It is easy to understand the idea behind this transformation by inspecting the
sample application: For every BusinessEntity two CORBA interfaces are cre-
ated. One that inherits from the interface class BaseBusinessObject and an
instance manager interface that inherits from the GenericFactory interface.
Further the factory interface has a create and a find method that get the
attribute stereotyped as UniqueId of the BusinessEntity as an argument.
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Obviously examples are a useful way to illustrate model transformations but
they are not sufficient to provide an unambiguous specification for them. Also
textual specifications of transformations as they are used today are not unam-
biguous and allow no reasoning about the applicability of a specified mapping.

name : Name = Account
isRoot : Boolean = true
isLeaf : Boolean = true
isAbstract : Boolean = false

accountClass : Class

name : Name = BusinessEntity
isRoot : Boolean = false
isLeaf : Boolean = true
isAbstract : Boolean = false
icon : Geometry
baseClass : Name = Class

beStereotype : Stereotype

stereotype

extendedElement

name : Name = number
ownerScope : ScopeKind = instance
visibility : VisibilityKind = public
multiplicity : Multiplicity = 1
changeability : ChangeableKind = changeable
targetScope : ScopeKind = instance
ordering : OrderingKind = unordered
initialValue : Expression = -1

numberAttribute : Attribute

namespace

ownedElement

name : Name = Integer
isRoot : Boolean = false
isLeaf : Boolean = true
isAbstract : Boolean = false

intType : DataType

typedFeature

type

name : Name = balance
ownerScope : ScopeKind = instance
visibility : VisibilityKind = public
multiplicity : Multiplicity = 1
changeability : ChangeableKind = changeable
targetScope : ScopeKind = instance
ordering : OrderingKind = unorderd
initialValue : Expression = 0

balanceAttribute : Attribute

name : Name = Float
isRoot : Boolean = false
isLeaf : Boolean = true
isAbstract : Boolean = false

floatType : DataType

namespace
ownedElement

typedFeature

type

name : Name = UniqueId
isRoot : Boolean = false
isLeaf : Boolean = true
isAbstract : Boolean = false
icon : Geometry
baseClass : Name = Attribute

unitqueIDStereotype : Stereotype

stereotype

extendedElement

Fig. 2. The PIM from Figure 1 in terms of the UML metamodel.

Figure 2 shows the PIM as an instance of UML metamodel, while Figure 1
shows its graphical representation as an UML class diagram. The PIM contains
much more elements than its representation as a class diagram but naturally
all this information has to be considered by a transformation specification be-
tween our given models. Thus to precisely define a transformation between a
PIM and a PSM we have to refer to model elements, because the UML meta-
model level is not expressive enough therefore. E.g. one cannot differentiate
between several instances of the same type in terms of the UML metamodel
layer. Thus like Gogolla (2000) and Bottoni et al. (2002) we refer to instances
of the UML metamodel to specify transformation rules for UML models.

We propose the rule based model transformation language BOTL for the spec-
ification MDA mappings. This language combines the illustrative clearness of a
graphical specification with the precision of a formal founded language. BOTL
is intended to be supported by a tool that translates fragments of a source
model into target model fragments and merges the newly created fragments
into a target model. BOTL transforms always object models. The source and
target metamodels are consequently class models, which could be mapped to
instances UML or MOF meta classes.

Figure 3 depicts a sample BOTL rule. When applied it searches in the source
model (the PIM) for occurrences of a model fragment with the same struc-
ture as the pattern at its upper side and creates new fragments according to
the lower pattern. The objects’ identities and attribute values in the model
fragment patterns contain terms. Constant values written within quotation
marks, a ♦ indicates that the given value is irrelevant. For every match of
the source pattern in the source model one new model fragment of the tar-
get model is created. The structure of this new fragment is determined by
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name : Name = className
isRoot : Boolean = <>
isLeaf : Boolean = leaf
isAbstract : Boolean = abstract

(name) : Class
name : Name = "BusinessEntity"
isRoot : Boolean = <>
isLeaf : Boolean = <>
isAbstract : Boolean = <>
icon : Geometry = <>
baseClass : Name = <>

<> : Stereotype

stereotypeextendedElement

name : Name = className
isRoot : Boolean = <false>
isLeaf : Boolean = leaf
isAbstract : Boolean = abstract

(name) : Class

stereotype

extendedElement

name : Name = <>
discriminator = <>

<> : Generalization

child

generalization

name : Name = "BaseBusinessObject"
isRoot : Boolean = "true"
isLeaf : Boolean = "false"
isAbstract : Boolean = "true"

(name) : Class

specialization
parent

name : Name = "CORBAInterface"
isRoot : Boolean = "False"
isLeaf : Boolean = "False"
isAbstract : Boolean = "False"
icon : Geometry
baseClass : Name = "Class"

(name) : Stereotype

stereotypeextendedElement

name : Name = ""
isNavigable : Boolean = "False"
ordering : OrderingKind = "unordered"
aggregation : AggregationKind = "False"
targetScope : ScopeKind = "instance"
multiplicity : Multiplicity = "*"
changeability : ChangeableKind = "changable"
visibility : VisibilityKind = "public"

<> : AssociationEnd

participant

association

name = <>

<> : Association

connection

name : Name = manager
isNavigable : Boolean = "True"
ordering : OrderingKind = "unordered"
aggregation : AggregationKind = "False"
targetScope : ScopeKind = "instance"
multiplicity : Multiplicity = "1"
changeability : ChangeableKind = "changable"
visibility : VisibilityKind = "public"

<> : AssociationEnd

connection

name : Name = className&"InstanceManager"
isRoot : Boolean = "false"
isLeaf : Boolean = "false"
isAbstract : Boolean = "true"

(className, "InstanceManager") : Class

participant association

name : Name = <>
discriminator = <>

<> : Generalization

child
generalization

name : Name = "GenericFactory"
isRoot : Boolean = "False"
isLeaf : Boolean = "False"
isAbstract : Boolean = "True"

(name) : Class

specialization

parent

stereotype

extendedElement

Fig. 3. A BOTL rule that specifies a part of the desired model transformation.

the target pattern. Since the model patterns serve as placeholders for existing
and created model fragments we call them source resp. target model variable.
The objects in a model variable are denoted as object variables. Regarding the
QVT approach source model variables provide a mechanism to specify queries.

The new attributes’ values are computed from the terms in the two model
variables’ attribute values. ♦ values in the target pattern are replaced by
appropriate default values at the end of the transformation. The identity of
generated objects is also determined by a term in the target object variable. If
two objects with the same identity are created, then these objects are merged
into one object, i.e. their attribute values are merged, whereby only ♦ values
are overwritten with other values. Merging two associations of the same type
between two objects with the same identity yields in one association that has
the maximum cardinality of the two associations 1 . Figure 4 depicts the merge

1 We regard multiple associations of the same type between objects as one associ-
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operation exemplary. So the fragments that are created by the subsequent
application of several rules are be merged to one coherent new model.

a1 = "abc"

"x" : A

b1 = "def"

"y" : B
a b

Existing target model

a1 = "abc"

"x" : A

b1 = <>

"y" : B
a

a

b

b

Newly created fragment

a1 = "abc"

"x" : A

b1 = "def"

"y" : B
a

a

b

b

Merged target model

merge

Fig. 4. Merging a newly created model fragment and an existing target model

A BOTL rule set may consist of a number of rules that all create model
fragments. Thereby it is interesting to know that the order of pattern matches
during one rule application as well as the order of the application of the
different rules does not affect the result of a BOTL transformation. Proofs for
these statements can be found in Braun, Marschall (2003).

A more detailed explanation of the application of BOTL rules is provided in
Braun, Marschall (2002), a formally founded definition can be found in Braun,
Marschall (2003). For this work we assume that the semantics of BOTL rules
are intuitive enough to be understood by means of the given example.

The sample rule searches the source model for an object of the UML metaclass
Class associated with a Stereotype with a name value "BusinessEntity".
For every found business entity the rule creates a CORBA interface and an ap-
propriate instance manger interface that inherit from the class GenericFactory
resp. BaseBusinessObject as shown in Figure 1.

The interfaces are of the type Class. Their identity is determined by their
name attributes that serve as primary keys, which is indicated by the (name)

in the identifier field of these object variables. This ensures that classes with
the same name are always mapped to the same objects of the type Class in the
PSM. The rule creates only the empty CORBA interfaces. Additional rules are
needed to copy attributes into the PSM interfaces and to create appropriate
create and find method declarations for the instance manager interface.

Since the instance representation of our example’s PSM is even much bigger
than the sample PIM we omit it here. We also skip the specification of the
complete rule set for the desired transformation and instead discuss how BOTL
allows reasoning about applicability and metamodel conformance, which are
prerequisites for their usage in the context of the MDA.

ation with a given cardinality.
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3 Applicability of BOTL specifications

For a tool supported automatic transformation of models, as e.g. the genera-
tion of a PIM from a PSM, it must be ensured that the transformation will not
fail because of an inconsistent or incomplete specification. Thus a model trans-
formation language must have a notion of applicability and allow (automatic)
reasoning about it. We now introduce how BOTL supports this feature.

3.1 Applicability of BOTL rule sets

We call the property that a BOTL rule set produces output for any arbitrary
source model that is conform to its source metamodel applicability of a rule
set. Thereby the transformation of a model might fail for two different reasons.

First it might happen that it isn’t possible to calculate a valid value for an
attribute. This might be the case e.g. if we should calculate an attribute value
from the term

√
x, whereby the variable x is assigned to a negative value.

The second critical situation that may arise is when we try to merge two
objects with the same identity that contain contradictory values for the same
attributes, i.e. both values are different and differ from ♦.

If one of these two cases occurs, then the specified transformation cannot be
applied, because there is no unambiguous solution for the resulting target
model. Generally we can state that rule set is applicable, if

• each of its rules alone is applicable, and
• there are no two rules that generate two objects of the same type whereby

the same attribute gets assigned a value different from ♦, twice.

The second postulate ensures that there are no conflicting attribute values:
only one rule of the set can effectively write an attribute’s value. The values of
primary key attributes don’t have to be considered, because two objects with
different primary key attribute values won’t ever have the same identity.

3.2 Applicability of a BOTL rule

There are still techniques needed to prove that a single rule is applicable.
Therefore we identified three criteria that have to hold. For a formal discussion
of the presented techniques we refer again to Braun, Marschall (2003):

Computable attribute values: We can determine unambiguous values for
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the attributes of newly created objects.
No conflicting attributes from one object variable: An object variable

in a target model variable does not create different values for the same
attribute of one object during the subsequent application of a rule.

No conflicting attributes from different object variables: Different ob-
ject variables of the same type don’t create conflicting attribute values, too.

The following sections give a rough overview on how these properties can be
verified. Again we just aim to give the reader an idea of the applied concepts.

3.3 Computable attribute values

The terms in the model variables together with the values of the source and
the created target model fragment form an equational system of the kind:

”Found attribute/id value” = ”Term in source object variable”

”New object’s attribute/id value” = ”Term in target object variable”

If we regard a created objects attribute/id values as the unknown variables,
then the system must have an unique solution. For the example in Figure 3 the
value for the attribute name of a newly created instance manger is obtained
from the following equational system:

theFoundClass.name = className

theNewInstanceMgr.name = className & "InstanceManager"

⇒ theNewInstanceMgr.name = theFoundClass.name&"InstanceManager"

3.4 No conflicting attributes from one object

Whenever an attribute’s att value different from ♦ is written into a newly
created object with the identity id it must hold for every match that:

The set of source objects, that are used to compute the value of att, is
determined by the set of source objects, that are used to compute id.

Therefore BOTL provides some basic algorithms to determine,

• on which source object variables an identity, that is created from a given
target object variable, depends,

• on which source object variables the value, that is created from a given
attribute of an target object variable depends, and
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• whether it holds for two sets A and B of source object variables that:
Whenever the elements of A match to the same source objects, then the
elements of B match always the same source objects, too.

The last item might hold, if e.g. the objects matched to B have always to-one
associations to objects matched by A according to the source metamodel.
In the example from Figure 3 this statement is e.g. easy to prove for the object
of type Class at the lower left corner. Its identifier is determined by the Class
object of the source model variable and the only attribute value that is not
constant (name) is also determined by the same source model variable object.

3.5 No conflicting attributes from different objects

The simplest way to ensure this property is to prohibit two or more object
variables of the same type in a target model variable. But BOTL also provides
another technique to prove this property, if this simple heuristic doesn’t work.

The proof technique is based on an equational system that reflects the situation
when two different target object variables match to the same target object
during two rule applications. In this case the equational system has a restricted
solution that reflects the situation when this case may occur. Now consider
a set of additional equations, which state that all generated attribute values
generated during these two applications are identical. If these new equations
do not further restrict the systems solution the property does hold.

The latter technique can be used to prove for the sample rule that there are no
conflicts that stem from different target object variables of the class Class.

4 Metamodel Conformance of BOTL Specifications

While applicability states that a model transformation specification is realiz-
able, metamodel conformance states that a transformation will yield to valid
target models, according to the target metamodel. This section presents the
basic concepts that are used to show that a given BOTL rule set generates
models that are conform to a target metamodel.

Within BOTL a model is regarded as metamodel conform, if

• all objects in the model are of a type that occurs in the metamodel,
• all associations in the model are of a type that occurs in the metamodel and

connect objects of the correct types,
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• every object in the model has not more outgoing associations of a type than
the class association does allow (we denote this property as upper bounds
conformance), and

• every object has not less outgoing associations of a type than the class asso-
ciation does allow (we denote this property as lower bounds conformance).

The first two properties are easy to verify. It has simply to be ensured that
the first two postulates do hold for all target model variables. If this is the
case, then the application of the rule set can’t create any invalid objects or
associations. These properties are already guaranteed by the syntax of BOTL
rules. Note that BOTL in contrast to the UML does not yet guarantee that
no sequences of composite or aggregated objects occur in a target model.

Generally it holds that a BOTL rule set is metamodel conform, if it is appli-
cable, upper bounds conform, and lower bounds conform.

4.1 Upper Bounds Conformance

To verify that a rule set is upper bounds conform it has to be determined
for every association in every target model variable how often this associa-
tion might be maximally created as an outgoing association from the same
object. This information can only be gained by reasoning about the identities
of the generated objects that associations connect. Generally there are four
possibilities for the identity of a new object:

(1) It results from a target object variable with a fixed identifier.
(2) It results from a target object variable with ♦ as its identifier term. I.e.

whenever the rule is applied a new object with a unique id is created.
(3) The object’s identifier depends on a set of source objects as defined in the

rule. I.e. the identifier can be calculated from this set of source objects.
(4) It is not possible to make any statements about the object’s identifier.

According to this we can make several estimations about the maximum num-
ber of outgoing association of an object that stems from the same model
variable association. E.g. if we know that the identifiers of the connected ob-
jects variables are both constants or both ♦, then we know that the rule can
create only one outgoing association of the given type for every created object.

A case of special interest is when a created target object’s identity is one-to-
one dependent on the identity of a set of matched source objects. Regarding
the source metamodel and the source model variable we can reason about how
often this rule can be maximally applied creating the same object. Together
with the information about the identifiers at the other hand of the association
we can calculate a value that states how often the association might occur as
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an outgoing association from the same object.

The obtained values are summed up for every end of every association type
and compared to the maximal allowed multiplicity of this association type to
determine whether this multiplicity constraint might be violated or not.

Since some associations could vanish during the merge process as already
indicated in Figure 4, BOTL further comes with a mechanism to determine
whether an association in a model variable is redundant. In this case we don’t
have to consider it for the verification of upper bounds conformance.

4.2 Lower bounds conformance

There is a very simple heuristic to verify that a rule set is lower bounds
conform: if every target object variable has the required minimum of outgoing
associations according to the target metamodel, then the same holds for all
models generated from this rule. This is, because when a new object is created
all required outgoing associations are created within the same rule application.

However in some cases this heuristic might not be strong enough to prove
lower bounds conformance. For these cases BOTL defines techniques that are
very similar to those described in the previous section.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we first highlighted the essential role that appropriate techniques
for model transformations play for the MDA approach. A human readable but
unambiguous model transformation language is a prerequisite for the success-
ful application of this approach. But such a language must also allow to reason
about the applicability of specifications and their ability to guarantee that it
creates only valid (i.e. metamodel conform) models.

Therefore we introduced the basic concepts and features of the Bidirectional
Object oriented Transformation Language (BOTL). BOTL allows to specify
transformations among object oriented models and to verify the desired prop-
erties of applicability and metamodel conformance at specification time. Since
a detailed discussion of the BOTL verification techniques would have exceeded
the scope of the paper, only the most important features and techniques were
presented to give the reader an idea about the capabilities of the language.

We propose BOTL as a language for the specification of mappings between the
different model layers of the MDA. Further BOTL could be easily extended
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to specify transformations on a single model. We already use BOTL within
the project KOGITO to specify views by defining a mapping of the abstract
syntax of a views description technique into a common conceptual model.

Currently we are working on a tool support for BOTL that allows one to
specify rules, verify their correctness and generate code for the transformation
of various kinds of object oriented models.
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Abstract

There are numerous instances in computer science where a data “core” is present and differ-
ent ways of looking at that core are wanted. In OMG’s Model Driven Architecture (MDA)
there are mappings between the platform independent model,the core, and the platform
specific models. It would be highly beneficial to have inverses for these mappings so that
changes in every model could be propagated to the other models.

Automatic model1 view controller engineering (MVARE) provides a systematicmethod
of keeping the core, ormodel, consistent withviewsthat show certain aspects of the model.
It does this by demanding that the transformations between the model and the views have
inverses that can be automatically calculated. This paper introducesCODEX, which is an
MVARE system. InCODEX, transformations from the model to each view are specified
manually, but the inverse transformations, from the views to the model, are generated au-
tomatically. The transformations are specified using graphrewriting based on modified
double pushout.

1 Introduction

Transformations are abundant in computer science. There are countless areas where
data of some kind is transferred from one domain to another, UML to source code,
high level languages to low level languages, graphical representations to textual

1 Note that model in MVARE isnot the same as model in MDA. In sections 2 and 3
the word model is used exclusively in the MVARE sense. In the other sections it will be
explicitly stated which meaning is meant if it is not clear bycontext.

Email addresses:henla@ida.liu.se (Henrik Larsson),kalbu@ida.liu.se (Kalle
Burbeck).
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representations and so on. In all of these cases there exist working implementations
and not seldom good methods to use.

Also in OMG’s model driven architecture (MDA) [1] such transformations are
present. One case is the mappings between the platform independent model (PIM)
and the platform specific models (PSM). Here the PIM abstracts away implemen-
tation details of a system, while the PSMs include information needed for a certain
platform.

However, the above mentioned examples all have a common trait; that often trans-
formations in the opposite direction are wanted, that is round-trip engineering sys-
tems [2–6]. Here is where the existing methods break down. There are practically
no methods to use to construct the inverse of a transformation. It would be highly
beneficial if the original transformation could be used to gain the transformation in
the opposite direction.

The goal of automatic round-trip engineering (ARE), and automatic model view
controller engineering (MVARE), is to introduce a systematic method of specify-
ing transformations in a way such that the inverse transformation can be inferred
automatically.

The possibility to calculate inverses of transformations means in terms of PIM and
PSM that given a mapping from a PIM to a PSM, the mapping from the PSM to the
PIM would be known, see figure 1. Assume that there is a PIM for asystem and
there are several PSMs of the system for different platforms. Assume further that
there is a manually specified transformation from the PIM to each PSM. Now, if
each transformation is specified according to the rules of MVARE there will also be
transformations from each of the PSMs to the PIM. This means that when changes
to the system are wanted, editing can be done in any model (PIMor PSM) and it
is still possible to keep the models consistent. Consider, for example, that editing
is done in one of the PSMs. Then to bring the other models up to date, the edited
PSM is transformed to the PIM, using the inverse transformation, and then the PIM
is transformed to the other PSMs.

PIM

PSM1 PSM2 PSM3

Fig. 1. Transformations between PIM and PSMs. The transformations drawn with solid
lines are specified manually and the ones with dashed lines are generated automatically.

This paper introduces an MVARE system named CODEX. It is based on double
pushout, agraph rewriting technique[7]. CODEX is thefirst method that can realize
thescenario described in the last paragraph.
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2 Background

2.1 Automatic round-trip engineering

Automatic round-trip engineering (ARE) [8] takes round-trip engineering [2] one
step further. In round-trip engineering a transformation from one domain to another
is implemented. Then a transformation in the reverse direction also has to be im-
plemented. The main idea behind ARE is that it should be possible to automatically
infer the inverse transformation.

Definition 2.1 (Automatic round-trip engineering) Let A and B be
two domains, and f: A → B a transformation function from function space F. If
there is a function i: F → F which calculates for f its inverse f−1 ∈ F then R=
(A,B, f , i) is anautomatic round-trip engineering system (ARE).

2.2 Automatic model view controller engineering

An automatic model view controller engineering system (MVARE) [8] is a system
where two or more invertible transformations with a common source domain exist.
The transformations project the common source, the model, to different targets, the
views, that are better suited for dealing with a specific aspect of the system.

Definition 2.2 (View) A view is a triple v= 〈O,A,R〉 where O is a set of objects,
A = {Ai |Ai ⊆ Oi ∈ N} is a set of subsets of O which specifies the domains of the
relations in R and R is a set of relations r: A0×· · ·×Ai for any natural number i.

The above definition of a view says that everything that is a set of objects and
relations is a view. However, a way to identify views that have semantic meaning
is needed. This is the purpose of an identification function.

Definition 2.3 (Identification of a view) Let V be the set of all views, f: V →
{0,1} be a function such that f(v) = 1 iff v ∈V and v is a valid view, we say that v
is a valid view according to f and f is the identification function for v.

The identification function can now be used to specify domains of views; views
which in some way belong together.

Definition 2.4 (View domains) Let Df = {d| f (d) = 1,d ∈ V} where V is the set
of all views and f is an identification function, then Df is the domain of all views
valid according to f.
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With views and view domains defined it is now possible to definean MVARE
system.

Definition 2.5 (Automatic model view controller engineering) Let
A,B1, . . . ,Bn be n+ 1 domains, and fj : A → B j a transformation function from
function space F, j = 1, . . . ,n+1. If there is a function i: F → F which calculates
for every fj its inverse f−1

j ∈ F then R= (A,B, f1, . . . , fn, i) is anautomatic model
view controller engineeringsystem (MVARE). A is called themodel domain, while
B1, . . . ,Bn are called theview domains. The fj are called theprojections, the f−1

j
are called theintegrations.

2.3 Double pushout

Double pushout (DPO) is a graph rewriting technique based oncategory theory.
In DPO graphs and graph morphisms form a category. A very brief description of
DPO is given here with a focus on what is necessary to know for this paper. For a
more theoretical view, see [7].

A rule in DPO is given by three graphs,L, K andR, and two injective morphisms,
l andr. See figure 3 for an example of a rule. The leftmost graph is thepattern to
match against a graph. The middle graph is the subgraph that is the intersection of
L and R and is called theinterfaceof the rule. The nodes and edges that are part of
L but notK will be removed from the graph when the rule is applied. The rightmost
graph states the graph objects that will be added to the graphwhen applying the
rule. The morphisms,l andr, are injective and mapsK to L andR respectively.

A DPO rule can only be applied if the match fulfills thegluing condition. The gluing
condition consists of two parts, thedangling edges conditionand theidentification
condition.

The dangling edges condition specifies that if a node is deleted by a rule, then
all edges to that node have to be explicitly deleted by the rule. The identification
condition requires that every object to be deleted has only one pre-image in L.

3 CODEX

CODEX (COmplete reDEXes) is an MVARE system. The domains can be anything
that can be represented as graphs. The projections are specified by using a modified
double pushout (DPO) technique described below.

Definition 3.1 (CODEX system) A CODEX system consists of n+1 domains
M,V1, . . . ,Vn, where M is the model domain and V1, . . . ,Vn are the view domains,
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and theCODEX transformations t1, . . . , tn, where ti is applied to the model to get the
view vi ∈Vi , i = 1, . . . ,n. ACODEX transformation ti consists of one or more graph
rewrite rules, ri, j , j = 1,2, . . ..

The construction of the inverse transformation is very simple. The left hand side
and the right hand side of all rules “switch sides”, that isL(r−1

i, j ) = R(r i, j) and

R(r−1
i, j ) = L(r i, j). The inverse transformationt−1

i is now the set of rulesr−1
i, j , j =

1,2, . . ..

3.1 States and events

This section describes the states the system can be in and which editing events can
occur. Figure 2 shows how the states and events interact. In this system only one
view may be modified at a time. The possible states of aCODEX system are the
following:

• Stable— When the system is in the stable state, every view is consistent with
the model. No changes have been made in any view. Any view may be modi-
fied, thereby bringing the system to theViewChanged(vi) state and preventing
changes in other views until the system is in theStablestate again.

• ViewChanged(vi) — In this state the viewvi has been modified, either by a create
or a destroy event. In this state only changes tovi are allowed.

• ModelU pdated— In this state the model has been updated to be consistent with
the view that was changed in theViewChanged(vi) state. All views exceptvi now
need to be updated to bring the system to thestablestate.

The four events in aCODEX system are:

• Create(L(r−1
i, j ),vi) — This event occurs when a redex of the patternL(r−1

i, j ) is
created in the viewvi . This is only allowed when the system is in theStableor
ViewChanged(vi) states.

• Destroy(L(r−1
i, j ),vi) — This event occurs when the user destroys a redex or node

in view vi . The event can happen in theStableandViewChanged(vi) states.
• U pdateModel(t−1

i ,vi) — The event of the model being updated by applying the
transformationt−1

i on the viewvi . This event can occur in theViewChanged(vi)
state.

• U pdateViews— In the ModelU pdatedstate this event is triggered to update
every inconsistent view according to the model by applying everyti to the model.
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Stable V iewChanged(vi)

ModelUpdated

create(L(r−1

i,j ), vi)

destroy(L(r−1

i,j ), vi)

create(L(r−1

i,j ), vi)/

destroy(L(r−1

i,j ), vi)

Update
Model(t−1

i , vi)
Update

V iews

Fig. 2. State chart of aCODEX system.

3.2 CODEX transformations

CODEX transformations are similar to double pushout transformations. The main
difference is that inCODEX applications of rules are “remembered” by using tags.
The first time a transformation is applied, it is nondeterministic. However, a trans-
formation is always remembered afterwards. This means thatonce a rule has used
a graph object in a rule application in a transformation, itsinverse will also do so.
Further, any succeeding applications of the transformation on the tagged graph will
result in the exact same view.

A number of modifications to double pushout are needed to accomplish this and
they are described below. Two views,v1 andv2, with one rule each,r1,1 andr2,1

will be used throughout this section to illustrate examples. The rulesr1,1 andr2,1

are identical and looks as shown in figure 3.

:=

id +

e

+ =

id e
id eL(r)

K(r)

R(r)
l r

Fig. 3. TwoCODEX rules,r1,1 andr2,1, which will be used throughout this section.

3.2.1 Object roles

Depending on how a graph object is used in a rule it is assignedanobject role. The
possible object roles of a rule are as follows:

• A-objectsare the objects that are added to the graph when applying a rule.
• D-objectsare the objects that are deleted from the graph when applyinga rule.
• K-objectsare the invariant objects that are matched in the graph but left un-

changed.
• U-objectsare the objects that are not matched by any rule in the transformation,

they areunaffected.
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• G-objects or ghosts. If an object to be deleted by a rule application invi has been
previously used by another view,v j , j 6= i, then it can’t be permanently removed.
It has to be saved if it will be possibly to restorev j . This is solved byghosts, or
G-objects, which are not shown in the current view,vi . Figures 5 and 7 illustrate
the use of ghosts.

Definition 3.2 (Object role) Let vi ∈ Vi be a view in aCODEX system, O be the
objects in vi and or : O → {A,D,K,G} be theobject role function, which maps
every object to an object role.

3.2.2 Tags

To make it possible to invert transformations, tags are usedto identify redexes of
rule applications. A unique rule application tag is assigned to a graph object every
time it is matched in a rule application.

Definition 3.3 (Object tag) The tag is a tuple〈vid, rid ,aid,or〉, where vid is a
view identifier, rid is a rule identifier, aid is a rule application identifier, and or
is the object roleas seen from the viewVvid.

Objects with the samevid, rid andaid are part of the same redex. The combination
of these three identifiers is unique in theCODEX system. With the help of the tags
it is possible to identify the objects that are part of a certain application of a rule
within a view and therefore also to restore it to the way it waspreviously presented
in the view.

Note that the object role in the tag is seen from the view’s perspective. This means,
for example, that there will never be anyD-objects in the model and also that no
A-objects will exist in a view. When referring to an object role it is always from the
perspective of a certain view.

3.2.3 Colors

Unaffected graph objects may or may not be visible in a view. This is up to the
implementor or user of the system. Colors are used to expressif an object is visible
in a view or not. If an object should be shown in a view it will becolored red and if
not it will be colored black.

Definition 3.4 (Object color) Let vi ∈ Vi be a view in aCODEX system, O be the
objects in vi , and c: O → {red,black} be thecolor functionsuch that c(o) =
red,o∈ O iff o is visible in view vi .
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3.2.4 A CODEX view

To relate back to the definition of views in definition 2.2, it is now possible to state
what aCODEX view consists of. A view in codex is a graph,G = 〈N,E〉, with tags,
TAGS, and colors,C = {red,black}. SoO = {A0,A1,A2,A3} = {N,E,TAGS,C}.
The relations,R, of a view are

• r0 : N×N, specifies edges between nodes.
• r1 : N×TAGS×· · ·×TAGS, relates nodes to any number of tags.
• r2 : E×TAGS×· · ·×TAGS, relates edges to any number of tags.
• r3 : N×C, relates nodes to a color.
• r4 : E×C, relates edges to a color.

3.3 Events revisited

3.3.1 Creating a redex

Adding objects,O= {o1, . . . ,on}, to a view,vi , is only allowed if they form a graph
that is identical toL(r i, j) for some j. The objects don’t have to be new, normally
some objects will already be part of the view since the resultwill be two separate
graphs otherwise.

When the objects are created they are assigned a tag to identify the redex they are
part of. If the redex was created in viewvi by using ruler i, j and the latestaid(r i, j)
used wask, then every object of the new redex get the tag〈i, j,k+1,or〉. The object
roleor can be eitherD or K depending on the ruler i, j . All objects inO are colored
red. See figure 4 for an example.

If an object in the new redex already exists in the graph then it has to have the object
role K. Otherwise it would be possible to delete objects other views have used and
expect to exist.

id

〈2, 1, 1, K〉

+ =

id e
〈2, 1, 1, K〉

〈1, 1, 1, D〉

〈1, 1, 1, D〉

〈2, 1, 1, K〉

〈1, 1, 1, K〉

〈1, 1, 1, D〉

〈1, 1, 1, K〉

Fig. 4. Creating a redex fromr−1
1,1. To the left is the original view. To the right is the resulting

view.

3.3.2 Updating the model

As stated above, any number of applications of a transformation, ti, should always
yield the same view,vi , if the model is unchanged. To accomplish this some re-
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strictions on matching of rules are introduced compared to DPO matching. The
reason for the requirement below, and in the next section, that one object has to
be red/black is to make sure that identity rules terminate. Other rules than identity
rules will not be affected since they haveD- or A-objects which cannot have been
colored black/red. A match is a morphism,f : L(r−1

i, j ) → vi such that

• In the redex of the match all objects must have a tag〈i, j,k,∗〉, wherek is a
constant integer and∗ means any value.

• The match must satisfy the DPO gluing condition.
• The label ofo and f (o) must be the same.
• The object role ofo and f (o) must be the same.
• At least one object in the range off must be red.

When a valid match is found the rule application is done as in DPO with the addi-
tion of adding and modifying tags. When applying a rule,r−1

i, j , there are two main
cases:

(1) if ∃o, p(p = f (o)∧ p is a ghost) — This case indicates that earlier when
matchingr i, j on the model, the ruler i, j did not match a redex added byr−1

i, j
but used combinations ofK andA objects from other rules.

The tags of the objects of the redex will be modified in the following way:
• K-objects of the match will be transferred to the model, but the old matching

tag〈i, j,k,K〉 will be replaced by a new one,〈i, j, l ,K〉, wherel is a newaid.
• D-objects and their tags will be removed from the graph.
• G-objects will have their〈i, j,k,G〉-tags replaced by a〈i, j, l ,A〉-tag, thus

reviving them.
Figure 5 shows an example of this case.

:=

+id+ =

e

〈1, 1, 1, A〉

〈2, 1, 1, G〉 〈1, 1, 1, A〉

〈2, 1, 1, G〉

〈1, 1, 1, A〉

〈2, 1, 1, G〉

〈1, 1, 1, A〉

〈2, 1, 1, G〉〈1, 1, 1, A〉

〈2, 1, 1, G〉〈1, 1, 1, K〉

〈2, 1, 1, K〉

〈1, 1, 1, A〉

〈2, 1, 1, G〉

〈1, 1, 1, K〉

〈2, 1, 1, K〉

〈2, 1, 1, D〉

〈2, 1, 1, D〉

〈2, 1, 1, D〉

:=

id +

e

〈1, 1, 1, A〉

〈2, 1, 2, A〉 〈1, 1, 1, A〉

〈2, 1, 2, A〉

〈1, 1, 1, A〉

〈2, 1, 2, A〉

〈1, 1, 1, A〉

〈2, 1, 2, A〉〈1, 1, 1, A〉

〈2, 1, 2, A〉〈1, 1, 1, K〉

〈2, 1, 2, K〉

〈1, 1, 1, A〉

〈2, 1, 2, A〉

〈1, 1, 1, K〉

〈2, 1, 2, K〉

Fig. 5. Updating the model when there are ghosts present. To the left isv2. To the right is
the model,m, after application ofr−1

2,1. Ghosts are drawn with dashed lines.

(2) if ¬∃o, p(p = f (o)∧ p is a ghost) — This means that the redex once was
created in the viewvi .

The tags of the objects of the redex will be modified in the following way:
• K-objects of the match will be transferred to the model, but the old matching

tag〈i, j,k,K〉 will be removed and replaced by a new tag〈i, j, l ,K〉, wherel
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is a newaid.
• D-objects and their tags will be removed from the graph.
• A-objects ofR(r−1

i, j ) will be added to the graph, with new tags〈i, j, l ,A〉.

In both cases all objectso∈ R(r−1
i, j ) will be colored black.

3.3.3 Updating the views

A view, vi , is updated by applying the transformationti to the model,m. As in the
event of updating the model it is necessary to introduce restrictions on when a rule
can be applied. A match is a morphism,f : L(r i, j) → m such that.

(1) if ∃p(∀o(p = f (o)∧ p has a tag〈i, j,k,∗〉)), where∗ means any value.
• The match must satisfy the DPO gluing condition.
• The label ofo and f (o) must be the same.
• The object role ofo and f (o) must be the same.
• At least one object in the range off (o) must be black.

(2) if ¬∃p(∀o(p = f (o)∧ p has a tag〈i, j,k,∗〉)), where∗ means any value.
In this case one additional restriction has to be made compared to case 1

above.
• If the object role ofo isA, then there must not be any tag〈i,∗,∗,∗〉associated

with f (o).
If this was not the case then a rule could turn any object into aghost. Even
objects that have been used by other rules in the same view, which would yield
a different view than expected.

When applyingr i, j the following changes will be made to tags in the redex:

• K-objects of the match are transferred to the viewvi , but the old matching tag
〈i, j,k,K〉 will be replaced by a new tag〈i, j, l ,K〉, wherel is a newaid.

• A-objects will be removed if they no other tag than〈i, j,k,A〉 associated with
them. If anA-object has any other tags, it will be made into a ghost. In case 1
this is done by by replacing the〈i, j,k,A〉 tag by a new tag〈i, j, l ,G〉. In case 2 a
new〈i, j, l ,G〉 tag is added.

• D-objects ofL(r−1
i, j ) will be added to the graph with new tags〈i, j, l ,D〉.

The objectso∈ L(r−1
i, j ) will be colored red. If any ghosts were created, they will be

colored black. An example of case 1 is shown in figure 6 and an example of case 2
is shown in figure 7.

3.3.4 Destroying a redex

A redex is deleted from a view by removing from the objects of that view all tags
of that redex. A redex is identified by the unique combinationof vid, rid andaid in
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:=

id +

e

〈2, 1, 2, A〉

〈2, 1, 2, A〉

〈2, 1, 2, A〉〈2, 1, 2, K〉

〈2, 1, 2, A〉

〈2, 1, 2, A〉

〈2, 1, 2, K〉

〈2, 1, 2, A〉

+ =

id e

〈2, 1, 3, D〉

〈2, 1, 3, D〉

〈2, 1, 3, K〉〈2, 1, 3, K〉

〈2, 1, 3, D〉

Fig. 6. Updating a view where the match is an earlier rule application. To the left is the
model. To the right isv2 after application ofr2,1.
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id +

e

〈1, 1, 1, A〉 〈1, 1, 1, A〉

〈1, 1, 1, A〉

〈1, 1, 1, K〉

〈1, 1, 1, A〉

〈1, 1, 1, A〉

〈1, 1, 1, K〉
〈1, 1, 1, A〉

:=

+id+ =

e

〈1, 1, 1, A〉

〈2, 1, 1, G〉 〈1, 1, 1, A〉

〈2, 1, 1, G〉

〈1, 1, 1, A〉

〈2, 1, 1, G〉

〈1, 1, 1, A〉

〈2, 1, 1, G〉〈1, 1, 1, A〉

〈2, 1, 1, G〉〈1, 1, 1, K〉

〈2, 1, 1, K〉

〈1, 1, 1, A〉

〈2, 1, 1, G〉

〈1, 1, 1, K〉

〈2, 1, 1, K〉

〈2, 1, 1, D〉

〈2, 1, 1, D〉

〈2, 1, 1, D〉

Fig. 7. Updating a view with ghosts. To the left is the model. To the right isv2 after appli-
cation ofr2,1.

a tag. Assume that the redex to be destroyed hasvid = i, rid = j andaid = k. Then
find all objectsO = {o∈ vi |o has a tag〈i, j,k,∗〉}, where∗ means any object role.
Every object ofO will have exactly one such tag since every object is only usedby
the same redex once, and the tags are unique. Remove this tag from the objects. If,
when removing a tag from an object, there are no remaining tags associated with
that object, then destroy it.

If a single object is to be destroyed then the system has to make sure that there
are no incomplete redexes left in the view. So when destroying an object also all
redexes it is part of have to be destroyed in the way describedabove.

4 Discussion

This paper introduced an MVARE system calledCODEX. CODEX is based on mod-
ified double pushout graph rewriting. The addition of tags and the restrictions on
matches make it possible to automatically generate inversetransformations. The
property that the inverse can be generated automatically provides a very appeal-
ing way to keep the model and the views consistent. It is no longer necessary to
construct the inverse by hand in an ad-hoc fashion.
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This paper addresses the problem with keeping the platform independent and plat-
form specific models of MDA consistent. If the mappings between the PIM and the
PSMs are defined as described in this paper then it is possibleto edit any of the
different models and still keep them consistent with each other.

If modeling a system where memory usage is critical, the costof keeping all the
tags likeCODEX does may be too large. In such cases there has to be a point where
the tags are discarded and the transformations will be irreversible.

The approach used here builds on double pushout graph rewriting and because of
the nature of DPO there are limitations on whatCODEX can do. It can not handle
one-to-many or many-to-many mappings in a convenient way because of the iden-
tification condition. Where such mappings are wanted it may still be possible to
remake the models or to useCODEX to model important one-to-one mappings. Fur-
ther, the dangling edges condition makes it hard to delete arbitrary constructs of a
model because the context it appears in has to be known. Despite these drawbacks
we believe MVARE has a lot to offer to MDA in terms of consistency between
PIMs and PSMs by making it possible to not only transform models in the forward
direction but also allowing edited, transformed models to be transformed back to
the original domain without any extra efforts.
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Abstract

This paper discusses the problem of duplicating a subset of a model based on the
Meta Object Facility (MOF), such as a UML model. We propose a new algorithm
that works at the metamodel level and deals with the specific semantics of UML
models. This algorithm can be used as a building block to implement tools that
transform models.

Key words: MOF, Metamodeling, Model Transformation, UML, Deep Copy

1 Introduction

Software models have become a primary artifact in software development
thanks to the advent of the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [1] and ap-
proaches such as the Model Driven Architecture (MDA) [2] promote the usage
of models during the whole development life cycle. In this context, models are
created, reviewed and updated constantly. However, in order to be practical,
MDA requires the construction of specialized tools to manipulate the models.

In this paper we discuss the problem of the efficient duplication of a subset of a
model. This operation is needed while performing many model transformations
and refactorings. Its implementation may seem trivial: most object-oriented
programming languages have a deep copy operator that can copy arbitrary
data structures, including data structures that contain circular references.
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However, a generic deep copy operator will ignore the special semantics of a
MOF-based model. In many situations, the standard deep copy operator will
copy too much, while the simple or shallow copy operator will copy too little.
In the article, we will define a new operator called modelcopy that duplicates
a subset of a model and yields an intuitively expected result.

We proceed as follows: Section 2 describes the purpose and requirements of
a copy operator for MOF-based models. Section 3 shows the modelcopy algo-
rithm in Python pseudocode, and explains the inner workings of the algorithm.
We also show how we meet the requirements stated in Section 2, and discuss
the implementation details. We describe an application of the algorithm in Sec-
tion 4, particularly referring to our System Modeling Workbench (SMW) [3]
toolkit. Finally, we conclude in Section 5 by stating the importance of useful
and correct tools in the manipulation of models in UML (and other languages).
In this context, we believe the modelcopy operator is a basic algorithm that
can be used in many tools for model transformation.

1.1 The UML Metamodel

In order to understand an algorithm that transforms a UML model we must
understand the internal representation of UML, i.e., the UML metamodel.
We will use the model in Figure 1 as an example. This figure shows a simple
UML class diagram. It contains two classes, Company and Person, and an
association between the classes named work. The association has two ends,
named employee and employer. An instance of Company can be associated
with many instances of Person while a Person may be associated with just one
Company. The class Person also contains two attributes, Name and Address of
type String. The diagram does not contain the class String, so we assume that
it is defined somewhere else.

Person

+Name:String
+Address:String

Company

+employer
1

+employee
*work

Figure 1. Example Model

All the elements that can appear in a UML diagram, such as Class, Associa-
tion and Attribute, are defined in the UML metamodel, which is defined using
UML itself. Figure 2 shows a simplification of a part of the UML metamodel
that describes UML class diagrams. It describes the abstract syntax of a UML
class diagram, e.g., what is a UML Class or a UML Association and how they
are related. The metamodel contains metaclasses, such as ModelElement and
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ModelElement

+name:String

Attribute

AssociationFeature

AssociationEnd

Class

Package

+type

+connection

0..1

*

1

+namespace

2..*

+association

*

1

+owner+feature

+ownedElement

+association

1

0..1

+participant

*

1

Figure 2. Example Metamodel

generalizations between metaclasses, e.g., Feature is a subclass of ModelEle-
ment. Metaclasses may contain attributes, such as name in ModelElement and
can be connected using associations, such as the line between Package and
ModelElement.

Associations describe how we can connect and compose different model ele-
ments. The metamodel shown in Figure 2 shows that a UML Package may
own many other model elements, for example classes and associations. Asso-
ciations in the metamodel are also bidirectional. If a Package owns a Mod-
elElement, the Package is the namespace of the ModelElement. The association
between Package and ModelElement is a composition. This is represented by
the black diamond next to Package. A composition represents a whole / part
relationship. A ModelElement is a part of a Package and a Package owns the
ModelElement.

Figure 3 shows how the model described in Fig. 1 fits into the UML meta-
model described in Fig. 2. This figure is an object diagram. Each rectangle in
the diagram is an instance of a metaclass and each link between two objects
represents an instance of a metamodel association. This is also how a UML
model is stored into an XMI [4] document or a repository according to the
UML standard. This diagram also makes explicit some information from our
example: the Name and Address features of Person are linked explicitly with
String.

2 The Problem

Once we know how we can represent UML models as a collection of objects
and links between objects, we can proceed to explain the copy operation in
more detail. As an example, let us assume that we want to copy the model
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work:Associationemployer:AssociationEnd

Company:Class Person:Class

String:Class

Name:AttributeAddress:Attribute

employee:AssociationEnd

Figure 3. Metamodel Representation of the Example Model

element that represents the class Person.

Most modern programming languages implement several copy operators. Shal-
low copy usually copies a single object while deep copy copies a whole data
structure recursively, e.g., the object passed as a parameter and all other ob-
jects that are transitively connected to the object. However, we cannot apply
the standard shallow or deepcopy operators as such to copy a UML class in a
model. If we use the shallow copy operator, we will obtain a copy of Person,
but the copy will not have any features. The Name and Address attributes will
not be copied since, by definition, shallow copy only copies one object, and
features can belong to at most one class. Also, the original Name and Address
attributes cannot and should not be shared between the original and the copy
of Person. This is probably not the result expected intuitively. More rigorously,
we can argue that we have violated the semantics of the composition associa-
tion between a class and its features, since we have split a composite from its
parts. The solution may seem to use deep copy to copy recursively the class
Person and all its features. However, all elements in a model are connected
together since all associations are bidirectional. Deep copy will create a copy
of Person, but also of the rest of the model.

Figure 4 shows the expected result for copying class Person in our exam-
ple model. Modelcopy should duplicate the class and its attributes. The new
class, named Copy of Person in the figure, is not associated to Company since
that would also require a duplication of the association. Therefore not all
meta-associations between the model elements are preserved. However, the
attributes of the class Copy of Person should have a type. As we can see in the
figure, the meta-association between Name and String should be preserved in
the copy.

A second example is when we want to copy Person and work simultaneously.
Modelcopy should create a copy of both elements. However, Copy of work
should be connected to the Copy of Person in one side but keep its original
connection to Company in the other side. This example is shown in Fig. 5.
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Person

+Name:String
+Address:String

Copy of Person

+Name:String
+Address:String

Company
1
+employer +employee

*work

Figure 4. Copy of Person

Company

Copy of Person

+Name:String
+Address:String

Person

+Name:String
+Address:String

1

1

+employer

*

+employee

+employee+employer

*
Copy of work

work

Figure 5. Copy of work and Person

Figure 6 shows our third example where we want to copy Person, Company
and work. In this case we should get two new copies of the classes and an
association connecting the copies. An alternative outcome of this operation is
shown in Fig. 7. We consider this result to be incorrect since it is not consistent
with the second example.

Person

+Name:String
+Address:String

Copy of Person

+Name:String
+Address:String

Copy of Company

Company

+employer +employee
*work

+employee
*

+employer
1 Copy of work

1

Figure 6. Copy of Company, Person and work

We should note that copying an element in a model is a different action than
adding a graphical representation of an element into several diagrams. For ex-
ample, the class Person could appear again in a different class diagram in the
same model, e.g., describing the payroll system in a company. However, in this
case, both diagrams represent the same class Person. This is supported explic-
itly in the UML metamodel (Section 3.5.1 of [1]). Any model element may have
many (graphical) representations and a graphical representation may describe
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Person

+Name:String
+Address:String

Company

+employer
1

+employer

Copy of Person

+Name:String
+Address:String

Copy of Company

1
+employee

*work

+employee
*Copy of work

Figure 7. An Alternative Result for the Copy of Company, Person and work

many graphical elements. Adding the class Person into another class diagram
does not involve duplicating the class, but creating a new presentation for it.

Due to the observations from the previous examples we are now ready to
define the modelcopy operator more rigorously: given an ordered collection of
elements C=[c1,..,cn] that belong to model M, the modelcopy operator returns
a new ordered collection C’=[c1’,..,cn’] where ci’ belongs to M and is a well-
formed and connected copy of ci.

(1) The elements c1,..,cn to be copied should belong to the same model. We
say that two elements belong to the same model if they are transitively
connected.

(2) All copied elements should be well-formed. This implies:
(a) If element e is copied all parts of e (elements participating transitively

in a composition meta-association of e ) should also be copied.
(b) Copies should preserve the ordering and multiplicity constraints of

the original meta-associations.
(3) All copied elements should be connected: Each association between a

copied element and an element in the original model should be preserved
except when:
(a) This would break a multiplicity constraint of the association.
(b) The element in the original model is also being copied. In this case

the association should occur between the copied elements.

We can see an example of the application of rules 2.a and rules 2.b in the Copy
of Person in Fig. 4. The copy also contains a copy of the attributes Name and
Address, and in the same order as the original. It does not have a connection
to the work association, which is an application of rule 3.a. We can observe
the application of rule 3.b in Fig. 6. If we do not consider this rule we obtain
the result shown in Fig. 7.

We should note that a modelcopy algorithm as described above works at the
MOF level. It does not guarantee that the copied models will be well-formed
at the modeling language level. For example, there is a well-formed rule in
UML that says that a region in a Statechart may have only one initial state.
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If we use the modelcopy algorithm to duplicate an initial state the model will
not be well-formed.

In the next section we will give a detailed algorithm for the modelcopy oper-
ator.

3 The Modelcopy Algorithm

In order to describe an algorithm that performs a modelcopy operation in a
generic way, we need a mechanism to query the structure of the modeling
language, i.e., to query the metamodel used in a given model. We assume
that there is a reflection interface that, given a model element, returns its
metaclass and the attributes and associations of the metaclass. Examples of
such an interface can be found in [3] and [5].

In this article, we assume that the function classOf(e) returns the metaclass of
model element e. featuresOf(c) returns a list of all features of the metaclass c.
A feature can be an attribute, or an association end. Each feature has an
attribute with its name, an attribute named kind that contains one of these
values: Attribute, Association or Composition. If the feature is an Association
or a Composition, there will be an attribute named multiplicity that contains
the multiplicity constraint of the association. Valid values are either one, for
exactly zero or one child element, or unlimited, for any amount of child ele-
ments. The attributes otherName and otherMultiplicity will describe the name
and multiplicity of the other association end.

The modelcopy algorithm in Fig. 8 assumes an important property of the
metamodel. If we consider each metaclass as a node in a graph and each
composition association a directed arc from the composite to the part, the
resulting graph should be a tree. This assumption is implicit in the semantics
of MOF, holds for all versions of UML and it is also an implicit requirement
in the XMI specification.

In the UML metamodel there are some associations that are marked as or-
dered. The order of the elements of these associations should be preserved
throughout model transformations. We have designed the modelcopy algo-
rithm so that it preserves the ordering of the association ends if the methods
that manipulate the association ends also preserve the order.

The following clarifications of the pseudocode might be in order. If c is a
collection, the command for o in c binds o successively to each element in c.
Also, c.append(o) adds a new element to the collection. If the collection is
ordered, the element is placed at the end of the collection. If d is a dictionary,
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d[k]=o adds a new object o with the key k to the dictionary, deleting any
previous value of d[k]. The expression k in d returns true if the key k is present
in the dictionary. The expression d[k] returns the current mapping of k, and
d.getValue(k,default) returns the value d[k] if it is defined, otherwise it returns
default. The statement get(o, f) returns a collection with the values of field f
of object o, if that field does not have a multiplicity constraint, and otherwise
it returns the single value (object) of field f in object o, or None, meaning
there is no object in field f. The function setValueNoUpdate(o, f, v) is used to
set the value v of field f of an object o, without updating the other end, i.e.,
without updating the object v. The function insertValueNoUpdate(o, f, v) is
used to append the value v of field f of an object o, also without updating v.

The algorithm works in two passes, modelcopy1 and modelcopy2. In the first
pass, it creates a new instance of each element where needed, and in the second
pass, it sets each new element’s associations correctly.

The function modelcopy1 creates a mapping between an element in the original
model to a newly-created element in the copied1 dictionary. The created ele-
ments have default values without any connections to each other. We assume
the ordinary UML containment policy, that compositions and attributes are
owned by exactly one element, and that all elements except the root of the
tree are owned by an element. Thus, modelcopy1 is guaranteed to create all
objects in the subtrees, and only those objects.

The mapping is created by visiting each element in C transitively under the
composition or attribute association (lines 4–8), and creating a new instance
of each element encountered (line 3). This satisfies our requirement that if an
element is copied, all parts of it are copied. Termination is guaranteed by the
copied1 dictionary and the test on line 2 in modelcopy1.

The function modelcopy2 sets the connections between elements. This is ac-
complished by going trough the dictionary of newly created objects and setting
their connections to point to the same elements as the original element’s con-
nections point to, or to new elements in the mapping copied1 if they exist.

The most important part of this pass is to not update the other end of a
bidirectional association automatically. The reason for this is rather subtle.
The appending of new associations must be done in the same order as they
were defined, separately at both ends. Otherwise, the other automatically
updated end would have its elements in the wrong order. As an example,
take elements e1, . . . , en and their corresponding ordered features f1, . . . , fn.
Say f1 = [e2, e3] and f2 = [e3, e1]. Copying the elements creates new, initially
empty, features f ′

i ; appending e′2 to f ′
1 yields f ′

1 = [e′2] correctly, but f ′
2 should

not be modified, otherwise it would become f ′
2 = [e′1]. Instead, f ′

1 is built
separately by appending elements to only f ′

1. Then, f ′
2 can be built by first
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1 def modelcopy(Collection c): Collection

2 copied1, copied2 = new Dictionary, new Dictionary

3 result = new Collection

4 for e in c:

5 result.append(modelcopy1(e, copied1))

6 for e in copied1:

7 modelcopy2(e, copied1, copied2)

8 return result

1 def modelcopy1(Element e, Dictionary copied1): Element

2 if e not in copied1:

3 copied1[e] = new getClassOf(e)

4 for f in getFeaturesOf(classOf(e)):

5 if f.kind != Association:

6 for value in get(e, f.name):

7 modelcopy1(value, copied1)

8 return copied1[e]

1 def modelcopy2(Element old, Dictionary copied1, Dictionary copied2): Element

2 if old not in copied2:

3 copied2[old] = true

4 newE = copied1[old]

5 for f in getFeaturesOf(class(old)):

6 if f.kind == Association:

7 if f.multiplicity == ZeroOrOne:

8 v = get(old, f.name)

9 if f.otherMultiplicity == ZeroOrOne and not v in copied1:

10 setValueNoUpdate(newE, f.name, None)

11 else:

12 setValueNoUpdate(newE, f.name,

copied1.getValue(v, v)

13 if v and not v in copied1:

14 insertValueNoUpdate(v, f.otherName, newE)

15 else:

16 for v in get(old, f.name):

17 if f.otherMultiplicity == ZeroOrOne and not v in copied1:

18 skip

19 else:

20 insertValueNoUpdate(newE, f.name,

copied1.getValue(v, v)

21 if v and not v in copied1:

22 insertValueNoUpdate(v, f.otherName, newE)

23 else:

24 # It is an attribute or a composition

25 if f.multiplicity == ZeroOrOne:

26 value = get(old, f.name)

27 setValueNoUpdate(newE, f.name,

modelcopy2(value, copied1, copied2))

28 else:

29 for value in get(old, f.name):

30 insertValueNoUpdate(newObj, f.name,

modelcopy2(value, copied1, copied2))

31 return copied1[old]

Figure 8. Modelcopy Algorithm Pseudocode

appending e′3 and afterwards e′1.

Thus, we update only one end of an association, at lines 12, 20, 27 and 30, for
associations and compositions alike. This is no problem for copied elements
that reference other copied elements since we are guaranteed to visit both ends
of an association anyway, by lines 24–30.
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An association with a multiplicity constraint of exactly one cannot connect
to the original and the copied element. In this case all we can do is skip this
connection for the copied element. This is done at lines 9–10 and 17–18. How
big a problem this is depends highly on the metamodel. When associations
between a non-copied and copied element are valid, copied elements must
immediately update the associations of non-copied elements, since we will
never visit the non-copied elements in modelcopy2. This is done at lines 13–14
and 21–22. An additional small caveat is that non-copied elements have their
new associations in a non-deterministic order. This can be fixed by yet a third
pass, which is not included in this paper.

As such, the operation performed is a copy of elements reachable from the set
of elements under the attribute and composition relations, with all associations
between the copied elements set, and associations between copied and non-
copied elements set, multiplicity constraints permitting. In the worst case, the
algorithm terminates after copying all elements in the model. This results in
an exact copy of the original model, in which the original and copy do not
share any associations between each other.

3.1 Implementation

The modelcopy algorithm has been implemented in the SMW toolkit. It is a
collection of tools implemented in Python for manipulating software models.
The SMW toolkit is divided into several components: the kernel, a networked
repository, the model transformation framework and the graphical modeler.
The SMW kernel implements the reflection interface needed to implement the
modelcopy algorithm as described above. It supports UML 1.1 to 1.4 and user-
defined modeling languages. The modelcopy algorithm has been implemented
in the SMW kernel and therefore is available in all SMW applications and
modeling languages.

4 Example: Template Instantiation

An application of the modelcopy operator is template instantiation (Chapter 2
of [6], [7]). A template is a (part of a) model that we want to reuse in other
models. Template instantiation is the introduction of a template in a model.
Each element in the template should be copied into the current diagram. Op-
tionally, it is possible to rename some of the elements in the template based
on one or more template parameters. Figure 9 shows a simple algorithm for
template instantiation. This algorithm accepts a parameter that is used to re-
name the copied elements. This step is performed in lines 5–6 of the algorithm.
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We show an example of this mechanism in Figure 10. The leftmost side of the
figure shows a template for the Subject-Observer pattern [8], while the right
side shows an instance of the template where the <<name>> parameter has
been replaced with the string “Temperature”.

1 def instantiate(template,newName,diagram):

2 new=modelcopy(template)

3 for e in new:

4 diagram.addPresentation(e)

5 if e.name:

6 e.name=string.replace(e.name,"<<name>>",newName)

Figure 9. Template Instantiation Algorithm

TemperatureSubject

Subject

+attach()
+detach()
+notify()

Observer

+update()

TemperatureObserver

Observer

+update()

<<name>>Subject

Subject

+attach()
+detach()
+notify()

*

<<name>>Observer

* **

Figure 10. Template Instantiation Example

Another obvious application of the modelcopy algorithm is to implement the
cut, copy and paste commands in a UML model editor, of which an example
has been seen in Fig. 5. Due to space constraints, a more thorough description
is given in [9].

5 Conclusions

This article presents an algorithm that duplicates subsets of models described
using UML or any other MOF-based modeling language. Although the prob-
lem may seem trivial, we have shown that its solution is rather complex and
it requires an extensive knowledge of the MOF standard. The algorithm re-
quires two phases and two temporary data structures while standard deep
copy algorithms need only one phase and one temporary data structure.

We like to think that this algorithm is a useful building block to construct
advanced tools that can manipulate any UML and MOF-based model. The
MDA approach can only be realized if we are able to construct sophisticated
tools that can manipulate models in a generic way. MDA tools should sup-
port many different profiles or extensions to the original modeling languages.
They should also be able to transform models from one profile to another.
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We consider that a generic modelcopy operator is necessary in many of these
transformations.

Many researches have studied the properties of the UML language, but the
construction of tools to manipulate UML models is seldom discussed. The
UML standard itself does not discuss the construction or design of UML tools.
Other implementation standards and libraries, such as the Java Metadata
Interface [5], are targeted to tool builders but they do not discuss the need
of a copy operator. This fact is surprising since we consider this a common
operation in model manipulation and refactoring.

The SMW Toolkit, including the implementation of the modelcopy operator
and its application in a UML model editor is available under an open source
license at http://www.abo.fi/~iporres/.
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Abstract 
The model-driven architecture approach (MDA) promotes software development as driven by a 
thorough modeling phase where application code is automatically generated from a platform specific 
UML model (PSM). The idea is that the PSM is itself derived from a platform independent UML 
model (PIM). Such code generation and model derivation are examples of model-to-model 
transformations.  
This paper presents the Visual Model Transformation (VMT) approach, which includes a 
transformation language and a tool to support UML model transformations. The transformation 
language is a visual declarative language that supports the specification, composition and reuse of 
model transformation rules. These rules make use of the OCL language and a visual notation to 
indicate the selection, creation, modification and removal of model elements. An abstract denotational 
semantics based on graph transformation is sketched for the VMT language. We also present the 
MEDAL tool, which is a prototype build on top of IBM/Rational XDE development environment, and 
is a first step towards tool support for the VMT approach.  
 
1 Introduction 
More so than ever, software is hard to construct and maintain. One of the main factors that make it 
difficult is the size and complexity of the problem to be addressed. Abstraction and Separation of 
Concerns offer some of the best tools to combat problem size and complexity in software design. In 
particular, the use of software models has become a popular way to harness the principles of 
abstraction and separation of concerns. 
In this context, the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [Omg03a], which became an Object 
Management Group (OMG) standard in 1997, is used by the majority of software modeling 
techniques and approaches. UML can support many different kinds of abstractions and separation of 
concerns. UML is a rich language that can be used to develop a set of inter-related models. The 
number and complexity of such models can vary depending on the abstraction level and kind of view 
taken, where the overall model is defined as the composition of these models.  
There are a number of model engineering techniques that can be applied during software 
development, which include: refinement and derivation of models toward a software realization, 

                                                      
1 This work is supported by the Luxembourg Ministry of Higher Education and Research under the 
Title I project n°MEN/IST/01/001 
2 From August 2003, Shane’s address will be: Software Modeling and Verification Lab., University of 
Geneva, CH-1211 Geneva 4, Switzerland. 
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reverse engineering models to a higher level of abstraction, generation of models that act as views of 
existing models, and the synchronization of models.  
These techniques are examples of Model Transformations. A model transformation involves taking 
one or more models as input and producing one or more models as output according to a set of rules 
specific to the purpose in hand. Performing these model transformations by hand can be quite a 
cumbersome and error-prone task. Ideally, such tasks should be automated in order to improve 
developer productivity and reduce human error.  
Our work on model transformation is performed in the context of the FIDJI project [FIDJI] of the 
Luxembourg University of Applied Sciences in collaboration with the Swiss Federal Institute of 
Technology in Lausanne and the University of Applied Sciences in Biel, Switzerland. 
The FIDJI team has experimented with concrete model transformations while developing architectural 
frameworks [GS02, GR03]. Theoretical issues addressed by the FIDJI project [BG00, DiM99, Gue01] 
and more practical needs of our architectural frameworks led the team to define a systematic approach 
to perform generic model transformations. Tool support for this approach was prototyped in a tool 
called MEDAL (uMl gEneric moDel trAnsformer tooL), which is an add-in to IBM/Rational’s XDE 
UML modeling tool [XDE].  
Owing to our experiences with MEDAL and our wider vision for model-based software development, 
we are working on an approach that is capable of transforming any set of UML models to any set of 
UML models. Our goal is to provide an approach that offers a means to specify and execute any 
UML-to-UML model transformation that could be useful during the model engineering activities of 
software development. 
Our proposal for achieving this objective is called the Visual Model Transformation (VMT) approach. 
It offers a visual and declarative language for specifying UML model transformations.  
This paper is organized the following way: Section 2 describes the first prototype developed and 
highlights the lessons learned; it sets the stage for the description of the VMT approach, which is 
given in Section 3. A formalization of the VMT approach using Graph Transformation Theory is 
proposed in Section 4. Section 5 presents related work in the field of model transformations. Finally, 
Section 6 concludes and presents future work.  
 
2 MEDAL – A First Cut at Tool Support for Model Transformation 

2.1 Context 
Our interest in model transformation began with our work developing architectural frameworks using 
IBM/Rational’s XDE UML modeling tool. The framework, which we call JAFAR [GR03], makes use 
of transformations to refine high-level models into J2EE artifacts. These transformations are defined 
in XDE and executed by its pattern engine. In XDE, a transformation is treated as a UML 
collaboration (also called “Model Template”), which has a set of template parameters. Using a 
scriptlet language, it is possible to perform actions on these parameters. It is also possible to define 
pre and post conditions to model template applications. For more sophisticated transformations, one 
can attach a Java program that realizes the actual transformation (referred to as a “callout”).  
XDE 1.5, which will be released officially in July 2003, will add support for OCL and UML profiles. 
These two features are particularly relevant to model transformations. OCL is tailored to operate with 
UML and one of its purposes (together with the specification of model constraints) is the navigation 
through UML models and selection of subsets of them. UML profiles [Omg03b] are extension 
mechanisms that allow the specialization of the UML metamodel to fit particular business domains or 
platforms. Using an UML profile, one can provide to the modeler a set of predefined model elements 
via stereotypes and tagged-values. Together with a set of rules, UML profiles can be employed to 
define mappings into particular platforms (J2EE, CORBA…). So far, many profiles have been 
defined [Omg03b], which each target a specific platform or domain. 
Kozaczynski and Thario showed in [KT02] how to make use of OCL and UML profiles in XDE to 
automatically transform RUP user-experience models into artifacts for the Struts framework 
[Struts03]. Starting from that experiment, we investigated how XDE 1.5 could help one to specify and 
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perform more generic model transformations. The result of this initial work was a first prototype, 
which we named MEDAL [GS03] (uMl gEneric moDel trAnsformer tooL). 

The objectives of this prototyping phase were to define a Domain Specific Visual Language (DSVL) 
dedicated to UML Model Transformations, which provides a means to define and compose model 
transformations in UML. 

2.2 MEDAL Features 
We designed the first release of the tool to act as a visual “wrapper” to the existing XDE’s 
transformation mechanism. One can distinguish two kinds of tasks for specifying a transformation 
process: the definition of individual transformations and the definition of the sequencing between 
transformations.  
To define a single transformation, we use a class diagram in which a model template is seen as a 
package and parameters are shown as stereotyped OCL notes. To enhance the expressiveness of notes 
we have defined a small extension to OCL called MxOCL (MEDAL’s extended OCL) allowing user 
aliases to be entered inside OCL expressions. The same UML notes mechanism is employed to 
specify the source context of the transformation and the target location. 
To compose transformations, we use UML activity diagrams. For this purpose, an activity in an 
activity diagram corresponds to a transformation and a transition between activities corresponds to a 
sequential control flow between transformations. In particular, we used a subset of the control flow 
constructs offered by UML activity diagrams (i.e., decisions, transitions, guard conditions) as a means 
to compose transformations. The combination of these diagrams forms the MEDAL transformation 
language. A sample overview of the different views of this language can be found in Figure 1. This 
figure shows a simple transformation that adds accessor and mutator methods to all classes that are 
contained in a given package. These methods are added for all the attributes on the classes, and the 
attributes are made private, if they are not already. 
The meta-model of the MEDAL language as well as its well-formedness rules (expressed as OCL 
constraints) are described in an UML profile. This profile is evaluated by the tool to check diagrams 
and any errors are reported by the tool to the user. This language is out of the scope of this paper. 
Interested readers are referred to [GS03, SRP03]. 

2.3 Lessons Learned — Moving Towards VMT 
Activity diagrams (“Transformation Sequencing Rules” see Figure 1) have revealed to be a good 
representation for composing transformations. However, notations for loops and other more complex 
control structures have to be studied further. Concerning the use of “Model Template Application 
Definition” diagrams (see Figure 1), the main issue is to cope with a huge number of parameters or 
accesses to elements. As the number of MxOCL notes and parameters can be high, using notes to 
specify a great number of parameters can become cumbersome. We must also consider the point that 
in case of obfuscated access to some model elements, the MxOCL expression included in a note can 
be very hard to read. 
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Figure 1- MEDAL Language Overview 
 

3 The VMT Approach 
In this section, we present the VMT approach, which includes our proposal for a UML model 
transformation language. We give an overview of VMT and describe the various components of the 
transformation language.  

3.1 Approach Overview and Background 
The VMT approach proposes a principally visual language for describing transformations between 
models specified with UML. In the language, a transformation is defined in terms of a set of 
transformation rules. Each transformation rule defines the way that one or more target UML diagram 
elements are created, changed, and/or deleted as a function of zero or more source diagram elements. 
Intuitively, this process can be seen as a mapping from source to target diagram elements, where 
target elements may be created in the process. A transformation rule is described by a rule 
specification. A rule specification consists of two parts: a matching schema and a result schema. The 
matching and result schemas are inspired from the work on graph transformation approaches (see 
Section  4). 
The matching schema of a rule specification defines the condition under which the rule has 
permission to fire, the input arguments for the transformation, and those input arguments that will be 
deleted with the execution of the rule. A matching schema is represented as a graph, which has two 
roles: 1) it is used to define the condition that must be fulfilled for the rule to be permitted to fire, and 
2) it is used to define the binding relation between source model elements and input arguments of the 
transformation rule. Intuitively, nodes in the matching graph can be seen as placeholders for elements 
in the source model. It is also possible to have a node that is a placeholder for a set of elements. 
Equally, it is possible to define a prohibited element, which is represented also as a node. This 
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concept is used to strengthen the firing condition for the rule. In particular, if a match is found for a 
prohibited node, then the rule no longer has permission to fire.  
A result schema defines the target diagram(s) as a function of the elements bound by the matching 
schema. A result schema is also represented as a graph. Intuitively, a node in the result graph 
represents an element of a target diagram. In particular, a node can represent a newly created element, 
a modified element from the source model, or an unmodified element from the source model. Like for 
the matching schema, it is also possible to have a node that represents a set of target model elements. 
To illustrate the role of the matching and result schemas in a rule specification, suppose that we would 
like to transform an association class with certain multiplicities, and between two classes, into a class 
with binary associations (with the corresponding multiplicities). Figure 2 illustrates the 
transformation. It represents the transformation in terms of the before (left) and after (right) state, in 
the same vein that we would describe the matching schema and result schema, respectively, of the 
rule specification for this transformation. 

A

0..1

0..*
B

C

A’

1

B’

C’
0..1

0..*

1

 
Figure 2 – Graphical Depiction of an Example Transformation 

A model transformation can modify existing models or it can create new models (or a combination of 
both); we refer to these two categories of transformation as modification and creation transformations, 
respectively. A modification transformation involves changing an already existing model, or set of 
models, through the addition, modification and removal of elements. For example, a modification 
transformation could define the application of a design idiom to a UML class diagram. In this case, 
the target diagram, i.e., the output class diagram, is a slightly modified version of the source diagram. 
The example cited in Figure 2 is also an example of a modification transformation. A creation 
transformation involves creating only new elements as a result of the transformation. For example, a 
creation transformation could define the creation of a (randomly generated) end-to-end scenario, 
represented by a UML sequence diagram, from a UML state diagram. In this case, the target diagram, 
i.e., the resulting sequence diagram, only includes the new elements, which can be traced back to 
elements in the state diagram. 
When defining a transformation, it can sometimes be easier to formulate the description in terms of a 
set of simpler transformations instead of a single more complex transformation. In our approach, this 
technique is made possible by defining each of the simpler transformations as a distinct rule and 
defining the required ordering of rule application using a separate description, which we call a rule 
ordering schema. We find it useful to have these two levels of description as we have observed that it 
promotes scalability and reuse, and it promotes a simpler rule specification language, due to the 
separation of concerns. In addition to rule sequencing, a rule ordering schema allows one to express 
rule iteration and conditional branching of rules. Furthermore, it allows one to map outputs of a rule to 
inputs of another rule. A rule ordering schema may also refer to other transformation definitions. Thus 
it is possible to have a composition hierarchy. This feature promotes transformation reuse and 
scalability. 
Summarizing the execution process of a transformation description: upon the firing of a 
transformation, one or more transformation rules are applied to the one or more source models, 
according to the control flow defined by the rule ordering schema. 
 
Even though the graphical language that our approach proposes offers a widely applicable and useful 
set of abstractions for specifying transformations, we believe that some of the complex algorithms 
required for model transformations in general are easier defined in a procedural language, such as, 
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Java, C#, etc. As such, we propose a means to integrate our language with general-purpose 
programming languages. In particular, we chose the Java object-oriented programming language 
[SGB00] as the target language. The idea is that our graphical language would be used to describe the 
transformation rules— matching and result schemas—and the orderings of the transformation rules—
rule ordering schema, and the Java programming language would be used to define those parts of the 
transformation that are easier expressed with it, e.g., complex transformation algorithms. We propose 
integration at the programming language level by generating code for the chosen programming 
language from the language of rule specifications and rule ordering schemas. In this way, we would 
allow users the full expressive power of a general-purpose programming language, yet a set of 
abstractions that are fine-tuned to transformations. We believe that this compromise offers quite some 
potential because it leaves the door open for the user to work in a way that is most comfortable to 
him/her. Due to space considerations, we do not go into any further details of this aspect of the 
approach. 

3.2 Example 
To illustrate a transformation described using the VMT approach, we revisit the example introduced 
in Section 3.1. This transformation involves taking an association class and replacing it by a class 
with two associations to the previously connected classes. Since this is a simple example, we will 
define the transformation using only a single rule specification, and we will omit the rule ordering 
schema (since there is only a single rule).  
 

id: C1
type: Class
name: any
association: Set{AC1_E2}
constraint: any
feature: any
generalization: any
isActive: false (default)
ownedElement: any
specialization: any

additional selection constraints:
-

id: AC1 -> REMOVED
type: AssociationClass
name: any
association: any
connection: Set{AC1_E1, AC1_E2}
constraint: any
feature: any
generalization: any
isActive: false (default)
ownedElement: any
specialization: any

additional selection constraints:
-

id: AC1_E2
type: AssociationEnd
name: any
aggregation: none (default)
association: AC1
changeability: any
isNavigable: any
multiplicity: 0..1
ordering: unordered (default)
participant: C1
qualifier: empty (default)
targetScope: instance (default)
visibility: public (default)

additional selection constraints:
-

C1

0..1

0..*
C2

AC1

AC1_E1

AC1_E2
C1

0..1

0..*
C2

AC1

AC1_E1

AC1_E2

id: C2
type: Class
name: any
association: Set{AC1_E1}
constraint: any
feature: any
generalization: any
isActive: false (default)
ownedElement: any
specialization: any

additional selection constraints:
-

id: AC1_E1
type: AssociationEnd
name: any
aggregation: none (default)
association: AC1
changeability: any
isNavigable: any
multiplicity: 0..*
ordering: unordered (default)
participant: C2
qualifier: empty (default)
targetScope: instance (default)
visibility: public (default)

additional selection constraints:
-  

Figure 3 – Graphical Depiction of the Matching Schema for the Association Class 
Transformation 
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Figure 3 shows the matching schema for the transformation. The UML-like class diagram in Figure 3 
depicts the matching graph in model-level view mode. We also offer another visual form for the graph 
(not shown here): metamodel-level view mode, in which case the graph is shown in a notation neutral 
manner—all the different kinds of UML model elements are shown as objects in a UML-like object 
diagram. Each of the 5 boxes shown in Figure 3, which we refer to as a properties-constraint box, 
provides a set of conditions that must be observed in the selection of a source model element. The 
correspondence between the boxes and the diagram is made by the id property value of the box and 
the label of the element in the diagram. Note that we envisage that the tool would not show all boxes 
at the same time. Instead, the tool would provide a window pane for the diagram and one for a single 
properties-constraint box. The user could then select the appropriate properties-constraint box by 
selecting the corresponding element in the diagram. 
Figure 3 shows two classes, labeled C1 and C2, and an association class, labeled AC1, which 
connects these two classes. Two association ends, labeled AC1_E1 and AC1_E2 are labeled using 
“callout” boxes. This notation is used because association ends do not have a corresponding graphical 
representation in UML. Also, the association class is graphically crossed out, which means that the 
element will be removed with the execution of the transformation. 
Looking closer at each properties-constraint box, the id property provides a name that can be used to 
refer to the bound element. The other properties shown below id are properties of the metaclass of the 
element; as such, this list is specific for each different kind of metaclass of the element. The any 
condition simply indicates that the corresponding property is unrestricted, i.e., a possible candidate 
element may have any value for this property. There is also a space for additional selection 
constraints. This clause provides an additional constraint, written in OCL, that must be observed for a 
valid match. 
The meaning of the matching schema depicted in Figure 3 is the following: The transformation will 
try to bind all elements of the matching graph to elements in the source model. This will only occur if 
the source model has two classes with an association class connecting them, which has the 
multiplicities 0..1 and 0..* at either end. Each properties-constraint box makes some additional 
restrictions on binding, e.g., elements that bind to either C1 or C2 must have the isActive property 
equal to false, elements that bind to either AC1_E1 or AC1_E2 must be unordered and not an 
aggregation, etc. If all constraints of the diagram and properties-constraint boxes are satisfied then a 
binding is made and the transformation rule will fire. 
Figure 4 shows the result schema for the transformation. The three boxes that surround the UML-like 
class diagram depict the properties-definition boxes for three of the nine element definitions implied 
by the diagram. Note that the other boxes have been omitted for space considerations. Figure 4 shows 
three classes, labeled C1, C2 and C3, two associations, labeled A1 and A2, and four association ends, 
labeled AC1_E1, AC1_E2, A1_E1 and A2_E2. In addition, five “new” labels are shown. These 
labels signify that the corresponding element definition will result in a new element (as opposed to a 
modified or unmodified existing one). 
Looking closer at each properties-definition box, the element definition with id C1 states that the 
element bound to C1 (a class) by the matching schema will be left unchanged. The element definition 
with id AC1_E1 states that the bound association end will be modified in two ways: its multiplicity 
will be set to 1 and its related association property will be set to the association denoted by A2. 
Finally, the element definition with id C3 states that a new class will be created that has mostly the 
same properties of the association class that was bound to id AC1, with one exception: it will have the 
association ends of A1_E1 and A2_E2. 
The meaning of the result schema depicted in Figure 4 is the following: if the rule has permission to 
fire (according to matching schema), it will create one class (C3), two associations (A1 and A2) and 
two association ends (A1_E1 and A2_E2), and modify two association ends (AC1_E1 and 
AC1_E2), according to the statements given in their corresponding properties-definition boxes. And, 
the transformation will leave untouched two classes (C1 and C2). 
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id: C1
type: Class
result: unmodified
name: -
isActive: -
feature: -
association: -
constraint: -
generalization: -
specialization: -
ownedElement: -

additional statements:
-

id: C3
type: Class
result: new
name: AC1.name
isActive: AC1.isActive
feature: AC1.feature
association: -
constraint: AC1.constraint
generalization: AC1.generalization
specialization: AC1.specialization
ownedElement: AC1.ownedElement

additional statements:
// start association
Set assocEndSet = new Set ();
assocEndSet.add(A1_E1);
assocEndSet.add(A2_E2);
this.association = assocEndSet;
// end association

id: AC1_E1
type: AssociationEnd
result: modified
name: -
aggregation: -
association: A2
changeability: -
isNavigable: -
multiplicity: 1
ordering: -
participant: -
qualifier: -
targetScope: -
visibility: -

additional statements:
-

C1

1

C2

C3

0..1

0..*

1

AC1_E2

A1_E1
A1

A2
AC1_E1

A2_E2

 
Figure 4– Graphical Depiction of the Result Schema for the Association Class Transformation 

 
4 Formal Aspects of Model Transformation  
As mentioned in the above section, our approach considers a model, roughly speaking, as a graph. 
Thus, the theoretical foundation of model transformation in VMT can be easily expressed in terms of 
graph transformations that have been studied in [Roz97]. This section presents briefly such aspects 
adapted to the VMT approach. First of all, we give some basic definitions related to the notion of 
graph transformation as the application of elementary transformation rules and then we discuss how 
such transformation rules are used in VMT. Finally, we present the correspondence between the 
notion of model considered in VMT and the notion of graph presented below. 

4.1 Graph Transformation 
A labeled graph G=(N,E,l) consists of a finite set of nodes N, a finite set of edges E such that  the 
elements of E are 2-elements subsets of V denoted by E⊆[V]2, and a mapping l assigning a  labeling 
symbol to each edge. A graph K is a subgraph of G, denoted by K ⊆ G, if the node and edge sets of K 
are subset of the respective sets of G, and the label mappings of K coincide with the one of G 
restricted to K. We say that K has an occurrence in G, if there is a mapping o, which maps the nodes 
and edges of K to the nodes and edges of G, respectively, and preserves labelings. 
A graph transformation consists of applying transformation rules to a graph iteratively. Each rule 
application transforms a graph into another graph by specifying a graph pattern and the elements that 
are removed and added (a modified element can be removed and added with new values). A 
transformation rule r=(M,R,A,c) consists of a graph M=(N,E,l) called the matching schema, 
R=(NR,ER,lR) corresponds to the nodes, the edges, and the labelings that are removed (NR ⊆N, ER ⊆E), 
A=(NA,EA,lA) groups the components that are added, and c is a condition for the application of the rule.  
An application of a rule r=(M,R,A,c) to a given graph G yields a resulting graph H, provided that H 
can be obtained from G in the following four steps: 

1. CHOOSE an occurrence of the matching schema M in G. 
2. CHECK the condition c. 
3. REMOVE the components of R from G, in addition all the edges incident to a removed node 

are removed. 
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4. ADD the components of A in G, in addition all the nodes related to an added edge are also 
added. 

The condition c is in general the fact that the matching schema is isomorphic to the chosen 
occurrence, but other conditions can be added such that some global conditions on the graph to be 
transformed. The application of a rule r to a graph G yielding a graph H is called a direct derivation 
from G to H through r, denoted by G ⇒r H or simply by G ⇒ H. Given a set of rules P, the successive 
direct derivations G0 ⇒ G1 ⇒ G2 ⇒ … ⇒ Gn is a derivation from G0 to Gn by rules of P. Since there 
are possibly several occurrences of a given matching schema (that can even overlap) and because 
there are many transformation rules and the direct derivation order is relevant, all the derivations form 
a set of graphs, which can be infinite. A set of terminals symbols T together with a set of rules P and 
an initial graph S form a graph grammar. The set of all graphs labeled with terminal symbols of a set 
T that can be derived from an initial graph S and a set of rules P, is the language generated by the 
graph grammar made of S, T, and P. This language is denoted by L(S,T,P). 

4.2 Graph Transformation and the VMT Approach 
We observe that at the meta-model level the notion of attributes is essential. Thus, we introduce the 
notion of attributed labeled graph [Roz97] that consists of a graph with attributed nodes and edges, 
i.e. an underlying graph structure equipped with (named) attributes for the edges and the nodes. 
Formally speaking, attributes are represented as two mappings that map, respectively, the edges and 
the nodes into the global domains of possible values for attributed edges and nodes. This notion of 
attributed labeled graph is a central notion of the abstract syntax of VMT. The notions of occurrence, 
transformation rule, and derivation remain very close to the definitions given in the previous section, 
the greatest change concerns the definition of the occurrence that, now, has to preserve not only the 
labelings, but also the mappings that associate attributes to the nodes and the edges. 
The VMT approach provides a rule ordering schema that allows the user to formulate a graph 
transformation as a chain of simpler transformations. A rule ordering schema is nothing else than an 
attributed labeled graph in which the edges are directed. Naturally, we introduce directed graph by 
means of two additional mappings that associate a start and an end node to each edge in order to 
obtain an attributed directed labeled graph. Thus, a rule ordering schema is formally represented as 
an attributed directed labeled graph in which each node corresponds to a single transformation rule. 
Since no choice is allowed for the application of a single transformation rule, the application of such a 
rule must terminate and the successive direct derivations of a single rule must be confluent, i.e. give a 
unique result. The chain of derivations generated by the rule ordering schema produces a unique 
graph that is the result of the graph transformation that belongs to the language generated by the set of 
transformation rules. 
 
5 Related Work 
In this section, we survey some of the approaches and technologies that are related to our approach 
and/or influenced its development in one way or another. 
One approach to UML model transformation is to encode them directly in a procedural language 
using an API to the model repository offered by a UML tool. An advantage of this approach is that 
developers do not need any extra training to become operational. However, a disadvantage is that 
encoding transformations in a procedural language can be time-consuming and difficult to understand 
and maintain due to a lack of high-level abstractions for transformation specification. Also, tool 
model repositories usually restrict the kind of transformations that can be performed, simply because 
the API may not let one access or manipulate the required model information.  
One proposal that promises to raise the level of abstraction of operations on UML models is UML’s 
action language [Omg03a]. The language has been proposed as a way to procedurally define UML 
transformations [MB02, SPH+01] and is a special-purpose language for manipulating UML models. 
However, due to its “general-purpose” context, the UML action language still suffers, albeit less 
chronically, from a lack of high-level abstractions for dealing with model transformations. 
Another technique is to treat UML models as graphs. Much work has been performed on graph 
grammars and graph transformation systems. Graph transformations are realized by the application of 
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transformation rules, which are rewriting rules for graphs. A transformation rule consists of a graph to 
match, commonly referred to as LHS, and a replacement graph, commonly referred to as RHS. If a 
match is found for the LHS graph, then the rule is fired, which results in the matched sub-graph of the 
graph under transformation being replaced by the RHS graph. The PROgrammed GRaph 
REplacement System (PROGRES) approach [SWZ97] offers a mean to not only specify 
transformation rules but to also define the sequencing of these rules, described using imperative 
constructs. There are several other tools that are based on graph transformation theory; such as  AGG, 
GenGed [BEW02], and one dedicated to UML and Java, Fujaba [FUJABA]. 
The use of logic programming languages have also used in the context of model transformations. In 
[Whi02], a framework dedicated to UML model transformations implemented in MAUDE 
programming language [CDE+01] is presented.   
 
Milicev proposes a graphical language for specifying model transformations [Mil02]. The approach 
proposes an extended UML object diagram as notation for developing the mapping specification. The 
diagrams are extended with the concepts of conditional, repetitive, parameterized, and polymorphic 
model creation, using UML’s stereotype extensibility mechanism. Execution support for the proposed 
language is offered by a mapping to C++ code. Also, the approach offers the ability to reuse 
fragments of mapping specification through the use of parameterized model creation. An important 
limitation of the approach is its underlying assumption that the selection of source model elements for 
the transformation can be easily expressed in a general-purpose programming language, i.e., C++. If 
one were faced with complex selection criteria, it would be very likely that these selection conditions 
would become complex and hard to maintain. In fact, it would be at least useful to offer a language 
that is tailored for such a purpose, such as, UML’s Object Constraint Language (OCL) [Omg03a]. 
UML’s Object Constraint Language [WK98] has also been proposed as a way to declaratively 
describe UML model transformations, e.g., [PVJ02, SPL+01]. Kleppe et al. [KWB03] define a 
transformation language that uses OCL to specify the conditions for the firing of a transformation and 
the elements that are input to and output of the transformation. One nice feature of their approach is 
the way that it facilitates the definition of bi-directional transformations, so that one can perform a 
transformation in either direction. The approach has many similarities to our approach. However, we 
chose a principally graphical notation, compared to their fully textual notation, which we believe has 
advantages in terms of usability and conciseness of description. 
 
6 Conclusion  
For model-driven software development approaches to become a reality in mainstream software 
development practice, software development tools need to be able to better automate the creation, 
evolution and maintenance of the models used throughout the software lifecycle. In this direction, one 
of the keys areas is the easy description and execution of UML model transformations.  
In this paper, we presented the Visual Model Transformation (VMT) approach. The VMT approach 
offers a visual and declarative language to specify UML model transformations. Transformations can 
be defined in the proposed language by specifying transformations rules and defining the order in 
which these ones are to be executed.  
Further work on the VMT approach will consist in continuing work on the design and implementation 
of the second version of MEDAL tool to support the proposed VMT approach, and developing the 
formal foundations of the language in order to be able to prove transformation properties based on the 
source and target model semantics. 
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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a system for model transformation. 
First, we define the problem, followed by the need for model 
transformation. Next, other approaches of model transformations, such as 
the XSLT and MTrans languages, are presented. This brief survey gives the 
model transformation characteristics and situates our approach, which is 
based on the formal semantics specified by attribute grammars. The 
semantics offered by this formalism brings the rigor of formal semantics 
while providing good performance at the implementation by a specific 
software called an evaluator. Thus the system architecture consists of 
essentially defining a textual abstract syntax of the source meta-model and 
in building the attribute grammar that expresses the transformation. The 
input of the automatically generated evaluator is some text that describes the 
source model where syntax is defined by an abstract grammar. The output 
of the evaluator is another text that corresponds to the target model in 
accordance with its grammar. This paper will present the transformation 
from EDOC/ECA to CCM model, which is integrated in the MDA approach 
i.e., the mapping from PIM to PSM.  

Keywords: meta-modeling, model transformation, XSLT, attribute 
grammars, evaluator. 

1. Introduction 
About twenty years ago, the transition from procedural to object technology 

occurred. The revolution that object technology caused in software engineering has 
continued with the emergence of model engineering. Currently, models are treated 
like first-class entities in software development [4], [5] particularly in the MDA 
(Model Driven Architecture) approach [26], [33] and the problem of model 
processing appears crucial and thus motivates our contribution. 

As a first class citizen, a model is an entity that can be handled with precise 
properties. It can be named, extended, instantiated, transformed, and it is formal in 
the sense that it has a syntax and precise semantics defined according to a model 
called “meta-model”. A meta-model belongs to the fourth-level architecture 
standardized by the OMG as the MOF (Meta Object Facility) [13]. A meta-model 
may also be viewed as the language that generates the models. Practically, in model 
engineering the majority of manipulations are apprehended as being model 
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transformations. The model transformation problem based on meta-modeling has 
become a modeling issue for which several approaches have been proposed. Among 
these approaches, we can quote, the UMLAUT framework [9], a solution dedicated 
to the UML meta-model, the general language XSLT [15], for the transformation of 
models in the XMI format, and some particular solutions based on semantic 
networks [12] or using specific model transformation language like MTrans [3], 
[20]. 

This paper consists of a new proposal for model transformation. This problem 
will be studied through the following criteria: expressivity, implementation facility, 
and effectiveness. First, the context of the study will be defined as well as the 
problem and the need for model transformation. Then some transformation 
approaches will be presented. A description of our approach based on the formal 
semantics of attribute grammars will then be depicted. The EDOC/ECA to CCM 
meta-model transformation will be given. In the last section, will be discussed the 
characteristics and the benefits of our approach.  

2. An overview of model transformation 
Model transformation is of primordial importance in meta-model evolution, to 

facilitate the cooperation between developers, and to amalgamate models. 
The four layers reflective framework MOF proposed by OMG, together with the 

meta-modeling techniques allow the description of meta-models. The problem of 
model transformation based on the MOF can be then stated in the following way: 
“Given a source model ‘m1’ described by a meta-model ‘MM1’ we would define an 
automatic process making it possible to obtain a model  ‘m2’ conforming to a meta-
model ‘MM2’; ‘MM1’ and ‘MM2’ being MOF compliant ". In fact, this process is 
similar to the one applied in compiler construction, where a source text, which 
obeys some syntax and some semantics, is transformed into a target text that 
conforms to another syntax and another semantics; our approach is primarily based 
on this similarity.  

3. Some approaches of model transformation 
In this section, we discuss briefly some of the model transformation approaches. 

3.1 Graph grammars 
A meta-model can be viewed as a language: according a syntax and semantics to 

generate models as words. Generally, (meta-) models are represented in a graphic 
formalism, very often using UML class diagrams. As a result, models can be 
viewed as graphs. It is then natural to consider the use of graph grammars for 
expressing model transformation [6], [30].  

The transformation process is based on syntactic graph rules; it consists in 
finding a Left Hand Side (LHS) graph and replaces it by a Right Hand Side (RHS). 
Some authors [21] take into account the non-determinism in rule applications on the 
sub-graphs to restrain the interests of this approach.   

Thus, in the remainder of this paper, we focus on transformation methods using a 
textual model representation. This format is the one used by the standardized XMI 
format; such a form is also used in the tool UML Rose. Currently, the model 
transformation expression can be carried out according to various approaches; in 
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this section some of them will be presented in order to study their characteristics 
and to introduce our transformation framework. 

3.2 Transformation based on the use of an API 
Many modeling tools build model repositories in accordance with the MOF 

specification and generate Application Programming Interfaces for each meta-
model supported, such as for “dmof” [31] and “univers@lis” [32]. These APIs can 
also be used to describe the model transformation process by means of programs 
written in an imperative language: Java, C++, Eiffel, Python, etc. This solution 
provides the user with a set of interfaces used to describe the transformation process 
as a series of instructions that allow to generate the corresponding target model 
from a source model. The use of APIs to describe a transformation process is a 
powerful solution because, in general, programming languages have good 
performance at runtime. However, it is relatively difficult to give a code 
independent specification because the programmer is responsible of organizing and 
describing all stages explicitly in terms of imperative programs.  

3.3 The XSLT language 
The XMI standard (XML Model Interchange) [14] offers a special standard 

format to exchange meta-models. This format is generated by a DTD (Document 
Type Definition) in XML, which conventionally defines the representation of all 
(meta-) models. Relations between a DTD and an XML document, between a meta-
model and the instantiated models are similar: both of them involve a word (XML 
document / model) of a language generated by a grammar (DTD / meta-model). As 
models are XML texts it appears that the XSLT language is a convenient solution 
for model transformation. XSLT [15] is a transformation language devoted to 
define XML document stylesheets. A program in XSLT is a sequence of rules. An 
XSLT rule consists of two parts: the first one identifies a pattern in the source 
document, the second one builds a part of the target document corresponding to the 
generated entities. XSLT can be considered roughly as a declarative language but 
certain aspects are close to imperative programming languages. Its principle rests 
on tree transformations. An XSLT processor applies the transformation rules 
described in a stylesheet to the tree representing the source XML document, namely 
the syntactic tree generated by the grammar specified in the DTD. Then XSLT is 
therefore suitable for tree transformation based models that are generally structured 
as graphs. Hence this language is not quite suitable for model transformations.  

Although, XSLT is an appropriate standard for XML document transformation, it 
suffers from limitations when dealing with model transformations, because the class 
of transformations offered by this language is based on a top-down parsing on sub-
trees and a bottom-up parsing on the ancestors of a selected node on the syntactic 
tree of an XML document. Moreover XSLT has limited calculation information on 
a tree [19]. Thus, realization of several traversals on the source model tree, essential 
in certain model transformation situations, imposes the creation of intermediate 
trees of intermediate computations, which can make the transformation process less 
powerful, difficult to read, and redundant. For example, let us consider in an UML 
diagram class models where an entity refers to other entities, or a diagram where a 
subclass references the inherited information from its ancestors. In such situations, 
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it is essential to seek the element (syntactic node) referred in the source model tree, 
which is relatively difficult to implement in XSLT. 

3.4 Some specific languages for model transformation  
Among the specific approaches to model transformation, we can quote the 

following languages and tools:  
The UMLAUT tool [9] defines a transformation framework for UML models. Its 

architecture is based on the use of preset transformation functions in an extensible 
library. The user can add his own functions in the Eiffel language and use the API 
generated by the tool specifically for the UML meta-model.  

Model transformation can be obtained using a declarative language. In [28] such 
a language is proposed to transform UML class diagrams. This language uses the 
declarative style based on unification. It is a part of a transformation environment, 
which offers a way to also transform constraints expressed in OCL (Object 
Constraint Language) [34]; some of these constraints may be automatically inferred. 
A model or a meta-model is defined by a concrete syntax, an abstract syntax, and 
semantics domain. The authors of [2] propose an approach to define 
transformations within each above level. The key concept of this approach is the 
concept of a relation where the relationship between concepts is defined by patterns. 
The MIA (Model In Action) [12] language based on sNets (semantic Networks), is 
a declarative rule-based language. An inference engine activates the transformation 
rules. The MTrans (Model Transformation) [3], [20] is a declarative and imperative 
rule-based language. Each rule describes a stage of the transformation process. The 
sequences of the various stages is explicitly controlled by the user thanks to 
operators that allow to carry out explicit calls of transformation rules. MTrans 
reuses OCL to express navigation between model elements. The initial MTrans 
implementation produced an object program in XSLT, while the latest 
implementation generates a Python program on top of MOF-based interfaces using 
the univers@lis meta-modeling tool [32]. 

3.5 Model transformations by attribute grammars 
The compilation techniques carry out program transformations from source 

programming language to a target language. For model transformation, it seems that 
the use of some of these techniques could be successful, because a meta-model is 
also a tool that defines a language. The syntax of a programming language is 
represented by a Chomsky grammar or by an abstract grammar [1] while its 
semantics is defined by a semantic formalism. Semantics can be specified by 
several formalisms; let us quote the operational [25], denotational [24], and 
axiomatic [27] semantics. In spite of the theoretical power of these semantics, they 
appear difficult to implement and they do not generally offer good performance in 
terms of automatic generation tools. In contrast, semantics offered by attribute 
grammars [7], [8], [17] bring formal rigor while providing good performance at the 
implementation level.  

Attribute grammars (abbreviated AGs) were first introduced by Knuth [11] to 
describe syntactic-based translations. This approach is a purely declarative 
programming paradigm directed by syntax. It consists in computing information 
called “ attributes”  on an abstract syntax tree for each symbol. The set of attributes 
of a symbol is divided in two disjoined subsets respectively called inherited and 
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synthesized attributes. An attribute can be of any data type; its value is computed by 
semantic rules associated with each grammar production. Attribute computation 
consists in solving a system of semantic equations [18]. The order of attributes 
computation is provided by an attribute dependence graph. This order is 
automatically determined by software called an evaluator, which accepts as input an 
AG specification. The output is an executable code, which computes the semantics 
(i.e., attributes values) of a source text and generates the semantics described by the 
AG.  

To increase the performances of evaluators, it appeared necessary to define 
subclasses of AG. The definition of subclasses is based on the dependence relations 
between attributes. Among the most significant classes we can, non-exhaustively, 
distinguish the purely synthesized grammars (attributes can be evaluated during the 
bottom up syntactic analysis), the Left Attribute Grammars (abbreviated LAG, 
where it is possible to make in parallel syntactic analysis and attribute 
computation), the Ordered Attribute Grammars (abbreviated OAG, the order is total 
over attributes) [10], [23], [29] and the strongly non-circular attribute grammars 
[18] (order fixed dynamically on each syntactic tree). 

There exist several AG evaluators each of which has a language to express the 
semantic rules [7]. For our work, we have chosen the Cornell Synthesizer 
Generator, which can process OAG grammars. This choice appears as a good 
compromise between the expressive power of processed attribute grammars and 
runtime performance. In the following section, our approach for AG based model 
transformation will be presented with the representation of its architecture and 
giving an explanation of its various stages. Then, a short example of the 
EDOC/ECA to CCM transformation is presented. Next, our approach will be 
discussed. 

4. Transformation framework based on Attribute Grammars  
The architecture of our model transformation system based on meta-modeling by 

an AG is depicted below: 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Architecture of model transformation system by AG 

The meta-models that occur in our transformation framework are defined by an 
abstract grammar using the concepts of phyla and operators [22]. The first step to 
build this system consists in choosing a textual format representation of the (meta-) 
models, then to define its abstract syntax, and to give an AG describing the 
transformation. The transformation framework generates a textual representation of 
the target model. Its input is the text that describes the source model, the syntax of 
which is defined by an abstract grammar of source meta-model. The output is 
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another text corresponding to the specification of the target model in accordance 
with its grammar. 

4.1 Definition of abstract syntax 
 
The XMI is the most used textual format for model representation. However, it is 

a very verbose language. Thus, recently the OMG has standardized the definition of 
a textual language called HUTN (Human Usable Textual Notation), a more 
readable textual representation for MOF compliant models. HUTN closely 
resembles XMI: thus it is easy to convert from HUTN format into XMI and back.  

The mapping between the concrete syntax and the following abstract syntax is 
obtained by canceling the terminal symbols and the purely linear productions [22]. 
A phylum is the analogue of a non-terminal, an operator is similar to the right part 
of a production. The abstract productions look like:  

phy0 : Operator(phy1 phy2
 …  phyn ) where phy0, …, phyn are phyla and  “  : ”  is 

analogous to  “ →”  in concrete syntax. 
To avoid confusing notations, attributes of object-oriented concepts are called 

“ oo-attributes” , we keep the word attribute to denote attributes occurring in AG.  
A meta-model defines a set of concepts, their properties and their relations. It is 

generally represented by an UML class diagram. UML notation is defined by an 
abstract syntax and its semantics are described in UML. The syntax of meta-models 
is given by a minimal set of UML concepts that are the key concepts of MOF, 
which primarily consists of: 
 
• class, which describes entities by their properties which are represented by oo-

attributes and references;  
• oo-attribute, which defines the properties attached to each class; and  
• relation, which represents connections between  classes. 

 
Each concept is defined by a phylum i.e. a node of the abstract syntax tree. Then 

the representation of a meta-model in an abstract-grammar consists of the phyla 
associated to their concept and the operators defined for each phylum; they allow 
gathering the phyla corresponding to the components of the concept (oo-attributes, 
references, and their composite concepts). In the next section, an example of model 
transformation based on attribute grammars is given. 

4.2 The transformation of ECA to CCM model by attribute grammars 
 
This example is borrowed from [3], where the transformation has been 

implemented using MTrans language [20]. Transformation of model entities 
consists in computing their properties (here oo-attributes and references). In order 
to specify their target entities, we associate to each phylum representing the source 
concept a set of attributes essentially defining its components. These components 
are its: name, oo-attributes, references, sub-entities and a synthesized attribute 
“ target” , which specify target entities in accordance with the correspondence 
relations between source and target meta-models entities. Oo-attributes and 
references of target entities can be computed from the properties values of source 
entities or can be initialized by default values.  
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To clarify and explain our approach, we consider the transformation example of 
the meta-model EDOC/ECA (Entreprise Distributed Object Component / Entreprise 
Component Architecture) [35] into CCM (CORBA Component Model)  [16]. The 
former is a platform independent model (PIM), which specify abstract component 
model independently of any platform. The latter is a Platform Specific Model 
(PSM) that defines components implementation in CORBA middleware.  

The UML profile for EDOC is an OMG RFP that defines a specification of 
distributed applications by independent platform components using UML. The ECA 
part of this specification defines a model of components in which each component 
is described by its properties, its ports, its connections with other components and 
its sub-components. A port is simple (flowPort) or complex (protocolPort). The 
former defines a simple interaction between components while the latter defines a 
complex interaction, which is realized by its sub ports. A port is defined by its 
name, its direction (initiator, responder), its size (one or more) and its mode 
(synchronous, asynchronous).  

The CCM specification defines a structural meta-model, which specifies a 
component by its name, its events (emits, consumes, publishes) and interfaces 
(facets, receptacles).  

Each ECA component will be transformed into a CCM component type and a 
CCM home. The ports of an ECA component will be translated, depending on the 
communication nature (external, internal), the port: mode, direction, size into either 
an (emits, consumes, publishes) events or (facets, receptacles) interfaces of the 
corresponding CCM target entity.  

The principal difference between ECA and CCM is that the first meta-model 
permits recursive composition of components while the second does not. In our 
approach of transformation based on AG, this problem can be solved by the fact 
that each (processComponent) phylum representing a component is, among others, 
derived in its ports and the identities of its sub components. This enables us to 
compute by inherited or synthesized attributes of the component phylum all the 
needed information to transform it into a CCM entity, and consequently to avoid 
making a deep traversal on the component structures of the source model several 
times to seek necessary information to transform it. In the follow, an abstract 
grammar of the ECA source meta-model is given. After, an attribute grammar that 
defines transformation of an ECA model into CCM meta-model is given.  

4.2.1 An abstract grammar for EDOC/ECA source meta-model 
 
The abstract grammar is defined in SSL (Synthesizer Specification Language) of 

the Cornell Synthesizer Generator. A phylum is associated to each concept of the 
source meta-model. Operators are also defined for each phylum; they allow 
gathering the phyla corresponding to the components of the concept. Let us 
consider the “  flowPort ”  ECA concept that is defined by an identifier, a direction, a 
size and a mode then we define the phylum “  flowPort ”  derived in “  FlowPortDef 
(id direction size mode). In the follow some abstract syntax productions of the ECA 
abstract grammar are given:  
 
metamodelEDOC:MetamodelEDOC(id communityProcess); 
communityProcess:CommunityProcessDef(id processComponentList connectionList); 
processComponentList:ProcessComponentListNil()|ProcessComponentListDef(processComponent 
processComponentList); 
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processComponent:ProcessComponentDef(id protocolPortList flowPortList subComponents); 
protocolPortList:ProtocolPortListNil()|ProtocolPortListDef(protocolPort protocolPortList); 
protocolPort:ProtocolPortDef(id flowPortList); 
flowPortList:FlowPortListNil()|FlowPortListDef(flowPort flowPortList); 
flowPort:FlowPortDef(id direction size  mode); 
subComponents:SubComponentsNil()|SubComponentsDef(id subComponents); 
id:IdentifierNull()|Identifier(IDENTIFIER); 
size:One()|Many(); 
mode:Async()|Sync(); 
direction:Initiates()|Responds(); 
connectionList:ConnectionListNil()|ConnectionListDef(connection connectionList); 
connection:ConnectionDef(id id id id); 

4.2.2 An attribute grammar for the transformation of an EDOC/ECA to CCM   
 
An AG that transforms ECA components and their ports into CCM entities 

consists in defining attributes of phyla and their associated semantic rules. Now, the 
following table gives the attributes that occur in the AG. Here, “  s ”  and “  i ”  denote 
respectively synthesized and inherited attributes. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1. Attributes definition  

Semantic rules express models transformation by establishing correspondence 
between concepts of source and target meta-models. The definition of these rules 
consists in expressing any concept of source meta-model by using one or more 
concepts of the target meta-model. These rules are defined in the SSL language: 
“ $$”  symbol denotes left hand side phylum of an abstract production. Some 
semantic rules, describing the computation of a "flowPort"  (resp. process 
component) properties: name, size, mode, direction and the generation of the 
specification of their target entities, are given in the following table. The 
computation of the "flowPort.target" attribute is done by the function "PortTarget", 
which generates target CCM events or interfaces specification, using string 

Phylum Attribute Mode Phylum Attribute Mode 
name s protocolPort PCsubComp i 
d s  PCname i 
s s  internalPC i 
m s  target s 
connections i protocolPortList connections i 
PCsubComp i  PCsubComp i 
PCname i  PCname i 
internalPC i  internalPC i 

FlowPort 

target s  target s 
connections i subComponents l s 

name s PCsubcomp i 
connections i 
idSubComp i 
myIdSubComp s 

PCname i 

ProcessComponent 

target s 
connections i 

idSubComp i 

ProcessComponent 
List 

idSubComp s 

internalPC i 

name s 

FlowPortList 

target s 

name s protocolPort 
 

connections i 

 

CommunityProcess 
idSubComp s 
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concatenation operators, according to the target model structure and depending on 
the “ flowPort”  phylum attributes values.  
 

Production  Semantic rules  

flowPort:FlowPortDef(id 
direction size  mode); 

 

$$.name=id.v;  
$$.s=size.s;  
$$.m=mode.m;  
$$.d=direction.d; 
$$.target=PortTarget($$.PCname, 
$$.internalPC,$$.name,$$.d,$$.s,$$.connections,$$.PCsubComponents); 

Table 2. Semantic rules from ECA “  flowPort ”  to CCM “  events ”  

Thanks to the AG, it is possible to automatically transform an ECA model into 
CCM model. The AG consists of 25 abstract syntax productions, of 67 semantic 
rules involving 44 attributes. It is to be noted that the expression of the 
transformation is purely declarative, i.e., there is no mix between rules and 
algorithms devoted to semantics as in the API based approach. In contrast with 
similar approaches based on graph grammars [2], which necessitate the assistance 
of a programmer, the above transformation process is completely automatic since 
the abstract syntax and the semantic rules are defined. Parse tree and semantic 
equations imply an attribute dependence graph. In the follow, the decorated parse 
tree of a part of the ECA meta-model and the dependence graph of the 
“ connections”  attribute of the “ flowPort”  phylum are depicted below:  
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 2. Decorated parse tree of a part of the ECA meta-model 

In the dependence graph, attributes computation order must follow the edges, 
which change to the maximum of a level on the derivation tree. The edge “ ´�
denotes that the left attribute value must be computed before the right one. In the 
example, the AG contains inherited attributes (connections, PCname, 
PCsubComponents, internalPC) for the “ processComponent”  phylum of which the 
computation depends on its super node “ processComponentList” . Then the 
specified AG belongs to the LAG class and attributes can be computed in parallel 

connectionList 

id subComponents 

subComponents 

connection 
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connections 

connections connections 

connections 

connections 
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processComponentList id 

id protocolPortList 

sizeid direction mode 

flowPortList 
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with the syntactic tree construction using a recursive evaluator. But, if some phyla 
like “ connectionList”  and “ processComponentList”  are scattered in a way where the 
connections appears before the process component then the dependence between 
“ processComponentList.connections”  and  “ connectionList.connections”  attributes 
is a right dependence. In this case, the AG is not yet LAG but OAG and requires an 
evaluator generator of the same processing power as Cornell Synthesizer Generator.  

As it was previously stated, as many (meta-) models are in the XMI format, this 
fact leads to simply express transformations using XSLT. Processing the above 
example in XSLT would be a bit difficult because of the existence of inherited 
attributes. More generally, an OAG grammar allows several traversals when 
computing attributes; these traversals are automatically performed by the evaluator. 
Nevertheless for the same computation XSLT requires to explicitly program the 
sequence of tree visits. This requirement may lead to possible programming errors 
and to performance corruption of the transformation process.   

Considering now the implementation of this example in MTrans it appears that 
the transformation necessitates to perform a deep traversal on the tree structure of 
the source model, as described in [3], in order to find the entities descriptions that 
are essential to generate target model entities specification.  

5. Conclusion  
We have presented the AG formalism as a tool for model-to-model 

transformations. This transformation tool is declarative, in the sense that the user 
must only specify the rules to be used to evaluate the attributes values and never the 
order of computation. This order is implicitly and automatically given in 
accordance with the dependence relations between attributes. The model 
transformation framework based on AG rests on abstract syntax. The main 
advantage of this kind of syntax offers to decrease the size of the syntactic trees 
necessary to perform attribute evaluations.  

The use of AG for model transformation offers the traditional benefits of this 
formalism: As being theoretically based, an AG guarantees precision. Semantic 
rules being expressed in a declarative mode on the syntactic structure, 
transformations are expressed with concision and clearness without being 
overwhelmed in code. The modularity of a specification, written in AG, is ensured 
by its block structure derived from grammar productions [18]. Moreover, this 
formalism constitutes an executable method of specification, since it describes only 
a computation in terms of an AG and then automatically produces a program, which 
carries it out [22]. As the evaluator code is automatically obtained, it results that an 
effective implementation is very simple.  

The implementation of our model transformation approach is done in the Cornell 
Synthesizer Generator that generates incremental evaluators. This property offers 
the possibility of replacing a sub-tree of a syntactic tree representing a model by 
another sub-tree: the propagation of new attribute values on the whole tree is then 
automatically processed. Thus, using such an incremental evaluator allows the 
introduction of reusability in the model transformation. In certain cases, defining a 
new model transformer can be obtained by a mere attributed sub-trees substitution.   

If we try to qualitatively compare the AG based approach to some other ones, it 
appears that the main benefit is the complete automatization of the transformer 
framework. In fact, the use of XSLT requires to explicitly program the necessary 
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tree traversals in order to obtain a target model. Moreover, XSLT is processed by an 
interpreter, the MTrans generates a Python program that is an interpreted object 
oriented language while the Cornell Synthesizer generates a compiled evaluator. 
The programmer of a model transformation in MTrans must explicitly control the 
various stages of the process; this is by invoking suitable rules and by implementing 
functions that permits to make deep traversals of the source model structure in order 
to seek required information. These qualitative comparative elements between the 
XSLT, MTrans and the AG transformation approaches are summarized in the 
following table: 

Criteria 
 
 
approach 

Semantic/syntax 
coupling 

 Syntax tree parsing  Parsing 
management  

Execution 

XSLT  
Filter expressions and 
semantics are mixed 

 
Downward and 

ascending parsing  

 
Explicit  

 
Interpreted  

MTrans  
Filter expressions and 
semantics are mixed 

 
Depth parsing  

 
Explicit 

 
Interpreted 

Attribute 
Grammars  

 
Syntax semantic 

separation  

 
Many ascent descent 

parsing  

 
Implicit 

 
Compiled  

 
A new transformation language standard called QVT (Query Views 

Transformation) has recently appeared, and we are currently working on a 
comparison of our approach with the QVT based one.  
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Abstract 
The Object Management Group's (OMG) Model Driven Architecture (MDA) addresses the complete 
life cycle of designing, implementing, integrating, and managing applications. There is a need to 
integrate existing legacy systems with new systems and technologies in the context of MDA. This 
paper presents a case study at Ericsson in Grimstad on the relationship between the existing models 
and MDA concepts, and the possibility of model transformations to develop models that are platform 
and technology independent. A tool is also developed that uses the code developed in Erlang, and 
CORBA IDL files to produce a structurally complete design model in UML.  

1. Introduction 
The success of MDA highly depends on integration of legacy systems in the MDA context, where a 
legacy system is any system that is already developed and is operational. Legacy systems have been 
developed by using a variety of software development processes, platforms and programming 
languages. Ericsson has developed two large-scale telecommunication systems based on reusing the 
same platforms and development environment. We started a research process (as part of the INCO 
project [3]) to understand the development process in the context of MDA, and to study the possibility 
to transform from a PSM to a PSM at a higher level of abstraction, or to a PIM. Part of the study is 
done during a MSc thesis written in the Agder University College in spring 2003 [8]. We studied what 
a platform is in our context, which software artifacts are platform independent or dependent, and 
developed a tool for model transformation, which may be part of an environment for round-trip 
engineering. 

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes some state of the art. 
Section 3 presents the Ericsson context, and section 4 describes platforms in this context and 
transformations. Section 5 describes a tool for transformation, and the paper is concluded in section 6. 

2. Model-Driven Architecture 
The Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) starts with the well-known and long established idea of 
separating the specification of the operation of a system from the details of the way that the system 
uses the capabilities of its platform [5]. The requirements for the system are modeled in a Computation 
Independent Model (CIM) describing the situation in which the system will be used. It is also common 
to have an information model (similar to the ODP information viewpoint [4]) that is computation 
independent. The other two core model concepts in MDA are the Platform Independent Model (PIM) 
and the Platform Specific Model (PSM). A PIM describes the system but does not show details of how 
its platform is being used. A PIM may be transformed into one or more PSMs. In an MDA 
specification of a system, CIM requirements should be traceable to the PIM and PSM constructs that 
implement them, and vice versa [5]. Models are defined in the Unified Modeling Language (UML) as 
the OMG’s standard modeling language. UML meta-models and models may be exchanged between 
tools by using another OMG standard, the XML Metadata Interchange (XMI).  

Model transformation is the process of converting one model to another model of the same system 
[5]. An MDA mapping provides specifications for transformation of a PIM into a PSM for a particular 
platform. Mapping may be between a PIM to another PIM (model refinement for example to build a 
bridge between analysis and design), PIM to PSM (when the platform is selected), PSM to PSM 
(model refinement during realization and deployment), or PSM to PIM (reverse engineering and 
extracting core abstractions).   
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Like most qualities, platform independence is a matter of degree [5]. When a model abstracts some 
technical details on realization of functionality, it is a PIM. However it may be committed to a 
platform and hence be a PSM.  

3. The Ericsson Context 
GPRS (General Packet Radio Service) provides a solution for end-to-end Internet Protocol (IP) 
communication between a mobile entity and an Internet Service Provider (ISP). Ericsson has 
developed two products to deliver GPRS to the GSM (Global System for Mobile communication) and 
WCDMA (Wideband Code Division Multiple Access) networks [1].  
 

Wireless Packet Platform (WPP)

Common Services Layer 
(including component framework)

GPRS for GSM

Business-specific layer

Application-
specific 
layerGPRS for GSM

GPRS for WCDMA

An application in this 
context consists of 
Components in the 
three upper layers.

 
Fig. 1. The GPRS Nodes software architecture 

 
Figure 1 is one view of the software architecture, where the hierarchical structure is based on what 

is common and what is application specific. Other views of the architecture reveal that all components 
in the application-specific and business-specific layers use a component framework in the common 
services layer, and all components in the three upper layers use the services offered by WPP [6].  Size 
of each application is over 600 NKLOC (Non-commented Kilo Lines Of Code measured in equivalent 
C code). Software components are mostly developed internally, but COTS components are also used. 
Software modules are written in C, Erlang (a functional language for programming concurrent, real-
time, and distributed systems [2]), and Java (only for user interfaces). The software development 
process is an adaptation of the Rational Unified Process (RUP) [7]. UML modeling is done by using 
the Rational Rose tool.  

4. Platforms and Transformations 
Figure 2 shows the software process from requirements to the executables, several models 
representing the system, and the relationships between these models and the MDA concepts.   

The use case model, domain object model, use case specifications and supplementary specifications 
(textual documents) are developed in the Requirement workflow. Requirements of the system are then 
transformed to classes and behavior (as described in sequence diagrams) in the Analysis workflow. 
Design is a refinement of analysis, adding new classes, interfaces and subsystems, and assigning them 
to components. Elements in the design model are subsystems, blocks (each subsystem consists of a 
number of blocks), units (each block consists of a number of units) and software modules (each unit is 
realized in one or several modules). IDL files are either generated from the component model, or 
written by hand. From these IDL files, skeletons and stubs are generated, and finally realization is 
done manually.  

Some subsystems in the design model make a component framework for real-time distributed 
systems that uses CORBA and its Interface Definition Language (IDL), and Erlang/OTP for its 
realization (OTP stands for Open Telecommunication Platform, which offers services for 
programmers in Erlang [2]). In the design phase, it may be seen as a technology-neutral virtual 
machine as described by MDA (a virtual machine is defined as a set of parts and services, which are 
defined independently of any specific platform and which are realized in platform-specific ways on 
different platforms. A virtual machine is a platform, and such a model is specific to that platform [5]).   
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Fig.2. From requirements to executables 

 
RUP calls moving from one model to another one for translation, transformation or refinement. 

Hence software development in the adapted RUP process may also be seen as a series of 
transformations. However a transformation in RUP is different from a transformation in MDA, since a 
transformation in MDA starts from a complete model and have a record of transformation. UML 
models and other artifacts developed in the requirement workflow describe the system in the problem 
domain (as required by the GPRS specifications), and not in the solution domain. These are part of a 
PIM that is not computationally complete. Models in the analysis workflow describe the system in the 
solution domain and are also part of a PIM. It is first in the design workflow that we could have a 
computationally complete PIM (that contains all the information necessary for generating code), but it 
is dependent on the component framework with its realization in CORBA and OTP. On the other 
hand, each PSM at a higher level of abstraction is a PIM relative to the PSM at the lower level (less 
technology dependent). The curved gray arrow in Figure 2 shows a tool called Translator, which is 
described in section 5.  

We notice that most transformations are done manually and therefore: 
There is a risk for inconsistencies between textual requirements and the UML models, between 
different UML models, and between UML models and the code. Inspections and testing are 
performed to discover such inconsistencies, which are costly.  

• 

• 
• 

• 

Developers may update the code, IDL files, or the design model without updating other models.  
Not all models are developed completely. The analysis model (consisting of analysis classes 
and sequence diagrams describing the behavior) is only developed for a fraction of use cases. 
The reason is simply the cost. Another example is the design model where not all the units are 
completely modeled. If the platform changes, there is not a complete PIM for generation of a 
PSM in another platform. 

5. The Translator 
We studied the possibility of reverse engineering the code in order to develop a complete PIM or 
PSM. We restricted our study to the Erlang environment in the first phase.  Our method is based on:  

Filtering out parts of the code that is platform specific, where a platform in this context is the 
Erlang/OTP platform and CORBA. Among these aspects were operations for starting and 
restarting the applications and processes, consistency check, transaction handling (a set of 
signaling messages interchanged between software modules aiming at completion of a common 
task), and communication mechanisms during message passing.  
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Combing the code with IDL files: Erlang is a dynamically typed language, and the programmer 
does not declare data types. Therefore we had to use the IDL files to extract data types. 

• 

• Using XMI for model exchange.  
We studied several commercial tools but ended with making our own tool, the Erlang to XMI 

Translator. The reason was that none of the tools supported reverse engineering from Erlang code or 
from the sequence diagrams in the design model (although these diagrams are neither complete nor 
always synchronized with changes in the code). 

Erlang
Code

ID L
CORBA

Parser

Erlang
Parser

IDL
Parser

XM I
W riter&
M ixer

UM L m odel
In XM I

Translator

 
Fig. 3. The Erlang to XMI Translator 

 
The resulting UML model is in XMI, which may be opened by other tools such as Rational Rose 

(the Rose plug-in for XMI must be installed). As we recognized the need to be able to separately parse 
single subsystems (parsing the total system takes too long time and a subsystem may be updated at any 
time), we have developed an XMI mixer that combines separate XMI files (from the translator or other 
tools that export UML models in XMI) and generates a complete model. The tool is developed in Java. 
The resulting model has the following characteristics: 

It is still dependent on the internally developed component framework and uses its services. 
However, it is independent of CORBA, the Erlang language and OTP. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

It is a structurally complete model, and shows the complete structure of the design model. 
However it does not have information on the behavior. We have not extracted the behavior of 
the system that is described in the code. To do so, we would need an action semantics language. 
It is using XMI version 1.0 and UML version 1.4. 

Some characteristics of Erlang make the transformation more complex than for other programming 
languages. In Erlang, data types are not specified, and therefore we used the IDL files for identifying 
data types. Another problem was that Erlang allows defining methods with the same name, but 
different number of parameters in a single software module. Although internal coding guidelines 
recommends using different method names, sometimes programmers have kept these methods to keep 
the code backward compatible. In these cases we chose the method with higher number of parameters, 
and recognize that the code should be manually updated. 

As mentioned in section 4, the component framework may be seen as a virtual machine, realized in 
CORBA and Erlang/OTP. It also includes design rules for application developers that describe how to 
use its services, and templates for programmers that include operations for using these services in 
Erlang (and C as well). We mapped each Erlang file to a UML class, and the exported methods in an 
Erlang file were mapped to public operations in the UML class. However we removed methods that 
depend on the OTP platform. This removal makes the model platform independent, but the virtual 
machine looses some of the services that were not described in a technology-neutral way; e.g. services 
for starting the system and transaction handling.    

We recognized the following advantages of raising the level of abstraction by transforming a PSM 
to another PSM: 

The model is synchronized with the code. Any changes in the code can be automatically 
mirrored in the model by using the developed tool. 
The UML model may be used to develop the system on other platforms than CORBA or other 
languages than Erlang. It may also be integrated with other models or be used for future 
development of applications. 
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• 
• 

The model is exchangeable to by using XMI.  
The new UML model may be used during inspections or for developing test cases. 

6. Discussion and Conclusions  
Ericsson uses Erlang for its good performance and characteristics suitable for concurrent, distributed 
applications. But Erlang is not in the list of languages supported by commercial MDA tools. However 
our study confirmed the possibility and low cost of developing a tool that helps to keep the UML 
models synchronized with the code.  

Reverse engineering is a complex task. We described some challenges we met during transforming 
a PSM to another PSM. Some of them are specific to the Erlang programming language, while an 
interesting issue was the difficulty to distinguish between aspects of the component framework that are 
platform-independent (and hence may be realized in other platforms without further changes) and 
those that are platform dependent, where a platform in this context is OTP. The Translator gives a 
PSM that is structurally complete, but transformation to a structurally complete PIM should be done 
manually by developing a model for the component framework that is platform independent.  

Another important issue is the difficulty to extract behavior and constraints automatically from the 
code. We could draw sequence diagrams manually by using the code, but they can’t be used by Rose 
(or any other tool) to generate code in other programming languages. Therefore we can’t develop a 
computationally complete PIM or PSM.  

The next steps in the study may be: 
1) Study the possibility to develop a platform independent model for the component framework, 

and a Platform Description Model (PDM) that describes the framework realization.  
2) Study the possibility to extract objects from the developed PIM (in the design model) to have a 

complete object-oriented class diagram. Neither Erlang nor C is object-oriented languages, 
while future development may be object-oriented. 

3) Develop a similar translator for the C language. 
Developing legacy wrappers is another approach when integrating legacy systems, which is not 

evaluated in this case and may be subject of future studies.  
The study helped us to better understand the MDA approach to software development and to 

identify the problems and opportunities with the approach. Although organizations may find it difficult 
to use the MDA approach for their legacy systems, some aspects of the approach may already be 
integrated into their current practice.  
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Abstract. In this paper, we discuss how Quality-of-Service (QoS) can be handled in the Model-Driven 
Architecture (MDA) approach. In order to illustrate our discussion, we consider the introduction of 
availability and dynamic reconfiguration QoS concepts at platform-independent level. We discuss the 
consequences of the introduction of these concepts in terms of the realizations of platform-
independent models in different platforms. The platforms considered provide varying level of support 
for the QoS concepts introduced at the platform-independent level.  

1 Introduction 
There is a general agreement that distributed applications and services only achieve their desired 

impact if they properly cope with Quality-of-Service (QoS) issues such as performance and 
availability. In order to enable that, QoS issues should be addressed throughout a service’s 
development life cycle. In this paper, we discuss how QoS can be handled in the Model-Driven 
Architecture (MDA) approach [9].  

The concept of platform-independence plays a central role in MDA development. Platform-
independence is a quality of a model that indicates the extent to which the model relies on 
characteristics of a particular platform. A consequence of the use of platform-independent models 
(PIMs) to specify a design is the ability to refine or implement a design on a number of target 
platforms. Platform-specific designs are specified through platform-specific models (PSMs).  

For the purpose of this paper, we assume that services are ultimately realized in some specific 
object- or component-middleware technology, such as CORBA/CCM [10], .NET, and Web Services. 
Ideally one could strive for PIMs that are absolutely neutral with respect to all different classes of 
middleware technologies. However, at a certain point in the development trajectory, different sets of 
platform-independent modelling concepts may be used, each of which is needed only with respect to 
specific classes of target middleware platforms. 

In this paper, we motivate the introduction of QoS concepts at the platform-independent level; we 
present availability as a QoS characteristic to be considered at the platform-independent level, as well 
as dynamic reconfiguration as a means to satisfy availability QoS constraints. We present  some 
consequences of the introduction of these concepts in terms of the realizations of platform-
independent models in different middleware platforms. For that, we consider platforms that provide 
varying levels of support for dynamic reconfiguration.  

2 The Need for QoS Concepts for Platform-independent Design 
Awareness of the qualitative aspects of a service starts in the initial phases of its design, when the 

service designer states the qualitative properties required from the service, e.g., that the service should 
support a certain level of availability and should perform according to certain temporal constraints. 
Since services should be specified at a level of abstraction at which the supporting infrastructure is not 
considered, service specifications are middleware-platform-independent by definition. 

In order to illustrate our discussion, let us consider a groupware service that facilitates the 
interaction of users residing in different hosts. Initially, the service designer states QoS properties that 
are to be satisfied by the service. At subsequent stages of the design trajectory, the designer is 
confronted with design decisions. In the design of the groupware service, we consider the following 
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alternatives: (i) a centralized (server-based) design, and (ii) a distributed (peer-to-peer) design. Figure 
1 depicts these two solutions. In solution (i), a server facilitates the interaction between users. In 
solution (ii), symmetric components facilitate the interaction without a centralized application-level 
component. 

(i) centralised server-
based solution 

(ii) distributed peer-to-
peer solution 
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Users 

 
Users 

 
Users

Client 
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Client 
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Client 
Comp3
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Figure 1 Alternative designs for the groupware service 

Ideally, it should be possible to capture stable aspects of a system’s architecture in a platform-
independent manner. Therefore, it would be desirable to select between alternative designs (i) and (ii) 
during platform-independent design. Nevertheless, platform-specific aspects such as the supported 
distribution transparencies (as defined in the Reference Model for Open Distributed Processing (RM-
ODP) [6]) play an important role in the selection of an adequate architecture. For example, in case the 
platform provides support for replication transparency, solution (i) would not introduce a single point 
of failure in the architecture, and therefore would be acceptable as an alternative for the 
implementation of a highly available service.  

Apparently, this places the designer in a dilemma, since platform selection would affect platform-
independent design for the qualitative aspects. In order to solve this dilemma, QoS-aware MDA 
should allow the designer to express, at platform-independent level, (QoS) requirements on platform-
specific realizations. These requirements should guide and justify design decisions at a platform-
independent-level and provide input for platform selection. 

3 Selection of Concepts for Platform-independent Design 
QoS constraints may be satisfied by QoS mechanisms that may be implemented in the application 

and in target middleware platforms. Ideally, application developers should profit from the provision of 
distribution transparencies as a means to satisfy QoS constraints, shifting complexity from the 
application design to the platform. 

This applies both at the platform-specific and platform-independent levels. At platform-
independent level, these transparencies apply to what we call an abstract platform. The choice of 
abstract platform defines which (platform-independent) properties or aspects are actually considered 
and which (platform-specific) properties or aspects are abstracted from in a platform-independent 
design.  

A platform-independent design relies on the (platform-independent) concepts provided by an 
abstract platform in an analogous way as a platform-specific design relies on platform concepts. In 
order to expose this relative notion of platform, we prefer the term abstract platform rather than the 
more general terms “meta-model” or “concept space”, as adopted in [4]. In order to define an abstract 
platform, one must carefully observe: 
1. Portability requirements for the platform-independent design. The abstract platform should be 

generic enough to allow a mapping to different target platforms.  
2. The needs of application designers. The abstract platform should provide concepts and facilities that 

ease platform-independent design, e.g., by providing required or desirable distribution 
transparencies at platform-independent level. 

3. The extent to which abstract platform and concrete target platforms differ. The  gap between 
abstract platform and concrete platforms has direct consequences for the mappings between 
platform-independent and platform-specific design. 
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Figure 2 illustrates the factors that influence the choice of abstract platform. 
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Figure 2 Forces in the choice of abstract platform 

The forces exercised by factors (2) and (3) are often contradictory: 
• Raising the provided support to observe the needs of designers may increase the gap between the 

abstract platform and concrete platforms. This is the case, for example, for the support of 
replication transparency [6] in the abstract platform, when a target platform has no support for the 
replication of components. By introducing replication transparency at platform-independent level, 
dealing with replication is deferred to platform-specific realization. 

• Reducing the gap between support provided by the abstract platform and concrete platforms may 
lead to an abstract platform that handicaps the designer. This is the case, for example, for a 
“minimal” abstract platform that supports a common denominator of a broad class of middleware 
platforms such as point-to-point one-way message exchange. Patterns such as request/response and 
multicast message exchange, when necessary, are expected to be addressed by application 
developers in the platform-independent design of the application. 
Differences in the architectural concepts used to build platform-independent designs and those 

concepts supported by the target platform may result in the use of intricate combinations of constructs 
in the platform-specific design. This may have an impact on the complexity of the mapping between 
platform-independent and platform-specific design and on some quality attributes of platform-specific 
design. It is questionable whether in case of really disparate abstract and concrete platforms, mappings 
are even feasible or can provide platform-specific designs with appropriate quality properties. For 
example, these mappings may sacrifice traceability from corresponding platform-independent designs, 
as well as intuitiveness for developers that are accustomed to a particular concrete platform. 
Narrowing the gap between an abstract platform and concrete platforms is a challenging activity. 
Introducing new concrete platforms because of (unpredicted) changes in portability requirements may 
mean that the gap between the abstract platform and the newly introduced concrete platform is large. 
Besides that, narrowing the gap between an abstract platform and a particular concrete platform may 
enlarge the gap between the abstract platform and other concrete platforms. 

4 Availability and Dynamic Reconfiguration 
In the following, we consider availability as an example QoS characteristic, defined as the 

percentage of time that the system under consideration functions without disruptions (due to, e.g., 
faults or planned upgrades), the mean time between disruptions and the mean time to repair [14]. We 
also consider dynamic configuration as a means to satisfy availability QoS constraints. . 

The aim of dynamic reconfiguration [3, 7, 8, 14] is to allow a system to evolve incrementally from 
one configuration to another at run-time. Dynamic reconfiguration exploits parallelism to improve a 
system’s overall availability. While certain activities of a system are affected during reconfiguration, 
other activities are left unaffected. Developing systems that can be dynamically reconfigured is a 
complex task, since a developer must ensure that dynamic reconfiguration results in a correct and 
useful system.  
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Reconfiguration is specified in terms of entities and operations on these entities. In this paper, we 
focus our attention on component replacement and migration. Component replacement allows one 
version of a component to be replaced by another version, while preserving component identity. We 
use the term version of a component to denote a set of implementation constructs that realizes the 
component. The new version of a component may have functional and QoS properties that differ from 
the old version. Nevertheless, the new version of the component should satisfy both the functional and 
QoS requirements of the environment in which the component is inserted. Component migration 
means that a component is moved from its current node to a destination node. Migrations of 
components can, e.g., be necessary when a certain node has to be taken offline. 

A system evolves incrementally from its current configuration to a resulting configuration in a 
reconfiguration step. A reconfiguration step is perceived as an atomic action from the perspective of 
the application. We distinguish between simple and composite reconfiguration steps. A simple 
reconfiguration step consists of the execution of a reconfiguration operation that involves a single 
component. A composite reconfiguration step consists of the execution of reconfiguration operations 
involving several components. Composite steps are often required for reconfiguration of sets of related 
components. In a set of related components, a change to a component A may require changes to other 
components that depend on A’s behavior or other characteristics. 

Support for dynamic reconfiguration can be clearly related to availability requirements when we 
consider disruptions (downtimes) due to upgrades of a system. A system without support for dynamic 
reconfiguration would typically be taken off-line a number of times during its lifetime for upgrades, 
causing downtimes. These downtimes could be avoided with dynamic reconfiguration. 

4.1 Reconfiguration Transparency 
Dynamic reconfiguration interferes with system activities and, therefore, requires special attention 

from the perspective of run-time reconfiguration management [7]. A system can become useless in 
case the preservation of consistency is ignored. The system under reconfiguration must be left in a 
“correct” state after reconfiguration. In order to support the notion of correctness of a distributed 
system, three aspects of correctness requirements are identified [8]. This notion of correctness is 
addressed in several dynamic reconfiguration approaches described in the literature (e.g., [7, 8, 14]). 

From the perspective of application developers, platforms should ideally provide reconfiguration 
transparency [14]. The objective of reconfiguration transparency is to mask, from an application 
component and from its environment, the ability of a system to execute reconfiguration steps 
involving the component. Reconfiguration transparency hides from application developers the details 
and differences in mechanisms used to overcome the difficulties introduced by reconfiguration.  

4.2 Dynamic Reconfiguration Concepts for Platform-independent Design 
We introduce dynamic reconfiguration concepts in a platform-independent design by specializing 

the notion of a component to include the distinction between reconfigurable and non-reconfigurable 
components. Reconfigurable components can be migrateable, replaceable or both migrateable and 
replaceable. This allows a designer to establish these distinctions at a platform-independent level, 
specifying which components may be manipulated by reconfiguration operations in reconfiguration 
steps. 

A (composite) reconfiguration step is specified by a set of simple reconfiguration steps. The 
definition of a replacement reconfiguration step identifies a component to be replaced and establishes 
its new version. The definition of a migration reconfiguration step identifies a component to be 
migrated and establishes its new location. Reconfiguration steps are committed to and handled by a 
reconfiguration manager component entailed by the abstract platform.  

5 Platform-specific Realization 
Platform-specific realization may be straightforward when the selected concrete platform 

corresponds (directly) to the abstract platform. When this is not the case, more effort has to be 
invested in platform-specific realization. In general, we distinguish two contrasting extreme 
approaches to proceeding with platform-specific realization: 
1. Adjust the concrete platform, so that it corresponds directly to the abstract platform. This may 

imply the introduction of platform-specific (QoS) mechanisms, possibly defined in terms of 
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internal components of the concrete platform. Since modifying a concrete platform is typically not 
feasible (e.g., re-implementing the CORBA ORB to match the abstract platform would be too 
expensive), extension of this platform in a non-intrusive manner is often the preferred way to adjust 
the concrete platform. In this approach, the boundary between abstract platform and platform-
independent design is preserved in platform-specific design. 

2. Adjust the platform-specific design of the application, to preserve requirements specified at 
platform-independent level. This may imply the introduction of (QoS) mechanisms in the platform-
specific design of the application. This approach may be suitable in case it is impossible to adjust 
the concrete platform, e.g., due to the lack of extension mechanisms and/or the cost implications of 
these adjustments. 
Approaches to realization that adjust both concrete platform and the platform-specific design of the 

application are positioned somewhere between these two extreme approaches.  
Different middleware platforms provide varying levels of support for dynamic reconfiguration with 

varying levels of transparency. In order to discuss the consequences of the introduction of 
reconfiguration transparency at the platform-independent level for platform-specific realization, we 
consider the following platforms: CORBA enhanced by portable extensions with the Dynamic 
Reconfiguration Service (DRS) [1, 14]; and, CORBA with compliance to the Online Upgrades (Draft 
Adopted) Specification [11]. 

5.1 CORBA + DRS 
The Dynamic Reconfiguration Service we have proposed in [1, 14] provides reconfiguration 

transparency for CORBA application objects, supporting both simple and composite reconfiguration 
steps. The DRS has been implemented by extending CORBA implementations through the use of 
portable interceptors, which are standardized extension mechanisms for CORBA ORB 
implementations [10]. In this realization, there is a direct correspondence between the DRS-enabled 
CORBA platform and the abstract platform, illustrating approach 1 to realization. 

5.2 CORBA with compliance to the Online Upgrades 
The Draft Adopted Specification for Online Upgrades [11] provides interfaces to manage the 

upgrading of the implementation of a single CORBA object instance. The specification allows these 
interfaces to be used to upgrade multiple CORBA object instances, but provides minimal mechanisms 
to coordinate the upgrading of multiple CORBA object instances.  

This means that there is a compromise to be made with respect to support for composite 
reconfiguration steps. If composite reconfiguration steps are supported by the abstract platform, then 
realization on top of CORBA with online-upgrades is impaired. Nevertheless, a subset of the platform-
independent designs can be mapped directly, namely the ones that do not use composite 
reconfiguration steps. Therefore, we could have considered an alternative abstract platform that 
provides support for simple reconfiguration steps only. This abstract platform would be defined as a 
“subset” of the platform that supports composite reconfiguration steps. This latter realization illustrates 
again approach 1. 

The differences between the platforms could be reconciled by following approach 2, where 
transformations would introduce mechanisms at the application-level to coordinate the upgrading of 
multiple CORBA object instances. This would, however, sacrifice reconfiguration transparency at 
platform-specific level. 

6 Conclusions 
Since platform selection would affect platform-independent design for the qualitative aspects, QoS-

aware MDA should allow designers to express, at platform-independent level, QoS requirements on 
platform-specific realizations. This is done through the definition of an abstract platform, which 
determines which (QoS) properties or aspects are actually considered and which are abstracted from in 
a platform-independent design.  

Differently from the “traditional” discussion that couples levels of transparency to the support 
provided by middleware platforms, in MDA, platform-independent models are “decoupled” from their 
corresponding platform-specific counterparts by mappings. This adds a new dimension to the 
discussion on the level of support provided by a platform or located in the application. There is some 
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degree of freedom between the selection of transparencies for the abstract platform and the provision 
of transparency for the concrete platform. In this paper, we identify three factors that should be 
observed when defining an abstract platform. We also discuss, in a general sense, the implications of 
choosing the level of transparency of the abstract platform for the mapping on the concrete target 
platforms.  

As an example, we have considered availability as QoS characteristic, and dynamic reconfiguration 
as a means to satisfy availability QoS constraints. Dynamic reconfiguration concepts have been 
introduced in a platform-independent design and two contrasting approaches to platform-specific 
realization have been considered. These approaches are further illustrated using two target platforms 
(CORBA + DRS, CORBA + Online Upgrades) with different levels of reconfiguration transparency.  

The work presented in this paper is related to the OMG-promoted work on MDA core technologies, 
such as UML and extensions, MOF, etc. These technologies include, more recently, QoS meta-
modelling techniques and UML language extensions, such as in [5], QML and responses to OMG RFP 
on Modeling QoS and FT Characteristics and Mechanisms [12]. In this paper we have addressed the 
conceptual aspects, abstracting from language aspects. Platform-independent designs must be 
specified in suitable modelling languages, therefore these efforts are complementary to the conceptual 
discussion presented in this paper.  
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1 Introduction

In this paper we are going to present the status of an ongoing research about the relation-
ships between a particular architecture [5] that tackles with a concrete problem related to
database technology –the problem of database evolution- and the Model-Driven Architec-
ture (MDA [14]).

The requirements of a database do not remain constant during its life time and therefore
the database has to evolve in order to fulfil the new requirements. Since database evolution
activities consume a large amount of resources [13] they are considered of great practical
importance and, as a consequence, much research has been focused on analyzing ways
of facilitating this task [2,16]. In particular, among the several problems that are related
to evolution activities (see [11]), one of the most important is that of ‘forward database
maintenance problem’ (or ‘redesign problem’, according to [16]). This problem faces how
to reflect in the logical and extensional schemata the changes that have occurred in the
conceptual schema of a database. As a contribution towards achieving a satisfactory so-
lution to this problem (that has not been found yet, despite a lot of efforts by different
researchers [16,13]), some of the authors of the present paper have presented in [5] an
architecture for managing database evolution.

On the other hand, the MDA is an initiative led by the Object Management Group (OMG)
that embodies “the expanded vision necessary to support interoperability with specifica-
tions that address integration through the entire systems life cycle: from business mod-
eling to system design [...] and evolution”[14]. Therefore, although MDA deals mainly
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with software development and less with data modeling issues, it is implied explicitly
in evolution tasks. We have found out that several key features of MDA are shared by
our above-mentioned architecture for managing database evolution. Firstly, the notion of
mapping, used in MDA in order to transform Platform Independent Models (PIMs) into
Platform Specific Models (PSMs) –and backwards-, is also a central point when dealing
with database modeling and evolution. Secondly, both approaches made an intensive use
of metamodels in order to represent ‘modeling knowledge’.

In this paper we make a proposal of how to get both worlds (database evolution and MDA)
closer. The main aim of the work is to investigate how to take advantage of the advances
in the MDA field (in particular the development of MDA-based tools) in order to use
them in a databases evolution context. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 explains our view of the relationships between database engineering and MDA,
presenting in Section 3 the specific relationships between MDA and our architecture for
managing database evolution. Finally, some conclusions are outlined in Section 4.

2 Database Engineering and MDA

Several recent papers have already addressed some similarities between database tech-
nology and MDA concepts (see [15,10]). However it is far from being clear how should
database engineering concepts be reinterpreted in terms of MDA.

Traditionally, in the databases field, the term ‘conceptual schema’ refers to a model that
captures the user’s information requirements, for example by means of an Entity/ Rela-
tionship (ER) Model. Following the ANSI-SPARC Architecture [3], a conceptual schema is
independent of any physical implementation (and of any Database Management System,
DBMS). Moreover, a conceptual schema is independent of any computational aspects.
Because of that, we think that the ‘conceptual schema’ idea corresponds with the MDA
‘Business Model’ concept. Unfortunately, the MDA Specification Document leaves out
Business Models quickly, and focuses its attention on PIMs and PSMs, so much so that
Business Models are omitted from the MDA Metamodel Description (page 12 of [14]). We
advocate for making use of the footnote on page 7 of this Document, where it is said that
“while [Business Model] need not be explicitly present in a particular usage of the MDA
Scheme, MDA accommodates it consistently in the same overall architecture”.

The next step in a database development process is to obtain, starting from the conceptual
schema, a ‘logical schema’ that is described using the (Object-) Relational Model. The
logical schema is closer to computational aspects, but it is not dependent on any particular
DBMS. Therefore, a logical schema can be seen as a Platform Independent Model from the
point of view of MDA. This idea is strengthened by analyzing one of the core specifications
of the MDA, the Common Warehouse Metamodel (CWM [4]). This specification includes a
metamodel for Relational data resources, that is based in the SQL Standard [12]. However,
as it has been proven in the literature [18,17], each particular DBMS implements its specific
version of SQL, in such a way that a (object-) relational schema that it is assumed to
be in accordance with the standard, can be not valid for a particular DBMS. This is
the main reason because we think that a description of a ‘logical schema’ based on the
(object-) relational approach and/or the standard SQL should be considered as a ‘Platform
Independent Model’, and that a description of that schema using the particular version
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of SQL of a particular DBMS should be considered as a ‘Platform Specific Model’. These
ideas are strengthened by the functionality of different software tools that are used to
automatize the data modeling process, such as DB-MAIN [11]. A user of this tool can
draw a conceptual (ER) schema, that is automatically translated to a logical (relational)
schema. Then, the tool allows the user to guide the translation process of this logical
schema towards SQL code adapted to a particular platform (DBMS), such as Oracle.

In order to illustrate graphically these ideas, in Figure 1 we show a modification of the
MDA Metamodel Description from the one presented in [14]. There are three basic dif-
ferences between the original description and our proposal. Firstly, Business Models are
explicitly included as a new (meta)class, which leads to include two associations between
‘Business Model’ and ‘PIM’ classes. Secondly, an association class ‘BM-PIM Mapping
Techniques’ is included, in order to represent the translation modeling knowledge from
Business Models (conceptual schemas in the database context) to PIMs (logical schemas).
It seems surprising to us that in the original MDA Metamodel Description there are ex-
plicit association classes to represent ‘PSM Mapping Techniques’ (from PSM to PSM) and
‘PIM Mapping Techniques’ (from PIM to PIM), but there not exists analogous associa-
tion classes to represent ‘PIM to PSM Mapping Techniques’ or ‘PSM to PIM Refactoring
Techniques’. Our proposed inclusion of the class ‘BM-PIM Mapping Techniques’ (that in
our opinion it is essential, at least in the database context), makes us think about the
necessity of other classes (like, for instance, ‘PIM-BM Refactoring Techniques’, useful for
database reverse engineering). Lastly, our metamodel description includes a ‘BM Mapping
Techniques’ association class, which is a key point in a database evolution setting, since,
as we have said before, in the forward database maintenance problem the changes in the
conceptual schema (Business Model) are taken into account to determine changes in the
logical and extensional schemata.

We recognize that this is not the only possible interpretation. There exists some controversy
in the literature about the use of ER schemata as Business Models [9]. As another example,
in [10] a different approach is considered, since ER schemata are identified as PIMs, and
relational schemata are identified as ‘prototypical’ PSMs. Moreover, relational schemata
are used somehow as Business Models in [1]. However we think that all these approaches
are not mutually exclusive, since it is a matter of ‘level of detail’. Different kinds of ER
schemata can be used at different levels of abstraction and with different levels of detail.
In fact, this is likely quite near of the MDA vision, since it defines concepts such as
‘abstraction’, ‘refinement’ and ‘viewpoint’.

3 Database evolution and MDA

In this section we are going to outline the basic characteristics of our proposed architecture
for managing database evolution (for details, see [5]). Afterwards, we are going to show
which are the relationships between this architecture and our interpretation (that has been
described in the previous section) of the database concepts in terms of MDA.

Our proposed architecture for managing database evolution makes use of a structural
artifact that consists of three components: an information schema, an information base
and an information processor. The information schema defines all the knowledge relevant to
the system (and therefore it plays a ‘metamodel’ role), the information base describes the
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Fig. 1. MDA Metamodel Description (modified from [14]) and its relation with database concepts

specific objects perceived in the Universe of Discourse (a ‘model’ role), and the information
processor receives messages reporting the occurrence of events in the environment. In
order to respond to the events received, the information processor can send structural
events towards the information base and/or towards the information schema and can
generate internal events that inform other processors of the changes performed in it. This
structural artifact is used within our architecture giving rise to four structures which are
used to store, respectively, the conceptual modeling knowledge, the translation process,
the logical modeling knowledge and the extension. The corresponding components of each
one of these structures as well as the way in which they are related appear in Figure 2.
The name of each one of these components has been modified in an attempt to capture
the type of knowledge that they store.

There are two main characteristics of this architecture that make it different of other
proposals. On the one hand it includes an explicit translation component that stores
information about the way in which a concrete conceptual database schema is translated
into a logical schema. This component plays an important role in enabling the automatic
propagation of evolution from the conceptual to the extensional schemata. On the other
hand, a meta–modeling approach [6] has been followed for the definition of the architecture.
Within this architecture, three meta–models are considered which capture, respectively,
the conceptual, logical and translation modeling knowledge.

There are several relationships between this architecture and MDA concepts. First of
all, both make a explicit use of metamodels. For example, metamodels are used within
the architecture in order to check the validity of events issued from the environment to
carry out evolution tasks. Second, the translation information is stored explicitly in our
architecture, so that it embeds a certain notion of ‘mapping’. This component is essential in
our database evolution architecture, because when a modification of the conceptual schema
is carried out, a new set of elementary translations is determined without it being necessary
to apply once again the translation algorithm from scratch. Last, the consideration of MDA
concepts have made us to think about the relationship between the logical and extensional
information systems of our architecture. In [5] we said that “the logical database schema
can be seen as the information base of the logical information system or as the information
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Fig. 2. Architecture for Database Evolution

schema of the extensional one. For this reason two different components of our architecture
store the same information”. However, this situation led us to define in our architecture
“some rules, called correspondence rules (in the same sense as in [13]). These rules govern
the correspondence between the elements of each one of the two components”. The MDA
notions suggest that these ‘correspondence rules’ must play a more relevant role, since they
are acting as ‘PIM to PSM Mapping’. We think that this point needs of further research.

Finally, it is necessary to point out that we have developed an implementation of the
architecture that has allowed us to test its functionality. This implementation is based on
the RDBMS Oracle 8i and the Programming Language PL/SQL. In this implementation
we use the DBMS as a kind of ‘MOF Repository’, in a very similar way as described in
Chapter 9 of [8]. In particular, Frankel says in that Chapter that “to a MOF Repository,
transformations rules are just another kind of metadata that it manages according to the
general pattern”, and that “one strategy for producing the code to execute the transfor-
mations is to create a generator that reads a set of M1 [Model Layer] transformation rules
and generates the transformation code that executes the rules on M0 [User-Data Layer]
Data”. This description corresponds quite accurately with the behavior of our current
implementation.

4 Conclusions

In this paper we have shown some ideas of an ongoing research about relating MDA and
a particular architecture for managing database evolution. We think that the database
evolution context can be an interesting and valid application area for MDA, and we have
seen several points where both approaches possibly can benefit from each other:

• The experience accumulated along the years by database researchers and practitioners
in the fields of schemata translation and evolution can be useful to make advances in
the MDA field. For example, the interpretation of our database evolution architecture
in MDA terms has led us to propose an enhancement of the MDA metamodel.

• The other way round, taking the MDA ideas into account in the database context can
give place to introduce new viewpoints on current database approaches. In our case,
the use of the MDA approach has suggested us the need of further research about the
notion of ‘correspondence rules’ within our evolution architecture.

• The database evolution context can take advantage of the advances in the MDA field.
In particular, we see the foreseeable development of MDA-based tools as an opportunity
for database researchers and practitioners.
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Abstract. An important aspect in the OMG model driven architecture is the separation of 
the platform independent model (PIM) and the platform specific model (PSM) of a sys-
tem. This paper presents a system generator for a specific kind of accounting systems 
where the PIM is specified in a domain specific XML specification, and where the PSM 
is automatically generated by using platform dependent templates. One contribution of 
this paper is to describe how we have been working with the concepts of MDA in a do-
main specific context. The accounting systems we generate are based on the REA model 
of accounting proposed by William McCarthy. Another contribution of the paper is to 
show that one can generate parts of an accounting system based on REA specifications. 

1 Introduction 
The REA accounting model was first presented by William McCarthy [1], and later elaborated in nu-
merous papers, foremost in the work of McCarthy and Geerts [2], and it has been a main inspiration 
for the ebXML standardization effort [5]. An important aspect of the REA model is its attempt to cap-
ture three important aspects of business modeling in one framework, namely accounting, inventory, 
and supply chain management. In this paper, however, our main emphasis is using REA as a meta-
model. Our models based on the REA meta-model are expressed in XML, and plays the role of plat-
form independent models. These models are translated into EJB code for a specific J2EE server using 
code-templates.  

The choice of XML technology for specifying the platform independent model, rather than UML is 
deliberate. XML is widely supported by a range of transformation and verification tools, which unlike 
most UML transformation technology are freely available for the Java platform, or through open 
source projects.  

The paper is structured as follows: First, we will briefly present the REA meta-model, and give a con-
crete example. Second, we will present the architecture of our implementation of the model driven 
architecture. Finally, we will conclude with some experiences and perspectives. 

2 The REA meta-model 
The REA model of accounting is a meta-model for building accounting systems, which is centered on 
registration of the basic economic events that occur within an organization. In its first incarnation, 
presented by William McCarthy in [1], the model consists of three basic meta-types, Resources, 
Events, and Agents. Each Event (such as a sale, payment, purchase, etc.), is related to a Resource (In-
ventory, Cash…) and two Agents, an internal Agent responsible for the Event, and an external Agent 
with whom the Event takes place. In [2], this basic model is extended to handle contractual issues as 
well. 
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A simple cycle shop that purchases bicycles and sells them again can be modeled as: 
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Besides the three REA entity meta-types, there is a number of association meta-types. Events are as-
sociated using a duality relation. This captures a simple exchange situation: When the customer re-
ceives a bicycle through a sales event, he must also be part in a cash receipt event (as the shop does 
not give away bicycles). For each event that is associated with a resource through an outflow associa-
tion (meaning that the resource is decreased), its dual event must be attached to a resource through an 
inflow association. 

In the above model, no cardinalities, attributes, or methods are described. Due to the fact that we are 
working in a domain specific context these aspects can be deduced from the model on the basis of the 
underlying ontology: In the simple model, each entity type has an attribute ID, Resources have an 
additional description, Agents have a name, and Events have a date, a quantity, and a value. 

Resources have a static method to find out how much is in stock, which is the total quantity over its 
inflow events, minus the total quantity over outflow events. For a given instance of a Resource, e.g. 
men’s bike, black, Centurion, 7 gear basic, one can find the number in stock by looking only at inflow 
and outflow events that relate to that specific inventory item. 

Similarly, one can find out how much money a given customer owes by calculating the value of all 
outflow events minus the value of all inflow events associated with a given customer. 

Cardinalities are as follows: One Agent can participate in many Events. One Event has one internal 
and one external Agent. A Resource can participate in many Events; a given Event is only about one 
Resource1. The duality association is many to many, unless otherwise specified. Notice that these 
methods, attributes and cardinalities are given by the REA meta-model, and need not be specified in 
any concrete model. 

3 Design and Implementation 
In the following we will describe an implementation of MDA on the basis of the REA meta-model. 

3.1 Overall design 
The overall design is illustrated in the figure below. The main component is the system generator, 
which based on the REA model and code templates generates the files needed to build the system. 

 

                                                     
1 Obviously, a given sale can consist of several things, e.g. two bikes, one helmet, 4 lamps, and a bell. This mul-
tiplicity is specified at the contractual level, not at the operational level we present here. 
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The REAmodel.xml file describes the platform independent model in a simple XML format with tags 
representing the meta-model entities Resource, Event and Agent.  

REAmodel.xml system
generator

code templates

beans.java

deployment.xml

other.exe

check.exe

umltool.exe

 
The system generator assumes the REA-model to be well formed, an assumption that is honored by 
the checking tool to the left. Leaving the checking tool out of the system generator has the advantage 
that the system generator becomes simpler, furthermore, the consistency of the REA meta-model has 
not yet been fully specified, and it is therefore a good idea to leave it as a separate tool. Furthermore, 
it is possible for a different team to work on the checker independently of the team working on the 
system generator. 

We have chosen to use a simple customized XML Schema rather than building upon say XMI [9], 
which is clearly strong enough to express the models. The primary reason is that we wanted to be able 
to start designing without worrying about the inner workings of XMI. However, we are building an 
extension to RationalRose that will produce our REA-model from a UML class diagram, where each 
of the meta-types of REA is specified as UML stereotypes. We see UML as one important way to 
specify REA models, though we envision others. Thus, it is useful for us to keep a XML representa-
tion as the input to the system generator. 

The system generator is the heart of the tool. It reads the REA-model, builds an internal intermediate 
model, and uses this intermediate model together with the templates to generate the java and XML 
files necessary for the system to run on the J2EE platform. 

3.2 Model transformation 
This section describes the process of transforming a REA model into a J2EE application through mul-
tiple automated transformations in more details. 

The first transformation is carried out on the basis of the XML REA specification, which is parsed 
and mapped to a Java model. This model corresponds one-to-one with the XML REA specification. 
The purpose of this step is to provide a Java based specification of the PIM to give as input to the Ve-
locity template engine [3]. 

The reason why we have chosen Velocity as our template engine instead of using other technologies 
such as XSLT is that it is Java-centric and therefore fits better into the Java environment we are work-
ing in. From the templates, we generate Bean classes with XDoclet [2] tags. This is the point where 
the mapping from the platform independent model to the platform specific model takes place. 

XDoclet generates the necessary interfaces and deployment descriptors to make up complete EJBs on 
the basis of the tagging done in the previous step. The reason for using XDoclet as an intermediary 
transformational step is to simplify code generation. As an alternative, we could have used multiple 
templates each corresponding to an EJB specific artifact (i.e. one template for the deployment de-
scriptor, one for the LocalHome interface etc). The XDoclet approach has the advantage that we only 
have to maintain a single template for the components, which makes the template easier to debug.  
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The generated source files are finally packaged for deployment on a specific application server using 
the automation tool Ant [10]. 

Interpreting our approach to the terminology of the 
MDA guide [7], we first notice that neither the 
PIM nor the PSM are MOF based. The PSM has a 
reified meta-model in the form of an XML 
Schema, whereas there is no reified meta-model 
for the XDoclet output. We use a direct transfor-
mation approach c.f. [7, 3.7], which, despite of the 
non-reified PSM meta-model, is an example of a 
meta-model transformation [7, 3.10.2]. 

The fact that we are working with a domain spe-
cific PIM with rich semantics gives us the possi-
bility of building in knowledge about the domain 
into the system generator.  

This means that we do not have to annotate the 
PIM with additional information concerning busi-
ness rules – for example on how to compute 
inventory stock or accounts receivable. Instead, we 
can rely on the fact that our transformation tool 
will recognize declarative statements in the PIM 
about which business rules to apply and translate 
them into the PSM. The MDA guide mentions 
automatic translation in [7, 4.1.4], which is what 
we do. However, our semantics are not defined 
using an action language, but is part of the REA 
meta-model itself. 

4 Conclusions 
This paper has described how we utilize a Model Driven Architecture in a domain specific environ-
ment. From a strictly declarative REA application specification (the PIM) our tool is able to create a 
Java Enterprise Application (the PSM) ready for deployment to a J2EE server. The user of the tool is 
not required to do manual coding. 

As is apparent, we have focused on transformation of meta-models, i.e. we have devised a particular 
PIM-to-PSM mapping based on a typological view of the REA entities. This approach seems to work 
well in our case due to the common characteristics of our PIM elements; a commonality that is a re-
sult of the ontological foundation (REA) they share. The rich semantics in this foundation is what 
allows us to turn seemingly sparse specifications into meaningful applications in a fully automated 
transformation process. 

The latter observation is in line with OMG’s proclamation that semantically rich input models is an 
important condition to make full automation in the transformation a feasible approach [8], page 15. 
Another important condition mentioned is the independence of legacy, which also holds in our case. 

The capabilities of the applications that our tool generates are currently limited to basic handling of 
the application data objects (the Resources, Events and Agents) and to carrying out simple business 
processing, e.g. the stock and accounts receivable calculations. Notably, our REA specifications do 
not currently include declarations concerning business rules, workflow, or information visualization 
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(e.g. report generation), nor can they be marked up to control platform specific issues, e.g. to fulfill 
QoS requirements. 

However, going forward it seems promising to extend the capabilities in these areas by applying the 
MDA pattern repeatedly to the transformation process. For example, when workflows are modeled 
generically in REA-based systems, such models can be merged with a PIM (constituting a PIM-to-
PIM mapping) before going to the PSM. 

In [6] the notion of Platform Description Model is presented. The MDA guide [7], only defines the 
term Platform Model. Our interpretation of Platform Model is that it is not a formal model, but is ex-
pressed at a conceptual level, whereas Bezivin and Ploquin’s notion of PDM is a technical artifact. In 
our system templates play the role of PDM, and we believe that the system generator should be able 
to generate code for various platforms if equipped with a different set of templates, though that re-
mains to be verified. 
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Abstract 
In this paper we portrait Model Driven Architecture (MDA) as an approach to 
derive products in a particular class of software product families, i.e. a 
configurable product family. The main contribution of this paper is that we 
relate MDA to a configurable software product family and discuss the mutual 
benefits of this relation. With respect to variability management, we identify 
two main benefits of applying MDA to product family engineering, i.e. 
postponing binding time and mechanism selection to application engineering, 
and the independent evolution of domain concepts, product family assets and 
the transformation technique. In addition, we identify variability management 
as a solution to the problem of round-trip transformation in MDA. 

 
Keyword(s): Model Driven Architecture, Software Product Families, Variability Management 

1. Introduction 
The notion of software product families has received substantial attention during the 1990s, and has 
proven itself in a large number of organizations. Software product families are organized around a 
product family architecture that specifies the common and variable characteristics of the individual 
product family members, as well as a set of reusable components that implement those 
characteristics. Products within a product family are typically developed in a two stage process, i.e. 
a domain engineering stage and a concurrently running application engineering stage.  
Domain engineering involves, amongst others, identifying commonalities and differences between 
product family members and implementing a set of shared software artifacts (e.g. components or 
classes) in such a way that the commonalities can be exploited economically, while at the same 
time the ability to vary the products is preserved. During application engineering individual 
products are derived from the product family, viz. constructed using a subset of the shared software 
artifacts. If necessary, additional or replacement product-specific assets may be created. 
The ability to derive various products from the product family is referred to as variability. 
Managing the ability to handle the differences between products at various stages of development is 
regarded as a key success factor in software product families. Variability is realized through 
variation points, i.e. places in the design or implementation that are necessary to make functionality 
variable. Two important aspects related to variation points are binding time and realization 
mechanism. The term ‘binding time’ refers to the point in a product’s lifecycle at which a particular 
alternative for a variation point is bound to the system, e.g. pre- or post-deployment. The term 
‘mechanism’ refers to the technique that is used to realize the variation point (from an 
implementation point of view). Several of these realization techniques have been identified in the 
recent years, such as aggregation, inheritance, parameterization, conditional compilation (see e.g. 
[5] [1]). 
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Model Driven Architecture (MDA), on the other hand, was introduced by the Object Management 
Group only a few years ago. MDA is organized around a so-called Platform Independent Model 
(PIM). The PIM is a specification of a system in terms of domain concepts. These domain concepts 
exhibit a specified degree of independence of different platforms of similar type, (e.g. CORBA, 
.NET, and J2EE) [11]. The system can then be compiled towards any of those platforms by 
transforming the PIM to a platform specific model (PSM). The PSM specifies how the system uses 
a particular type of platform [11]. 
The main contribution of this paper is that we relate MDA to a particular class of software product 
families, i.e. a configurable software product family, and that we discuss the mutual benefits of this 
relation. With respect to variability management, we identify two main benefits of applying MDA 
to product family engineering, i.e. postponing binding time and mechanism selection to application 
engineering, and the independent evolution of domain concepts, product family assets and the 
transformation technique. In addition, we identify variability management as a solution to the 
problem of round-trip transformation in MDA. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we discuss a classification 
of different types of software product families. In section 3 we relate MDA to on of these classes, 
i.e. a configurable product family. In addition, we provide our view on variability management in 
this context, as well as how variability management and MDA benefit from such an approach. 
Related work is presented in section 4 and the paper is concluded in section 5. 

2. Product Family Classification and Model Driven Architectures 
The basic philosophy of software product families is intra-organizational reuse through the 
explicitly planned exploitation of commonalities between related products. In our experience with 
industry we have identified that organizations employ widely different approaches to product 
family based development. Based on [3], we organize these approaches according to the scope of 
reuse, i.e. the extent to which the commonalities between related products are exploited. 
• Standardized infrastructure: Starting from independent development of each product, the 
first step to exploit commonalities between products is to reuse the way products are built. Reuse of 
development methodologies is achieved by standardizing the infrastructure with which the 
individual applications are built. The infrastructure consists of typical aspects such as the operating 
system, components such as database management and graphical user interface, as well as other 
aspects of the development environment, such as the use of specific development tools. 
• Platform: With a standardized infrastructure in place, the next increase in scope of reuse is 
when the organization maintains a platform on top of which the products are built. A platform 
consists of the infrastructure discussed above, as well as artifacts that capture the domain specific 
functionality that is common to all products. These artifacts are usually constructed during domain 
engineering. Any other functionality is implemented in product specific artifacts during application 
engineering. Typically, a platform is treated as if it was an externally bought infrastructure. 
• Software Product Line: The next scope of reuse is when not only the functionality common to 
all products is reusable, but also the functionality that is shared by a sufficiently large subset of 
product family members. As a consequence, individual products may sacrifice aspects such as 
resource efficiency or development effort in order to benefit from being part of the product line, or 
in order to provide benefits to others. Functionality specific to one or a few products is still 
developed in product specific artifacts. All other functionality is designed and implemented in such 
a way that it may be used in more than one product. Variation points are added to accommodate the 
different needs of the various products. 
• Configurable Product Family: Finally, the configurable product family is the situation where 
the organization possesses a collection of shared artifacts that captures almost all common and 
different characteristics of the product family members, i.e. a configurable asset base. In general, 
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new products are constructed from a subset of those artifacts and require no product specific 
deviations. Therefore, product derivation is typically automated once this level is reached (i.e. 
application engineers specify a configuration of the shared assets, which is subsequently 
transformed into an application). 
In the next section, we discuss how MDA relates to these product family classes and briefly discuss 
how products are derived in this context. In addition, we discuss the mutual benefits of combining 
MDA and variability management. 
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Figure 1 – How the MDA approach relates to software product family 
engineering. Figure a. shows the traditional MDA approach. Figure b. shows 
the platform as a variation point that is resolved during the transformation 
step. Figure c. shows how MDA can be extended to enable model driven 
product family engineering. 

3. Variability Management in an MDA approach to Software Product Families 
Conceptually, a software system that is specified according to the MDA approach specifies an 
application model for a family consisting of products that implement the same functionality on 
different platforms (see Figure 1a). The choice for the alternative platforms is a variation point in 
such a family. This variation point is separated from the application model in the sense that it is not 
visible in the specification anymore. Instead, it is provided in the infrastructure (consisting of the 
different platforms), and managed in the transformation definition (see Figure 1b). 
The main benefit of MDA compared to traditional SPF development, is that the management of the 
platform variation point is handled automatically by the transformation step and is not a concern for 
the product developer anymore. The underlying platform, however, is not the only variation point 
that needs to be managed in a product family. The various product family members differ on both a 
conceptual level, i.e. their functional characteristics, as well as on the infrastructure level, i.e. which 
shared software assets are used to implement the alternative concepts. 
MDA can easily be extended to accommodate this need, by adding a domain model that specifies 
places where alternative concepts can be selected. Selection of different concepts from this domain 
model then results in different application models, which, provided that the right transformation 
definitions are implemented, can already be automatically transformed within to the existing MDA 
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approach (see Figure 1c). This presumes that the MDA transformations are powerfull enough to 
deal with both platform and other technical variability, and that all variations in the domain models 
can be implemented or provided by the infrastructure (consisting of the asset base). Relating the 
latter aspect to the classification of product families described in section 2, MDA thus only presents 
a real benefit for a configurable product family. 
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Figure 2 – Product family engineering in an MDA world. Domain concepts 
specify the functionality of the product family independent from the 
implementation details of the asset base. The transformation definition then 
defines how the domain concepts are mapped on the asset base. Based on the 
product requirements, an application model is derived by selecting alternative 
concepts specified in the domain model. The application model is then 
compiled to a working application using the transformation definition, the 
asset base and the product requirements. 

3.1 Product derivation in an MDA world 
Assuming that there is a configurable software product family, the two main processes can now be 
described as follows (see also Figure 2):  
Domain engineering: Domain engineering involves the following three main activities. The first 
activity involves the creation and maintenance of the asset base, which consists of reusable and/or 
variable assets. The second activity involves the specification of the domain model, which consists 
of the domain concepts. The third activity involves the definition of the transformation definition, 
which specifies how instances of the domain model are converted into a working application using 
the asset base. This transformation definition could be a compiler for a domain specific language or 
an elaborate environment such as KOALA [10], where applications are specified in an ADL and 
some glue scripts. 
Application engineering: Application engineering then boils down to creating an application 
model by selecting alternative domain concepts from the domain model. In this process alternative 
concepts are selected based on customer requirements. The application model is then compiled to a 
working application using the transformation definition, the asset base and the customer 
requirements. Essentially, the transformation process binds infrastructure level variability that is not 
visible in the domain model anymore, as well as variation points that are selected on the conceptual 
level, to the realization of those variation points in the infrastructure. 

3.2 Benefits 
The main advantages for variability management in this approach to product family engineering are 
as follows. 
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• Postponing binding time and mechanism selection to application engineering. Rather than 
polluting the application model with implementation details of the variation points on the 
conceptual level, such as binding time and mechanism, the mapping to the realization in the 
infrastructure is handled in the transformation. The main advantage of this separation in comparison 
to traditional product family development is that the choice for a particular binding time and 
realization mechanism can now be postponed to the stage at which the application model is 
compiled. In other words, provided that the appropriate transformations are defined, it is possible to 
select a binding time and mechanism for a variation point that is most suited to the application 
requirements during application engineering. 
• Independent evolution of domain concepts, transformations and infrastructure. The 
separation of specification and implementation furthermore allows for the independent evolution of 
the variation points and variants specified in the domain concepts, and the variability realized in the 
asset base. Managing the evolution of variability in both domain concepts and infrastructure is 
effectively moved to the transformation definition, as the transformation definition is responsible 
for the mapping between domain concepts and the infrastructure. A main advantage in comparison 
with traditional product family development is that applications can benefit from infrastructure or 
transformation evolution with a simple re-compilation, rather then requiring adaptations to the 
application model. 
In addition to the advantages that MDA presents with respect to variability management, variability 
management in turn presents a possible solution to the problem of round-trip transformation in 
MDA. We elaborate on this below. 
• Using variability management to eliminate the need for round-trip transformation. In 
cases where the transformations turn out to be not powerful enough, systems that are specified in 
platform independent models require adaptations at the level of the platform specific model. The 
problem with such a situation is that once changes have been made at the platform specific level, 
the PIM cannot be changed and re-compiled or all changes to the PSM will be lost. The MDA 
community therefore identified the need for round-trip transformation, i.e. a reversible 
transformation between the PIM and the PSM.  This need can be removed however, by specifying 
the platform specific variations as variation points in the PIM. These variation points then explicitly 
specify where those variations are allowed, and during the transformation these platform specific 
variants are inserted in the PSM. This approach is similar to programming assembly within a higher 
level language such as C. 

4. Related Work 
In the past few years, a number of books on software product families emerged, such as, [14] [6] [4] 
and our co-author’s book [2]. In a paper by the same co-authour [3] a maturity classification of 
product families is presented that consists of the following levels: standardized infrastructure, 
platform, software product line, configurable product base, programme of product lines, and 
product populations. In this paper we extracted four of those levels according to the scope of reuse. 
A number of common techniques for realizing variability are discussed in [5] and [1]. Other 
techniques are focused around some form of infrastructure-centered architecture where variability is 
realized in the component platform, e.g. CORBA, COM/DCOM or Java-Beans [13], or around code 
fragment superimposition, e.g. Aspect-, Feature- and Subject-oriented Programming, [8], [12] and 
[7], respectively. 
A paper related to deriving different application models is [9], which proposes extending UML with 
architectural constraints to enable automatic derivation of product models from the product family 
architecture. 
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5. Conclusions 
While product families have received wide adoption in industry during the 1990s, MDA was 
proposed by the OMG only a few years ago. In this paper, we portrayed MDA as an approach for a 
particular class of product families, i.e. a configurable product family. We discussed how products 
are derived in such an approach and how MDA and variability management benefit from each 
other. 
The main contribution of this paper is that we related MDA to a configurable software product 
family and discussed the mutual benefits of this relation. With respect to variability management, 
we identified two main benefits of applying MDA to product family engineering, i.e. postponing 
binding time and mechanism selection to application engineering, and the independent evolution of 
domain concepts, product family assets and the transformation technique. These aspects are not 
tackled by traditional product family development. In addition, we identified variability 
management as a solution to the problem of round-trip transformation in MDA. 
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Towards a UML Profile for Service-Oriented

Architectures 1
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1 Introduction

Application development naturally starts with functional requirements given
by the business that shall be supported. The model capturing these require-
ments is then refined taking more and more aspects of the technology and
target platform into account. To support and automate in particular the later
steps of this process is the objective behind the OMGs model driven architec-
ture (MDA), summarized in Fig. 1.

The development of distributed applications is supported by platforms like
Web services [2] or Jini [3]. The aspects of the technology shared by these
platforms, like the roles of service providers, requesters, and registries as well
as their publish, find, and bind operations, are conceptualized in the service-
oriented architectural style (SOA). To support the model-driven development
of SOA applications at the platform-independent Level 2 of Fig. 1, a notation
has to be defined to support the representation of SOA concepts. Moreover,
these concepts have to be given a semantics which allows to interpret the
behavior of applications modeled in that style.

In this paper, we fulfill the demand for a suitable syntax for this domain by
sketching a UML profile for SOA by means of an example. Once the profile is
properly defined, its semantics can be given in terms of a graph transformation
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Fig. 1. OMG’s outline of MDA

«component»
myClient : Client

«component»
mb : MetaBibliography

«component»
engels : Bib

«component»
schuerr : Bib

1: (engels, schuerr, ...) = getRegisteredBibsList()
2: result = query(title,author,select(engels, schuerr, ...))

2.1a: re = query(title, author) 2.1b: rs = query(title, author)

 

Fig. 2. Collaboration diagram modeling execution of a query

model for the SoA style introduced in [1], expressed here for conciseness using
collaboration diagram notation.

The paper is organized as follows: Below, we introduce the platform-
independent business architecture of our sample application (cf. Level 1 of
Fig. 1), a meta-bibliography service integrating an open number of local bib-
liographies. Then, in Section 3, we sketch the SoA profile and its semantics
given by the behavior of the SoA operations. Following the MDA outline, Sec-
tion 4 provides the SOA model of the publication service based on the profile
(cf. Level 2 of Fig. 1), and Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Business Architecture

In this section, we introduce the running example of the paper. The objective
behind the meta-bibliography is to provide an integrated bibliography service
for the SegraVis network (see www.segravis.org) by loose coupling of indi-
vidual solutions that are already present at the 12 member sites. Each site
has to wrap its local bibliography data source (a relational data base, BibTeX
file, etc.) inside a Web service interface. The meta-bibliography is accessed
over the web by a browser and an incoming request is forwarded to all known
bibliography services. The application is also used as a running example for
exercises in a lecture on Model-Based Development of Web Applications at the
University of Paderborn (see www.upb.de/cs/ag-engels/).
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«component»
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+getRegigsteredBibsList() : List of Bib
+query(in title : string, in author : string, in bibsToQuery : List of Bib) : List of BibEntry

«interface»
MbInt

+query(in title : string, in author : string) : List of BibEntry

«interface»
BibInt

 

Fig. 3. Business architecture derived from collaboration diagram

Figure 2 shows a collaboration diagram modeling a sample scenario for ex-
ecuting a query on the meta bibliography. Before clients can send a query,
they have to select those local bibliographies where the query should be ex-
ecuted. Therefore, clients retrieve a list of registered bibliographies, i.e., all
local bibliographies that are registered with the meta bibliography. Then, the
client selects the bibliographies of the research groups of Gregor Engels in
Paderborn and Andy Schürr in Darmstadt. The search string that is entered
afterward is forwarded concurrently to all selected bibliographies. From the
scenario, we can derive the UML component diagram in Fig. 3 to identify the
(types of) components and interfaces used in the application.

3 Service-Oriented Architectures in UML

The roles and artifacts of the service-oriented style are represented as follows
(see upper left of Fig. 4). Services are components with stereotype�service�.
Provider and requester are interpreted as roles of components implementing
and using an interface, respectively. (We ignore here the business perspective
of, e.g., the provider as organization owning the service.) A service registry
is a service implementing a special interface (marked by “?” as shorthand
for a stereotype �registry�) where service descriptions can be published by
providers and queried by requesters.

A service description is represented as a UML package marked by a stereo-
type�desc�, see upper right of Fig. 4. The models contained in this package
specify the service and its interface(s) as indicated by the�specifies� depen-
dencies. Requesters store their requirements for a service in packages marked
by a stereotype�req�. We assume a conceptual relation�satisfies� to rep-
resent the fact that all required properties are guaranteed by a description.
Further, we have to represent the fact that a component (requester or registry)
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<<service>>
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<<component>>
Requester

<<uses>>

<<service>>
Registry

?

<<uses>> <<uses>>

<<service>>
Provider

<<component>>
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Desc

<<desc>>

Req

<<req>>
<<satisfies>>

<<requires>>

<<component>>
:Requestor

<<service>>
:Registry

<<requires>>
<<knows>> {new}<<knows>> {new}

rq:Req

<<req>>
specs:ds:Desc

<<desc>>
specs:ds:Desc

<<desc>>

<<satisfies>>

<<knows>>

?
<<uses>>

ds=find(rq)ds=find(rq)

Fig. 4. Syntax of UML for SOA and semantics of the find operation

has access to a certain description by a �knows� relation.

The SoA style provides three distinguished operations, to publish and find
service descriptions, and to bind to a service. In the bottom of Fig. 4 a col-
laboration diagram is provided to specify the semantics of the find operation,
by which a requester obtains all service description known to a registry that
satisfy the requester’s requirements.

Similarly, there are collaboration diagrams defining the operational seman-
tics of the other two operations. These collaboration diagrams can be further
refined into graph transformation rules, as expressed in [1]. The operational
semantics covers only the communication and architectural reconfiguration of
components and services. Other aspects, like the contents of service descrip-
tions, including operation signatures, data models, etc. are left open to further
refinement in the platform-specific model.

4 SOA Model

Based on the notation given in the previous section, we can specialize our
business model to the SoA style. This requires to add to the initial configura-
tion a registry which holds the list of all local bibliographies participating in
the network together with appropriate service descriptions as well as require-
ments. Moreover, the operations of the original application scenario have to
be interleaved with find and bind operations. One possible such specialization
is shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. SoA-specific collaboration diagram

5 Conclusions

The UML profile for service-oriented architectures sketched in this paper re-
quires further refinement, in particular, if platform-specific details, e.g., of
XML-based Web services shall be added. This aspect is, however, separated
from the purely architectural view of the notation so far, as it is concerned
with the contents of service descriptions and queries.

Still at the architectural level, other types of diagrams are involved, like class
diagrams with interfaces to define signatures and data types of operations and
sequence diagrams as alternative presentation of interactions. They are all left
out here because of space limitations.

Based on the formal semantics of the architectural style, which is expressed
in [1] by means of a graph transformation system, we are also planning sup-
port for validation of SoA models by simulation using a graph transformation
tool like Fujaba (see www.fujaba.de) or by model checking using one of the
emerging approaches to model checking graph grammars [5,4].
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Abstract 
In an MDA software development process, models are repeatedly transformed to other 
models to finally achieve a set of models with enough detail to implement the system. Gen-
erally, there are multiple ways to transform one model into another model. Alternative tar-
get models differ in quality properties and the selection of a particular model is determined 
on the base of specific requirements. Current transformation languages only provide means 
to specify transformations but do not help to identify and select among alternative trans-
formations. In this paper we propose a synthesis-based software development process with 
a set of techniques for constructing a transformation space for a given transformation prob-
lem. The process takes a source model, its meta-model and the meta-model of the target, 
and quality requirements as input and generates a transformation space. 

Key words: MDA, Software Development Process, Synthesis, Model Transformations 

1. Introduction 
The Model Driven Architecture (MDA) approach proposed by OMG [4] aims to promote 
interoperability and portability. Current software development processes such as the Unified 
Process [1] have to be adapted to this approach. A software development process can be de-
scribed using the Software Process Engineering Meta-model (SPEM) [7]. A software devel-
opment process is defined as collaboration between entities called process roles that perform 
operations called activities on concrete, tangible entities called work products. Activities con-
sist of a number of steps. A discipline partitions activities within a process according to a 
common theme. In the Unified Process nine disciplines are described, e.g. Business Model-
ing, Requirement Management, Analysis and Design, and Implementation. 

Figure 1. The generalized MDA Pattern [3] 

MDA software development involves a specification of the system functionality in a set of 
Computation Independent Models (CIMs), Platform Independent Models (PIMs), and Plat-
form Specific Models (PSMs). A key characteristic of the MDA is the notion of model trans-
formation. Model transformations appears at any level: CIMs to CIMs, CIMs to PIMs, PIMs 
to PIMs, PIMs to PSMs and PSMs to PSMs. In the MDA Guide [3] this is captured in the 
MDA pattern, which can be generalized as depicted in Figure 1. The transformation specifi-
cation can consists of - for example - mapping rules based on (meta-) models. A model trans-
formation is a set of transformation rules and techniques used to operate on a source model to 
produce another model, the target model. In general, transformation rules relate constructs in 
the source model to the constructs in the target model (see Figure 2).
The source and target models are at level M1 according to the Meta Object Facility (MOF) 
[5] terminology and their source and target meta-models are at level M2. The source model 
MA is an instance of the source meta-model MMA and it has to be transformed to a new model 
that is an instance of the target meta-model MMB. The two meta-models determine the possi-
ble transformations rules. The resulting target models may differ from each other in the qual-
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ity properties they possess, such as performance or adaptability. Software engineers have to 
compare and choose among the alternatives based on quality requirements. 

Figure 2 Multiple alternative transformations for a given source model 

The diversity of quality requirements prevents the usage of a fixed set of transformation rules. 
For a concrete problem the software engineer must be able to identify the transformations that 
lead to a model with the desired quality properties. Unfortunately, current transformation lan-
guages and techniques do not provide means to identify alternative transformations and to 
compare them based on specific quality characteristics of the resulting models. This paper 
uses a synthesis-based approach to an MDA software development process. It applies a tech-
nique to explicitly model a set of alternative transformations for the source model. This tech-
nique also allows specification of quality properties of the models. The quality properties are 
used as selection criteria among the alternatives. 
In section 2 we explain the problem addressed in the paper. Section 3 explains the synthesis-
based approach to software development. Section 4 describes techniques for constructing 
transformation spaces and selecting alternatives from them. Section 5 discusses the applica-
bility of these techniques in the context of the model transformations in MDA. 

2. Problem Statement 
An MDA software development process involves transformations from models to models as 
depicted in the MDA pattern. We show the presence of alternative model transformations 
with an example of transforming UML class diagrams to XML schemas. At level M1 we 
have a UML model (source) and alternative XML schemas (target). At level M2 we have the 
UML meta-model and an XML Schema meta-model that can be derived from the XML 
Schema specification [8] (There is no standard XML Schema meta-model expressed accord-
ing to MOF but some proposals already exist [6]). The UML class model can be considered 
as the PIM and the XML-Schema as the PSM. For example, the Class construct defined in 
the UML meta-model may be mapped to Element declaration or Complex type definition 
construct in the XML Schema meta-model. Then at level M1 there are two possibilities for 
mapping each class in the source model: either to an element declaration or to a complex 
type. These possibilities can be combined in alternative mappings that produce alternative 
XML schemas. We can identify some transformations that produce alternative schemas. Even 
for simple source models there are more than one correct target models. The first problem is 
to select among the alternatives. It is rarely the case that every alternative is a good solution. 
Usually various requirements must be fulfilled. Software engineers are often faced with this 
situation but usually the process of comparing alternatives is more implicit than explicit. The 
second problem is that there is no support for identification of alternative transformations. 
The transformation to the required schema may not be always trivial and obvious and then a 
systematic approach is required. 
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3. Synthesis-based Software Development
In the Introduction we described activities and work products in SPEM. MDA work products 
are models, transformation specifications and transformers. An MDA software development 
process can be seen as a sequence of applying MDA patterns, starting with the user require-
ments specified in a CIM and after the final transformation resulting in an operational appli-
cation. The target model in one step serves as source model in the following step. These 
activities can be grouped into disciplines around the MDA levels. 
There is no easy fit of the MDA work products into activities as defined in the Unified Proc-
ess. In this paper we demonstrate how the synthesis-based approach to software development 
can be applied in an MDA context. The major activities in synthesis-based software devel-
opment are the following:  technical problem analysis, solution domain analysis, and alterna-
tive space analysis. Each activity is refined into several steps [9]. The three activities could be 
carried out for each transformation. 
As transformations are at the core of MDA we now focus on the third activity in which we 
implicitly use results of the technical problem analysis and the solution domain analysis (e.g. 
the analysis of the XML Schema, the Schema meta-model, the UML domain class model and 
the UML meta-model). A complete analysis of this case study is given in [2]. 
The important concepts in the MDA transformation problem are depicted in Figure 3.  

Figure 3 The transformational problem in the MDA pattern  

The source model specifies the system functionality at certain level of abstraction. The source 
model is an instance of the source meta-model. We aim at identifying transformations that 
produce target model(s), which preserve the functionality in the source model and realizes 
that functionality on the target platform. The target meta-model (or target platform) is consid-
ered as a constraint and in some cases the required functionality cannot be implemented with 
the features provided by the constructs in the target meta-model. Quality requirements for the 
models such as adaptability, extensibility, performance, etc. are specified in the quality 
model. Those requirements are imposed on the source model and they must be preserved in 
the resulting target model where these quality properties are interpreted in terms of the target 
meta-model. In Figure 3 we denote the fulfillment of the quality requirements by the source 
and the target models as conformance to the quality model. 
In summary, the transformational problem in MDA is the problem of specifying a trans-
former that takes the source model, its meta-model, the quality model and the target meta-
model as input and generates target model(s) that conforms to the target meta-model and the 
quality model. The alternative space analysis is directed at the identification and specification 
of feasible transformations between the source model and the target model.  

4. Alternative Space Analysis 
In this section we describe the activity Alternative Space Analysis of the synthesis-based 
software development process in the context of the MDA transformation problem. The work-
flow for this activity is shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4 Workflow of the activity Alternative Space Analysis 

This activity takes a source model, its meta-model, the quality model and the meta-model of 
target model as input and generates a transformation space for the source model, i.e. a set of 
alternative transformations for a given source model. A transformation space is a multidi-
mensional space spanned over a number of independent dimensions. Each dimension is asso-
ciated with a number of coordinates that form a coordinate set. Every element in the space 
represents a transformation that produces a model that is an instance of the target meta-
model. Since a transformation space may be too large some operations are defined to reduce 
the space. The required quality characteristics of the target model are represented in a quality 
model. The concepts from the quality model are woven with the source model elements and 
they indicate characteristics that the target model must possess. The result of the activity is a 
set of alternative transformations that can be used to produce the transformer required for the 
model transformation. We describe the process of constructing transformation space for the 
simple example model in Figure 5. It contains two classes related with a generalization rela-
tion. The quality requirement in that example is extensibility of the model regarding expected 
specializations of Class2.

Figure 5 Example source model: UML class diagram with two classes with generalization relation 

This model will be transformed to an XML schema. The example shows that even in this 
simple case there are multiple valid schemas that can be generated. Two alternative XML 
schemas for the source model are given in Figure 6. 

<complexType name=’class1’> 
    ……………….. 
</complexType> 

<complexType name=’class2’> 
  <complexContent> 
      <extension base=’class1’> 
       ……. 
      </extension> 
  </complexContent> 
</complexType> 

<element name=’c1’ type=’class1’/> 

<complexType name=’class1’> 
    ……………….. 
</complexType> 

<element name=’c2’ substitutionGroup=’c1’> 
  <complexType>   
    <complexContent> 
      <extension base=’class1’> 
       ……. 
      </extension> 
    </complexContent> 
  </complexType> 
</element> 

(a) (b) 

Figure 6 Two alternative XML schemas derived from the source model 

The activity of alternative space analysis has the following 4 steps. 
1. Constructing Transformation Space. The dimensions of a transformation space are de-
termined from the constructs in the source model. A subset of the constructs in the source 
model is selected and one dimension is defined for each construct in that subset. A construct 
from the source model used to define a given dimension is always an instance of a construct 
from the source meta-model. The coordinate set for that dimension is determined on the base 
of the construct from the source meta-model. For the source meta-model construct the set of 
possible target constructs from the target meta-model is determined. Then this set is used to 
form the coordinate set for the dimension. A point in a transformation space represents an 
alternative transformation of the source model. For every source construct the target construct 
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is determined as the coordinate of the point over the dimension corresponding to that source 
construct. 
The transformation space for the example in Figure 5 contains three dimensions: Class1,
Class2 and Generalization. The first two correspond to the classes and the third corre-
sponds to the relation between the classes. Coordinate sets for these dimensions are defined 
below: 

coordinateSet(Class1)={CT, E, MG, AG} 
coordinateSet(Class2)={CT, E, MG, AG} 
coordinateSet(Generalization)={Der, Subst, Cont, Ref, E} 

Coordinate sets are derived from the constructs available in the XML Schema meta-model. 
Abbreviations stands for Complex Type Definition (CT), Element Declaration (E), Attribute 
Declaration (A), Attribute Group (AG) and Model Group Definition (MG). For the Generali-
zation dimension we choose among the XML Schema relations. They are Derivation 
(Der), Substitution (Subst), Containment (Cont) and Reference (Ref). Figure 7 shows a 
graphical representation of the transformation space for our example. It has 4 * 4 * 5 = 80 
alternatives. 

Figure 7 Transformation Space with three dimensions corresponding to two classes and generalization 

2. Reducing Transformation Spaces. It is possible to generate all the alternatives in a 
transformation space and to compare them. The number of alternatives is usually large even 
for simple source models. However, it is unnecessary to generate the whole space of alterna-
tives. Instead, the software engineer may reduce the space either by selecting or by excluding 
alternatives from the transformation space.  

Figure 8 Transformation Spaces after selection (a) and exclusion (b) operations 

For example the software engineer may decide to select only Element Declaration (E) and 
Complex Type (CT) as alternatives for UML Class. He specifies criteria for selection from the 
transformation space, e.g. based on best practices or heuristic rules. The space after this selec-
tion is shown in Figure 8a. Furthermore, the software engineer may decide to exclude Refer-
ence (Ref) and Element Declaration as alternatives for the generalization. The points that 
satisfy the criteria are excluded from the transformation space. The space after the application 
of the exclusion operation is shown in Figure 8b. The dark shaded area shows the part that is 
excluded. 
3. Reducing Transformation Space on the base of Quality Properties. Transformation 
space may be further reduced by considering the quality requirements that the target model 
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must fulfill. The quality requirements are used to create the quality model. Once the software 
engineer has the quality model constructs explicitly represented he can identify instances of 
those constructs in the source model. Then, he can use selection criteria based on them. 
For instance, in our example we may require extensible XML schemas that allow adding spe-
cializations of Class2 without changing the generated schema. The quality model in that case 
distinguishes two types of components: extensible and inextensible. We consider Class2 as 
extensible. The interpretation of the extensibility in terms of the target XML schema is that 
the content model of the extensible component is reused by the components created from the 
expected specializations of Class2. According to that interpretation the schema in Figure 6b 
is not extensible because the complex type is defined as anonymous and therefore its content 
cannot be reused through the schema derivation mechanism. The schema in Figure 6a allows 
derivations and can be considered as extensible. The process of assigning quality properties 
to the source model and the operations that support it are described in more details in [2].  
4. Refinement. This is the last step of the activity for alternative space analysis. Once the 
space is sufficiently reduced the software engineer may generate the alternatives explicitly. 
However, these alternatives are not complete transformations yet. Some additional details are 
required before the transformation is specified and executed. For instance, the XML element 
declaration components always require a type to be defined.

5. Conclusion 
We presented a synthesis-based approach for an MDA software development process with 
focus on the activity of alternative space analysis. In current software development processes 
such as the Unified Process, no explicit attention is given to exploration and selection of al-
ternatives. For MDA there are inherently many possible alternative transformations from 
source to target models. In the synthesis-based approach to the software development process 
alternative space analysis is treated as a separate activity with specific techniques for generat-
ing and reducing the transformation space. Although transformation spaces tend to be large 
even for simple models, they are purely conceptual. The software engineer does not need to 
generate all the alternative transformations from a transformation space. A number of reduc-
tion steps are applied and the size of the space is reduced. The structure of a transformation 
space specified by dimensions and coordinate sets provides a framework to reason about the 
alternatives in general instead of per alternative individually. 
Since software engineers generally have to fulfill both functional and quality requirements, 
they should be able to identify and compare the quality properties of the functionally equiva-
lent alternative target models for the same source model.  The proposed techniques capture 
the quality requirements in a quality model that can be used in criteria for reducing the trans-
formation space. 
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